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Chapterr 1
Introductionn and Outline
Ourr socioeconomic system is a complicated structure containing millions of interactingg units, such as individuals, households, and firms. It is these units which
actuallyy make decisions about spending and saving, investing and producing, marryingg and having children. It seems reasonable to expect that our predictions would
bee more successful if they were based on knowledge about these elemental decisionmakingg units — how they behave, how they respond to changes in their situations,
andd how they react.
Orcuttt et al., Microanalysis of Socioeconomic Systems: A Simulation Study (1961)
Thee most common traditional assumption incorporated into economic and game theoreticc models is that decision-makers are exclusively motivated to maximize their material
self-interest.self-interest.

That is, a decision-maker is assumed to select

"the best choice" from a

givenn set of alternatives open to him, where "the best choice" is a choice that maximizes
hiss utility function. The utility function represents the individual's preferences which, in
mostt rational choice models, are assumed to be only selfishly motivated. We can distinguishh two types of debates in the literature of political and behavioral economics within
thee approach of rational choice theory. One line of research questions the assumed hyperrationalityy of decision making, arguing that it bears little relation to a human being. It
triess to relax assumptions of strong rationality of individual behavior. Part I of this thesis
presentss essays in political economy that belong to this type of research, known as the
boundedd rationality approach. The other line of research is concerned with an exploration
11
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off the shape and content of a utility function that represents an economic agent's preferences.. Part II of this thesis includes experimental and theoretical work that explores and
modelss motivations underlying individual preferences.
Thee theoretical framework of Part I is the positive theory of organized special interestt groups. The existing rational choice models make an important contribution to
ourr understanding of the role of interest groups in politics and economics (see e.g. Sloof
(1996),, Drazen (2000), Persson and Tabellini (2000)). However, we think further research
iss needed for the following reasons. Areas where economics meets politics, such as in the
designn and implementation of public policies or electoral competition, are very complex.
Complexx interactions may take place between heterogeneous actors (individuals, parties,
interestt groups) and non-linearities may appear. Information easily becomes extremely
costlyy and hence searching for it may be irrational. On the other hand, there may be
manyy sources releasing biased information which needs to be filtered. Thus, assumptionss of common knowledge (of the type "I know that you know that he knows that she
knows....")) and of strong rationality in the processing of all available imperfect informationn (e.g. filtering out the strategic elements) can be seriously questioned. The second
reasonn deals with the counterargument that people may behave "as if" such assumptions
aree fulfilled, leaving intact the predictive power of models using those assumptions. That
hass grounded the development of a number of game theoretic models of interest groups
thatt aim to provide micro-foundations for empirical macro-phenomena that are the outcomee of decisions made by hundreds, thousands, even millions of individuals; think, for
instance,, of mass elections. Recent models have incorporated elements of uncertainty
andd asymmetric information in order to explain empirical regularities of collective action,
separationn between party platforms, and so on. However, according to the principle of Occam'ss Razor a simple explanation is preferable to a more complex one, and therefore, we
thinkk that developing models that are based on simple behavioral assumptions that can
explainn the same phenomena is important. Two approaches can be distinguished: abandoningg entirely the rationality assumptions, or maintaining the paradigm of rationality
butt introducing limits to the strong rationality assumptions. Our work aims to contribute
too the latter research agenda by introducing boundedly rational agents into the modeling

33
off interest groups. The concept of bounded rationality can be related to cognition and
emotionss (see e.g. Simon (1982, 1997), Rubinstein (1998), Gigerenzer and Selten (2001)).
Inn particular, bounds on rationality may be related to limits on individuals' ability to
optimizee and limits to the accuracy of information. Even though an economic or political
agentt may want to have accurate information, he may not obtain it because it is too costly
(informationn constrained rationality). Furthermore, an individual may not optimize due
too a failure either in information processing or in the evaluation of the consequences of
differentt relevant alternatives or actions. The assumptions we use in modeling economic
andd political agents take account of such limitations. Furthermore, our models seek to
providee micro-foundations to macro-phenomena of interest group behavior and the impact
thereof. .
Inn short, the research reported in Part I takes the following approach. In our models,
interestt groups emerge from the actions of boundedly rational individuals who share some
commonn interests and whose decisions reflect dissatisfaction with the status quo, which
mayy be an economic or political state. Competition among groups and the paucity of
informationn about demands for alternative policies in the 'political market' (e.g. during
electorall campaigns) are the sources of the influence of interest groups on economic and
politicall outcomes.
Usefull predictions about macro-phenomena derived from micro-foundations must be
basedd on a careful study of individual decision-making. The laboratory provides an excellentt environment for such research because the implementation of controlled experiments
makess it possible to differentiate among alternative hypotheses about individual decisionmaking.. In the work presented in Part II we use laboratory experiments to study how
alternativee individual motivations affect economic decision-making. This is important
nott only for rational choice theory, the power of which may crucially depend on what is
assumedd about the utility functions of agents, but also for any serious work that aims
too provide micro-foundations to economic and political phenomena. The experimental
evidencee generated by research that addresses questions about individual motivations is
veryy appealing. Laboratory data strongly support the hypothesis that, in addition to
thee selfish motive, other motives play a role in economic decision-making. This has led

44
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researcherss to develop several types of utility functions that incorporate both the agent's
ownn material payoffs and the payoffs of others, all aiming to formalize the new empirical
evidence.. As is always the case in any empirical science, the new models should be tested.
Neww data may call for either improvements in existing models or developing new models.
Thiss is the path followed by the research reported in Part II. We start with some new
experimentss that aim to shed some further light on the motivations that drive economic
decision-making,, and provide tests of the prominent models in the literature. We then
proposee a new model of other-regarding preferences.

1.11

Part I: Individual-based models of interest groups

Empiricall research has shown that organized interest groups play a significant role in
politicall economic matters (see e.g. Potters and Sloof (1996)). Two established research
liness on separated domains can be distinguished (Gray and Lowery (1996)). One line deals
withh the activities and impact of special interest organizations in the political process.
Inn this literature, the organization of individuals into groups is taken for granted. Only
theirr political and economic influence is endogenously determined (see e.g. van Winden
(1999),, Persson and Tabellini (2000)). Much attention has been paid to, for instance, formalizingg lobbying as an attempt to influence election outcomes or public policies through
contributions,, endorsements aimed to coordinate votes for a preferred party, organizing
protestss and strikes to block or enhance certain policy implementations, and so on. However,, as Persson and Tabellini (2000, p. 192) write "Further exploring these issues, trying
too make the voters' ideological preferences endogenous and studying the role of public
policyy in creating and preserving pressure groups seems a very fruitful, though difficult,
areaa of research." The other line of research deals with the formation of interest groups
(Moee (1980), Walker (1983), Hansen (1985)). The most influential work here is the study
off Olson (1965) on collective action. Although this research makes significant contributionss to our understanding of the problems involved in the organization of individuals
intoo groups, it does not account for the impact of groups on political outcomes. A theory
off interest groups that integrates successfully the different elements (formation, activity,

1.1.1.1. PART I: INDIVIDUAL-BASED MODELS OF INTEREST GROUPS
andd political impact) is needed. The models we present in the first part of this thesis
aree a first attempt to the development of such a theory. These individual-based models
havee in common that the individual decision to participate in collective action is mainly
determinedd by dissatisfaction with the status quo. Our models account for dynamic aspectss of group formation and development reflecting the individuals decisions to join, stay
withh or leave interest groups. Interest groups emerge endogenously from the decisions of
aa large number of individuals who coordinate their participation spontaneously and in a
decentralizedd way. Bounded rationality induces an individual to do so.1
Wee consider two types of political institutions that provide a potential environment
forr the emergence and the survival of special interest groups: elections and governmental
policymaking.. Chapter 2 deals with groups in the formation of public policies whereas
Chapterss 3, 4 and 5 treat groups in electoral systems.
Inn Chapter 2 we introduce a deterministic dynamic model of the interaction between
interestt groups and governmental policymaking, focusing on redistribution. The model
referss to social groups with conflicting economic interests and with a potential influence on
governmentt policies (such as workers versus capitalists, age-groups, industries within an
economicc sector, and so on). It is a very stylized and simplified model that consists of two
economicc sectors, in each of which individuals decide independently and simultaneously
too participate in collective action in response to dissatisfaction with the status quo (aftertaxx income). Instead of optimizing, individuals are assumed to satisfice (Simon (1982)).
Comparativee statics analysis, inter alia, goes into the impact of demographic and sectoral
shifts,, and may help understand union leaders' positions on issues like income inequality
orr social welfare. Dynamic analysis addresses the stability of political economic equilibria,
andd the development of the sizes of interest groups over time.
Chapterss 3, 4, and 5 introduce endogenous interest groups and other elements of social
interactionn in the spatial voting theory of mass elections. In spatial models of electoral
competitionn both voters and candidates are represented by points in a multidimensional
issuee space (see e.g. Davis and Hinich (1966), Riker and Ordeshook (1973)). In elections
eachh voter casts his vote for that party whose policy platform is closest to his own ideal
1

Seee Lohmann (1993, 1994, 1998) for fully-rational models of mass political action.
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positionn according to some distance (e.g. in terms of weighted Euclidean distance). Thus,
itt is assumed that voters make their decision for whom to vote independently, accordingg to their individual evaluation of alternatives and available information. In the basic
modelss voters' political preferences are treated as exogenous, stable, and independent.
Theree may be situations of voting in which these assumptions are plausible. However,
masss elections are hardly such environments. Casual empiricism suggests that voting behaviorr is typically subject to hype and herd behavior. Voters' political preferences seem
too have asocial character (McKelvey and Ordeshook (1985), Bartels (1988)). Individuals
interactt with each other. Beliefs about candidates and policies are endogenously generatedd through spontaneous contacts among friends, colleagues or family members, and
viaa organized campaign propaganda and the media. The perceptions of individuals are
influencedd by others' perceptions. As Rawls (1971) writes: "In everyday life the exchange
off opinions with others checks our partiality and widens our perspective; we are made to
seee things from their standpoint and the limits of our vision are brought home to us."
Becausee of limited cognitive faculties and information, the decisions we reach are strongly
influencedd by the social environment that surrounds us. Thus, the individual evaluation
off alternatives may change through a decentralized process of social interactions, which
inn turn may induce important changes in the distribution of voters over the policy space,
and,, hence, the election outcome. Van Winden (2002) argues that: "People are groping
forr political interests; they do not just have them. . . . we often do not know what precisely
ourr interests in the political sphere are. Take the interests of a worker in the taxation of
wagess and profits. At first glance, one might perhaps think that a worker would prefer
profitt taxation. However, confronted with statements about capital flight, a worker may
gett convinced that wage taxation is to be preferred. In a world with severe uncertainty
aboutt what is right or wrong in terms of policy, one cannot simply take the interests
off political agents as given. But, then, how do they develop?". We develop dynamic
spatiall models of electoral competition that relax the usual assumptions regarding the
stabilityy of voters' preferences, availability of information, and full rationality of political
agentss (including political candidates). Our goal is to investigate the emergence of new
propertiess (if any) in the dynamics of voting outcomes and of the distribution of political

J.i..
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opinions. .
Chapterr 3 introduces a model which presents a first step towards the incorporation
off endogenous interest groups. Interest groups emerge from a spontaneous coordination
off voting behavior of boundedly rational voters. They consist of voters who feel strongly
aboutt certain positions on certain issues. These interest groups interact with the election
proceduree by, on the one hand, trying to influence parties' electoral platforms, and, on the
otherr hand, inducing the interest group members to vote for selected candidates. More
specifically,, an interest group tries to influence the election outcome in the following ways:
(i)(i) through money contributions to help finance opinion polls on positions that are supportivee of the group's interest, thereby transmitting information about voter preferences
too political parties, (ii) by endorsing the preferred candidate, and (iii) affecting members'' votes. In modeling political parties as boundedly rational actors we follow Kollman,
Millerr and Page (1992, 1998) .2 Instead of knowing the distribution of voters in the policyy space, political candidates are assumed to experiment with different policy positions
(platforms)) in order to find the position(s) where the probability of winning is the highest.. We subsequently introduce a stochastic dynamic model of social interactions that
formalizess spontaneous individual interactions between elections and accounts for social
impactt on individuals' opinions (ideal positions in the issue space). In our model, voters
meett each other randomly and may revise their opinions regarding policies over time in
responsee to private information generated via informal communications. That may lead
too self-sorting of voters "into (informal) social groups, the members of which are characterizedd by similar behavior " (van Winden (2002)). In an extended model that integrates
bothh the interdependence of political opinions and the coordination of voting behavior,
thee size and importance of the interest groups are determined endogenously, with the
interactionn structure of the electorate and the election outcomes as determinants. The
electionn outcomes are again influenced by the sizes and positions of the interest groups.
Alll models introduced in Chapter 3 are agent-based models (see Epstein and Axtell
(1996))) which employ computer modeling techniques. We have chosen this way of mod2

Too our knowledge, Kollman, Miller and Page (1992) are the first to introduce political parties as
boundedlyy rational (adaptive) actors in spatial voting models.
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elingg since mass elections involve a large number of heterogenous individuals interacting
withh each other, for the study of which our analytical means fall short. We model the
electorall process as a stochastic dynamic process and represent it as an if-then system
composedd of condition-action relations. Since realizations of a stochastic process vary,
aa simulated electoral process unfolds its own pattern. Through replications, however, it
helpss us understand the intrinsic properties of the system at the macro-level; properties
thatt have the potential to emerge. Therefore, we start analyzing our models via numerical
simulations.. The main issues that the simulation analysis addresses are: (i) the evolution
off the distribution of voters1 political preferences (ideal positions) reflecting the impact
off social interaction, (it) the impact of interest groups on voting outcomes, (iii) paths of
electionn outcomes, (iv) convergence (if any) of parties' electoral platforms and election
outcomes,, and (v) the probability that the challenger wins elections.
Simulationn methods are an important means for tackling issues like these. They can
bee seen as another form of experimentation in addition to laboratory and field experiments.. Although helpful, the results they provide are dependent on the specifications
off the parameters of the model. Examining the dependence of the model's behavior on
thee selected parameter configurations in detail is time consuming and only feasible to
aa limited extent. Therefore, for a better understanding of the generic properties of the
processs we need to move on from simulations of individual-based processes to plausible
approximationn models. Mean-field approximation,3 that is, replacement of the values of
thee random variables with their expected values, is a useful tool for systems where the
randomm variables are uniformly distributed. Mean-field models are strictly deterministic
and,, hence, more convenient to use, since determinism implies that a single simulation is
sufficientt to evaluate the consequences of each initial condition. In Chapter 4 we develop
aa mean-field approximation of the stochastic model of interest groups. This results in
aa deterministic dynamic model of the "Markov" type, for which we can investigate the
steadyy state distribution of the elections' outcomes. In addition to the questions posed already,, we investigate the effects of different ways with which interest groups may interact
withh political parties on the steady state distribution of policy outcomes.
33

See Dickmann, Law, and Metz (2000) for a broader discussion of this topic.
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Inn Chapter 5 we axe particularly concerned with the (observed) enlargement of the
winningg set, that is, the set of policy platforms which will defeat the current incumbent
inn an election. We present a general result for a slightly modified version of the Markov
modell introduced in Chapter 4. The enlargement of the winning set in the presence of
interestt groups is proved for positions around the center of the policy space.

1.22

Part II: Other-regarding preferences

Thee most common assumption incorporated into economic and game theoretic models is
thatt decision-makers are exclusively motivated to maximize their material self-interest.
Wee shall refer to this as the assumption of "self-regarding" preferences. Rational models
off self-regarding preferences predict behavior quite well in some contexts. For example,
bidss and offers in double auction markets for items with known values produce prices
andd quantities that converge to competitive equilibrium under widely varying conditions
(Smithh (1982), Davis and Holt (1993)). This convergence is robust to unequal distributionss of the gains from exchange, with competitive equilibrium outcomes occurring even
whenn virtually all of the gains from exchange accrue to one side of the market (Smith
andd Williams (1990)). Very unequal outcomes are also accepted by agents in some other
contexts,, including games of "proposer competition" (Roth et al. (1991)) and "responder
competition"" (Güth, Marchand and Rulliere (1997)). Furthermore, there are a variety
off other contexts in which the self-regarding preferences model predicts behavior well,
includingg one-sided auctions with independent private values (Cox and Oaxaca (1996)),
procurementt contracting (Cox et al. (1996)) and search (Cox and Oaxaca (1989, 2000),
Harrisonn and Morgan (1990), Cason and Friedman (2000)).
However,, rational models of self-regarding preferences fare poorly in a variety of other
contexts.. In ultimatum games, the (subgame perfect) equilibrium of the model of selfregardingg preferences implies extremely unequal material payoffs. But this predicted
outcomee is almost never observed; instead, most outcomes have nearly equal material
payoffss for the paired players (Güth, Schmittberger and Schwarze (1982), Slonim and
Rothh (1997)). Other contexts in which self-regarding-preference rational models predict

10 0
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poorlyy include voluntary contributions to public goods experiments, in particular those in
whichh there axe costly opportunities for punishing free riders (Fehr and Schmidt (1999),
Fehrr and Gachter (2000b)). There are also systematic differences between the predictions
off standard principal-agent theory and behavior in experimental labor markets. In the
presencee of incomplete contracts, wage offers above the opportunity cost of workers elicit
effortt choices above the predicted (shirking) level (Fehr, Kirchsteiger and Riedl (1993),
Fehr,, Gachter and Kirchsteiger (1997), Fehr and Falk (1999)).
Actionss that are inconsistent with the predictions of the self-regarding preferences
modell can be cognitively motivated by social norms for reciprocating the actions of anotherr (Eister (1989)) or by emotions generated while individuals are interacting (Bosman
andd van Winden (2001)). However, they can also be motivated by agents' altruistic or
inequality-aversee preferences over the distribution of material payoffs. The distinction
betweenn actions motivated by preferences over outcomes and actions motivated by attributionss of intentions is essential to empirical guidance for theory development, because
modelingg intentions is not the same as modeling preferences over outcomes that are unconditionall on perceived intentions.
Ourr starting point is to investigate whether attribution of intentions is a significant
motivee for behavior in experimental games. Everyday life provides much anecdotal evidencee that attribution of intentions, as well as preferences over outcomes, is important
inn social, political and economic exchange. Thus a spouse, date, or guest who is late for
dinnerr or some other engagement is more likely to be easily forgiven if he can make a
crediblee case that his tardiness was caused by events that were largely outside his control.
AA price increase by a seller is more likely to be accepted without grumbling or retaliation
byy buyers if the seller can credibly claim that the price increase was "necessitated" by
ann increase in costs rather than chosen to increase profit after an increase in demand
orr decrease in competitors' supply. A politician who adopts a policy that is harmful to
thee perceived self-interest of some constituents is more likely to survive in office if she
cann credibly claim that the decision was necessitated by international treaty, the political
opposition,, or fiscal realities.
Inn order to guide development of economic and game-theoretic models, we need to be
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ablee to discriminate between actions with alternative motivations. In Chapter 6, we use a
triadicc experimental design to discriminate between actions motivated by preferences over
outcomess and actions motivated by attributions of intentions in the so-called moonlighting
game.. The moonlighting game was introduced in the literature by Abbink, Irlenbusch,
andd Renner (2000); it is an extension of the investment game of Berg, Dickhaut, and
McCabee (1995). In the moonlighting game, a first-mover can either give money to a
pairedd second mover or take money from the second mover. Any amount given is tripled
byy the experimenter. Any amount taken is not transformed by the experimenter. After
aa second mover learns of the tripled amount sent or the amount taken by the paired first
mover,, the second mover has an opportunity to give or take money from the first mover.
Eachh dollar that the second mover gives to the first mover costs the second mover one
dollar.. Each dollar that the second mover takes from the first mover costs the second
moverr 33 cents.
Thee question we address in Chapter 6 is what motivations for actions can be inferredd from observations in the moonlighting game. We explain that observations in the
moonlightingg game do not discriminate between trust and altruistic other-regarding preferencess of first movers, nor between fear and inequality-averse other-regarding preferences
off first movers, nor between positive reciprocity and altruistic or inequality-averse otherregardingg preferences of second movers, nor between negative reciprocity and inequalityaversee other-regarding preferences of second movers. This is our reason for incorporating
thee moonlighting game into a triadic experimental design that includes dictator control
treatmentss that make these discriminations possible.
Thee large body of data inconsistent with the implications of self-regarding preferences
hass recently motivated development of alternative models. Within the rational choice
approach,, Fehr and Schmidt (1999) and Bolton and Ockenfels (2000) make important
contributionss in developing simple models that can rationalize seemingly inconsistent data
fromm several distinct types of experiments. These models aree based on the assumption that
agents'' preferences or motivations are characterized by "inequality aversion," meaning
thatt utility is increasing with one's own material payoff but decreasing with the difference
orr the ratio between one's own and others' material payoffs. The Fehr and Schmidt
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paperr and the Bolton and Ockenfels paper demonstrate that their models are consistent
withh data from diverse experiments that produce very unequal payoffs consistent with
standardd theory or nearly equal payoffs that are inconsistent with the standard model
off self-regarding preferences. Other groups of researchers, such as Andreoni and Miller
(2001)) and Charness and Rabin (2002) have been developing alternative models that
explainn the same data for different reasons. Such models are based on the assumption that
agents'' motivations are characterized by "quasi-maximin" preferences. More explicitly,
theirr models assume that people are motivated to maximize the payoff to the lowest payoff
personn and increase total payoffs.
Inn Chapters 7 and 8 we are concerned with testing models of (unconditional) preferencess over outcomes, and develop a model that is consistent with more data from
"reciprocity-free"" environments than alternative models are. Chapter 7 presents results
fromm experiments designed to provide a direct test of inequality aversion. We find that
thee large majority of subjects are not averse to unequal money payoffs. Rather than
equall payoffs, the majority of subjects choose very selfish unequal outcomes, or very
generouss unequal outcomes, depending upon the price of generosity and other propertiess of the feasible set. Instead of inequality aversion, the new data support a model of
"other-regarding"" preferences with the property that utility is globally increasing in both
one'ss own and others' material payoffs. In Chapter 8, we demonstrate that the model of
other-regardingg preferences is consistent with most data from experiments that can be
rationalizedd by models of inequality aversion. There we also discuss the limitations of
bothh models of other-regarding preferences and models of inequality aversion. These limitationss are revealed by data from experimental designs, like the one presented in Chapter
6,, that can discriminate between decisions motivated by preferences over outcomes and
decisionss motivated by perceptions of others' intentions.

Partt I
Individual-Basedd Models of Interest
Groups s

13 3

Chapterr 2
AA Dynamic Model of Interest Group
Sizes s
2.11

Introduction

Interestt groups play an important role in economic policymaking. Many empirical studies
showw this for Europe and the U.S. (Richardson (1994), Potters and Sloof (1996)). Accordingg to Richardson (1994, p. 11-12) the following observation by the Norwegian political
scientistt Stein Rokkan captures the practical essence of European democracy:
thee crucial decisions on economic policy are rarely taken in the parties or in
Parliament:: the central area is the bargaining table where the government authoritiess meet directly with the trade union leaders, the representatives of the farmers,
thee smallholder and the fishermen, and the delegates of the Employers' Association.
Thesee yearly rounds of negotiations have in fact come to mean more in the lives of
rank-and-filee citizens than formal elections.
Theoretically,, the importance of this phenomenon is reflected in the studies of Mancur
Olsonn on collective action (Olson (1965), (1982)) and the upsurge of endogenous economic
policyy models concentrating on the interaction between interest groups and economic policymakerss (van Winden (1999)). Although these models have provided interesting new
°Thiss chapter is based on Sadiraj, Tuinstra and van Winden (2001a).
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insightss into the determinants of economic policies, their relevance is restricted in several
ways.. By focusing on equilibria of a properly defined game with interest groups of fixed
sizee and the government as (essentially completely informed and fully rational) players,
theyy do not provide an explanation of the development of interest groups, nor do they
lookk into the dynamics of the interaction between the players and allow for incomplete
informationn and (boundedly rational) adaptive behavior in a complex environment. In
reality,, the relations between government and interest groups are inherently dynamic, as
testifiedd by the country studies collected by Richardson (1994). Timely examples are
providedd by the increasing participation of environmentalists and health groups in the
developmentt of agricultural policies, the changing political landscape concerning tobacco,
andd the recent upsurge in NGOs that are increasingly being co-opted into policymaking
(Thee Economist (1999)). On a more aggregate level, the fluctuations in the percentage of
unionizedd workers in the U.S. may serve as an illustration. According to Freeman (1997,
p.. 8) the sudden spurts in union density shown by Figure 2.1 are not only characteristic
forr the United States but also for other countries. On the other hand, the time-series
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Figuree 2.1: Time series of the density of union membership in the United States, 18801995. .

Freemann (1988, p. 69) presents regarding the development of union densities in different
countriess show that the pattern of these fluctuations over time is very diverse, with some
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countriess facing increases while others are experiencing declines. He concludes that this
constitutess powerful evidence against, or at least casts doubt on, broad explanations (such
ass unions having become obsolete in modern market economies), structuralist arguments
(pointingg at changes in the composition of the work force), or general macroeconomic
explanationss (referring to the oil shock, for instance). Freeman (1997) distinguishes two
typess of models that can generate spurts in union growth. The first are standard linear
modelss in which exogenous shocks (usually generated by political forces, like laws) generatee responses in otherwise stable union membership. The second are models in which
thee growth process creates non-linearities producing 'phase transitions' when certain conditionss are met (models of self-organized complexity). Without denying the importance
off political 'top-down' changes as triggers for the growth process, Freeman's study of the
developmentt of union density in the U.S. focuses on and argues in favor of the second
typee of ('bottom-up') models; these models stress "the underlying process by which organizationn occurs and the cumulative behavior of individual workers, unions, and firms. (...)
thee behavior of thousands or millions of individuals acting in response to one another" (p.
9).. The above examples concerning agriculture, the tobacco industry, and NGOs suggest
thatt this 'bottom-up' approach is also important for an analysis of the development and
influencee of other interest groups.

Inn this chapter we introduce a dynamic model of the interaction between interest
groupss and governmental policymaking, focusing on redistribution. The advantage of a
theoreticall model is that one can focus on important aspects without having to bother
aboutt data limitations or violations of ceteris paribus assumptions that empirical analyses
aree generally plagued with (see e.g. Neumann and Rissman (1984)). For tractability, we
developp a simple model consisting of three essential parts: one determining the individual
propensityy for collective action, another determining the organizational density of an
interestt group, and a third generating government policy. Because the (redistribution)
policyy feeds back into the other two parts of the model, the 'top-down' and 'bottom-up'
approachess distinguished above are integrated in one model. Both the dynamics and the
comparativee statics of this model are investigated.
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Onee of the main results is that the process of interest group development may inhibit
thee occurrence of a stable political economic equilibrium, leading to complicated dynamics
inn the interaction between the organization of social groups and governmental policymaking.. Different types of fluctuations in the organizational densities of the interest groups,
ass well as in the tax rate for redistribution, are observed for different choices of the behaviorall parameter values. Regular fluctuations of short or long length, or short fluctuations
superimposedd on long ones, are obtained, where densities 'mirror' or 'follow' each other.
Butt also (highly) irregular patterns show up. Time series like exhibited by Figure 2.1
-- with sudden spurts and sharp declines - may occur. The model offers an endogenous
mechanismm causing these time patterns, in which both 'top-down' and 'bottom-up' factors
playy a role. Furthermore, it is noted that our model is not restricted to the interaction
betweenn workers/unions and employers. It, more generally, refers to social groups with
conflictingg economic interests and with a potential influence on government policies (like
workerss versus capitalists, age-groups, industries within an economic sector, and so on).
Ourr analysis clearly shows the restrictiveness of the common assumption of fixed sized
interestt groups in endogenous policy models. It turns out that the innocence of such
ann assumption very much depends on the nature and state of the behavioral mechanisms
(thinkk of the occurrence of sudden spurts). The comparative-statics analysis, furthermore,
helpss explain why union leaders are critical of income inequality and why they may have
reservationss concerning social welfare policies (cf. Neumann and Rissman (1984)). This
analysiss also addresses the impact of demographic shifts.
Thiss chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents the model. Comparative
staticss are addressed in Section 2.3, while Section 2.4 goes into the dynamic features of
thee model. A concluding discussion is offered in Section 2.5.

2.22

The model

Forr convenience, our model focuses on two economic sectors, A and J3, each employing a
largee number of agents. All individuals in sector i(= A,B) are endowed with an income
njj.. There is no mobility between sectors and the number of agents in each sector is
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exogenouslyy given as m*. Furthermore, all individuals are assumed to have the same
indirectt utility function V(y) for which we make the following standard assumptions: V
iss a C 2 function, V (y) > 0, V (0) = 0, V' {y) > 0, V" (y) < 0 and limy_o V' (y) = oo.
Wee assume that the government can redistribute income by levying a, possibly negative,, lump-sum tax of TA on the individuals in sector A, which implies a lump-sum subsidy
too the individuals in sector B equal to TB = — ^ T ^ , in order to balance the government
budget. .
Individualss in each sector can organize into an interest group which entails a given
contributionn c< per individual. The contribution leads to a reservation value r (e*), with
r'' (CJ) > 0 and r (0) = 0. This reservation value can be seen as the monetary equivalent
off the effort expended in the collective action of the interest group. For individual j
(j(j = 1,... ,77ij) in sector i indirect utility equals V (v)i — r* — r(cj)), where Cj = Cj
(i(i = A, B) for interest group members and Cj = 0 for the non-members. Collective action
off the interest groups consists of lobbying for a tax schedule that favors both the members
andd the non-members in the respective sector. The group-specific public good (bad)
naturee of the tax schedule introduces a free-riding problem, which is characteristic for
manyy types of interest groups.
Wee first provide a simple model for the development of interest groups (a microfoundationn is provided in Appendix A). The model consists of two submodels: one determiningg the individual propensity to join an interest group and another determining the
sizee (membership) of the interest group. Assuming bounded rationality, the propensity
off an individual to join is related to the gap between actual utility and a reference utility
level.. Because the cost of a contribution will be mentally traded off against the threat
off a positive tax, it seems natural to take as reference utility level V (WÏ — r (Q)), which
materializess if participation in collective action leads to the absence of a tax. This implies
thatt people are expected to be more inclined to join the interest group the more the reservationn value (i.e. the required effort cost) falls short of the tax they have to pay under the
currentt regime. More specifically, for each of the individuals of sector i the probability of
joiningg that sector's interest group is assumed to be a function A of this gap, that is
(2.1))

Pr [joining], = A (ft [V (Wi -Ti)-V

(u* - r {d)))),

i = A, B,
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wheree A : IR —* (0,1) and A' < 0. The parameter 0{ > 0 measures the behavioral
sensitivityy to a gap between actual and reference utility. This sensitivity may be related
too cultural factors specific to the social group considered (e.g. a tradition of collective
action)) or to limited information on how government policies impact utility, in which
casee it resembles the quantal response model of McKelvey and Palfrey (1995). Empirical
evidencee for the assumption that dissatisfaction with government policies is a determinant
off political participation is provided by empirical models of voter behavior in large-scale
electionss where the probability of voting for an opposing party (which can be considered as
ann interest group in itself) is related to the dissatisfaction of the voter with the economic
situationn under the incumbent government (see e.g. Paldam (1997)).
Whetherr the propensity to join materializes into actual organization, or to staying
aa member, will depend on several factors. Legal rights to organize, for example, have
historicallyy played an important role in the organization of unions. Another important
factorr concerns the ability of interest group leaders (political entrepreneurs) to mobilize
discontentt or to maintain membership (cf.

Rothemberg (1988)). Here, we assume a

simplee partial adjustment process for the evolution of the size of an interest group. With
probabilityy A* > 0 the propensity to join is assumed to lead to an actual decision about
membership,, while with probability 1 — A; the individual stays put. Given that there are
aa large number of individuals in each sector, the sizes of the interest groups (n*) evolve
deterministicallyy as
(2.2))

mtt+l = (1 - Xi) mtt + Atm,A (ft [V {Wi -TJ-V

(wt - r{a))]),

i = A,B.

Givenn the contribution level, the size of the interest group next determines the total
resourcess available for collective action. 1
Wee now turn to the government. In line with the literature concerning endogenous
policyy models, it is assumed that policymakers are interested in contributions from interestt groups and that policies are adjusted to secure these contributions (see e.g. Becker
11

An alternative interpretation of the model would be that people do not decide upon whether to join

orr not, but that the decision is about contributing or not contributing. Eq. (2.2) would then determine
thee total number of contributors, and thereby the total resources available. This interpretation would be
relevantt for fund raising drives, for example.
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(1983),, Baron (1994), Nitzan (1994), Dixit, Grossman and Helpman (1997); a survey is
providedd by van Winden (1999)). Policymakers may be motivated in this respect by, for
instance,, political survival (think of campaign contributions), a need for policy relevant
informationn (contributions in the form of effort), or greed (corruption). As a consequence,
contributionss are taken to influence the extent to which the interests of the social groups
aree taken into account. Since our focus is not on the precise mechanism relating interest
groupp activity to government policy, we take a reduced-form approach by assuming that
redistributionn policy is in line with the maximization of the following interest function
*
G(r)=G(r)=
^A^A + ^B

mAV(wA-T)+

g

^A + ^B

mBV[wB
\

+ — r) ,
rriB J

wheree the weights attached to the interests of the individuals in the different sectors are
determinedd by the respective total contributions of the interest groups, d = CiUi.2 For
givenn levels of the individual contributions c* this implies that the sizes of the interest
groupss rii are determinant. The tax rate that will be selected by the government follows
fromm the following first-order condition (the second-order condition being satisfied)
CAV' (wA -

(2.3))

T)

= CBV' (WB + —T)

.

Noticee that if total contributions per sector are the same [CA = CB) after-tax income will
bee equalized across sectors.
Ann equilibrium {nA,nB,r)

of our model is implicitly given by eqs. (2.2) and (2.3).

Thus,, it is defined as a solution to
(2.4))

nA = mAA (0A [V (wA -T)-V(wA-r

(2.5))

nB = mB\

(cA))])

((3B W (wB + ^ - A -V(wB-r

ccAAnnAAV'V' (wA - r ) = cBnBV' \wB-\
\\
rnB J

(cB))

)

-r)

wheree r(ci) 6 (0, Wi) is the reservation value with respect to interest group membership
andd r' (d) > 0. From now on, for simplicity in writing, we will use the following notation:
nn = r(*)t
2

Vir = V(wi-r{*)),

VAr = V(wA-r),

VBr = v(wB

+ ^r"j,

AV, =

Wee can also interpret this equation as the bargaining solution to a bargaining process (cf Recs (1977)).
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ViViTT — Vir, A* = A(^AVi) and derivatives are denoted in a similar fashion. The three
equilibriumm equations now can be written as
nnAA

=

mAAA,

nnBB

=

mBAB

CAUAVATCAUAVAT

—

CBUBVBT.

Wee have the following result about the existence and uniqueness of equilibrium.
Propositionn 2.1 For functions V(.), r {.) and A;(.) that satisfy the assumptions of our
model,model, an equilibrium (nA,nB,T*)

of the model specified by (2.2) and (2.3) exists and is

unique. unique.
Proof.. Define the function
(2.6))

ƒ <r) = cAmAAAV'AT -

cBmBABVBr.

Thee equilibrium value of r corresponds to a zero of ƒ (.). The associated equilibrium
valuess of nA and nB then follow from the other two equilibrium conditions.
Notee that the assumption l i m ^ o V' (y) = +oo implies that limr__irLalj;s ƒ (T) = —oo and
lim,-—,^^ ƒ (T) = oo. Since ƒ is a continuous function on a connected set this implies that
theree exists at least one r* £ (-^wB,wA)

such that ƒ (r*) = 0. Now since

(2.7) )
| ££ = -cAmAPAA'A

(VAT)2 - cAmAAAVZT - cBmA0BAB

(VBT)2

- cBmAABVBfT > 0

thiss equilibrium is unique.

2.33

Comparative statics

Inn this section we investigate the equilibrium effects of changes in the contribution level
(c),, the size of a sector (ra), the income level in a sector (w), and the behavioral sensitivity
parameterr (0). Note that changes in the partial adjustment parameter (A) have no effect
onn an equilibrium as it drops out of eq. (2.2) in an equilibrium. For convenience, we
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willl focus on parameter changes for sector A alone (similar effects would be obtained for
sectorr B). The explicit expressions for the critical values mentioned in the propositions
cann be found in the proofs. Before we go into the comparative statics of the full model
(ass given by eqs. (2.2) and (2.3)), let us briefly describe the comparative statics effects of
thee model with fixed group sizes, nA = nA and nB = nB- The model is then completely
specifiedd by equation (2.3), which determines the optimal tax rate r, for given sizes of the
interestt groups.
Propositionn 2.2 Consider the model with fixed group sizes. An increase in the (fixed)
sizesize of the interest group in sector A leads to a decrease in the tax rate r.

Furthermore,

anan increase in the contribution in sector A (CA) leads to a decrease in the tax rate r, while
anan increase in the income in sector A (WA) leads to an increase in r and increase in net
ofof tax income in sector A. Finally, an increase in the size of sector A (TTIA) leads to a
decreasedecrease in the absolute value of the tax rate T.
Proof.. The equilibrium value of r solves ƒ (r) = 0, where
ƒƒ (T) = cAnAVAr - cBnBVBT
== cAnAV' (wA - r ) - cBnBV' [wB-\

-rJ

andd differentiating ƒ (r) with respect to all relevant parameters, one has
ffTTdrdr + fCAdcA

+ fwAdwA + fmAdmA + fnAdnA

+ fnBdnB

= 0,

where e
frfr = -cAnAV'iT
fnfnBB = -CBVBT

- cBnB^VB'T
mmB B

> 0, fnA = cAVAr > 0,

< 0, fCA = nAVAT > 0,

fwfwAA = cAnAVAr < 0 and fmA = -cBnB
mmB B
Thee comparative statics effects are now given by

VBir.
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and d
J ^^

= -^<(>)OifT>(<)0.

drjiAdrjiA

JT

Theree are two separate effects playing a role in these comparative statics results, which
wee denote the political influence effect and the redistribution effect, respectively. The
politicall influence effect refers to the fact that an increase in political influence by one of
thee interest groups (as captured by its total contribution Cj) will tilt the tax rate in favor
off the sector it represents. The redistribution effect sets in because, given contribution
levels,, the government has a tendency to redistribute income. The comparative statics
effectt of a change in the group size nA or nB or of a change in the contribution cA, are
completelyy due to the political influence effect, whereas the comparative statics effect of
aa change in the size of the sector (THA) or the income in a sector (WA) are due to the
redistributionn effect. These comparative statics effects seem to be quite plausible. In the
remainderr of this section we will see that, when we account for endogeneity of group sizes
-- that is, an additional participation effect - the comparative statics effects may become
ambiguous:: for many comparative statics effects there are two regimes, one where the
comparativee static effect is positive, and one where it is negative.
Inn order to study the comparative statics of the full model we take the total differential
off function ƒ as given by (2.6), with respect to r, c^, 771,4, u>A and (3A- This gives
(2.8))

fTdr + fCAdcA

+ fmAdmA

+ fWAdwA

+ fnAd0A

=0

withh fT = §£ given by (2.7) and
(2.9))

fCA = mAVAr (AA +

(2.10))

fmA = CAAAVAT

(2.11))

fWA = cAmA0AMAVArWA

CAPA-WAVA,)

(VBr)2 + cBABV»T)

- (cB0BA'B
+

r

CATUAAAVI

fpfpAA = CAmAA'AVATAVA.
Furthermore,, referring to (2.4) one derives
(2.12))

dnA = ATdr + ACAdcA + AmAdmA

+ AWAdwA +

A0AdpA
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with h
AATT = -mApAAAV'AT > 0, ACA = mA0AAAr'AVAr < 0,
AAmAmA = AA > 0, A ^ = m^^A'^AV^ and ^

= mAA'AAVA

and,, referring to (2.5),
(2.13))

dnB = BTdr + BCAdcA + BmAdmA + BWAdwA + B0Adj3A

with h
BBTT = mA0BA'BVBr < 0, BCjl = 0
BBmAmA

2.3.11

= 0BA'BVBTT,

BWA = 0 and B0A = 0.

Contribution level

Thee following proposition summarizes the effects of an increase in the contribution to the
interestt group in sector A, when group sizes are endogenous.
Propositionn 2.3 A higher contribution in sector A (cA) generates a lower equilibrium
valuevalue of nA. Furthermore, there exists a critical value c* > 0 such that for cA > c*
anan increase in cA leads to an increase in r and a decrease in nB, while for cA < c* a
(marginal)(marginal) increase in cA leads to a decrease in r and an increase innB.
Proof.. Prom (2.8) and (2.9), one has

= -\™-AKr (A* + cA0Ar'AA'AVAr).

£-£- = '¥
OCAOCA

IT

Jr

Thiss is positive if and only if AA+cAp^r'AAAVAr

< 0, i.e. if and only if cA > —g-rty vv =

c*c* > 0. With respect to nA we find

whichh is negative for rAVAr — VAT^~ > 0- This inequality can be rewritten as
rr

ArAr

> 0

>

(^)2AA

cAAAr'AV%r + cBPBr>AA>B (VBr)2 + cBr'AABV^T
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andd is therefore always satisfied. Finally
dndnBB _
dcAdcA

R

dr
dcA

andd UB therefore moves in the opposite direction of r when CA changes.
Notee from the proposition that the size of an interest group is always negatively
affectedd by an increase in the contribution level. If this were not the case, the increased
sizee of the interest group (UA in this case) should be accompanied by a higher tax rate for
thee sector involved (see eq.(2.3)), which leads to a contradiction, because in the case at
handd CA would increase whereas C# decreases (because UB is negatively affected by the
taxx increase).
Thee tax rate, on the other hand, may be lower (higher) for this sector joint with a
biggerr (smaller) interest group in the other sector. The driving force here is the effect
off the contribution, and the consequent effect on the interest group size, on the total
contributionn level of the group (CA = CATIA) which may be positively but also negatively
affected.. In particular, total contributions increase when
dCdCAA
,
dnA ^ n
- —— = nA + cA^— > 0.
ococAA
OCA
Noticee that, by the argument given above, the second term in this expression is negative,
hencee if CA is larger than c* = —-Q^fd^~i a n increase in the contribution will lead to a
decreasee in total contributions from sector A. It is easily checked that as long as the total
resourcess for political influence are decreased the tax rate must go up. The increase in
thee tax rate will lead to a decrease in nB- If CA < c* total contributions will increase with
ann increase in the contribution CA and the opposite results follow. Although it is beyond
thee scope of this paper to endogenize the contribution level, it may be interesting to point
att a potential dilemma for the leaders of an interest group in this context. If their main
interestt is in the size of the group they may want to opt for a low contribution. However,
iff their main concern would be the welfare of the members a higher contribution level
mayy be warranted, with a lower tax rate but a smaller group size. We leave this issue of
collectivee decision making - where also conjectures about the behavior of other interest
groupss may come into play - for future research.
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Size of sector

Inn the previous case redistribution is caused by a change in political influence due to
thee political participation effect of the increased contribution level. When the size of
aa sector changes, however, there is an immediate redistribution effect with in addition
participationn and influence effects. The reason is that, in contrast with the contribution
level,, the size of a sector plays an explicit role in the interest function that is maximized
byy the government. The next proposition summarizes the effects of an increase in the size
off sector A.
Propositionn 2.4 There exist ra, r 6 and rc with ra < 0 < rb < rc such that r increases
(decreases)(decreases) with an increase in mA if and only ifr<Ta(T>

ra), nB increases (decreases)

withwith an increase in mA if and only if'T < rh (r > rfc) and nA increases (decreases) with
anan increase in rriA if o,nd only if T <rc (r > r c ) .
Proof.. Denote
CAACAAAAVVATAT
v22

W

CBCB {PB^'B (VBT) + AflVjk)
(r(raaVXVXTT + VAr)AA
andd TC =

T

H
=

^AVAT

-PA (VAT)2 A'A -

AAVl

-PA(V-PA(VATAT))22A'A'A A

Wee have r a < 0 < rb < TC. The latter inequality follows from the fact that the numerator
off r c is larger than the numerator of rb whereas the denominator of r c is smaller than the
denominatorr of rh. From (2.8) and (2.10), one derives
-£t-£tAA = J-f

= -Jr

[^AVAT

Hencee it follows immediately that

- cB (pBA'B (VBT)2 + ABV'B\) T] .

> 0 ( ^

< 0J if and only if r < r° (r > r°).

Furthermore,, using (2.12) one derives
AA

dmdmAA

=AA-mA{3AA'AVAT-

dmA

andd after some manipulation, it can be shown that this is positive if and only if r < r c
Finally,, using (2.13) one has
dndnB B
dmdmA A

=vw rr (".£-+/),
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andd hence, UB increases with an increase in TUA when -£^- < — ^ - which is equivalent
withh T < rb. m
Firstt consider the effect of an increase in m^ on the equilibrium tax rate r. We know
fromm Proposition 2.2, that for fixed group sizes the redistribution effect will decrease the
absolutee value of the tax rate and hence drive the tax rate to 0. If rA = r is positive, the
increasedd size of sector A leads to a larger tax base which makes it possible to increase
thee after-tax welfare of both social groups by decreasing TA as well as r g = - ^ T .

If

TATA is negative, this tax (and thereby TB) goes up to equalize weighted after-tax welfare,
becausee the bigger size of sector A puts a larger burden on sector B in that case. With
endogenouss group sizes the situation is a little more complicated because of the political
influencee effect. An increase in the size of sector A might increase the size of the interest
groupp in sector A, which might lead to a decrease in the tax rate, even if it is already
negative.. Hence the tax rate will be driven in the direction of ra < 0.
Noww consider the effect on the group sizes. First consider the group in sector B. The
onlyy effect of TTIA on the size of this group goes through the effect of the tax rate. In fact,
iff total taxes from group A, TUAT, increase, then after-tax income in group B will increase
andd hence the group size will decrease. This happens for r > rb, where rb is the unique
solutionn to
d(md(mAAr)r)
——
= r + m,4OTUAOTUA
b

a

dr
= 0.
orriA

b

Obviously,, r ^ (r , 0) and in fact r > 0. Finally, consider the size of the group in sector
A.A. Here, there are two effects. The direct effect on group A is that a larger sector leads
too a bigger interest group, through the participation function, TIA = " M A ^ . There is also
ann indirect effect via the tax rate r . That is, the total effect can be described by
driAdriA
.
dkA dr
-li-liAA + mA-^-x—,

OTUAOTUA

or

OIUA

wheree the first component corresponds to the direct effect, which is always positive, and
thee second component corresponds to the indirect effect, the sign of which is equal to the
signn of 2J£7~ and hence ambiguous. If the indirect effect is negative and sufficiently strong
thee group in sector A might indeed decrease as the sector increases. This happens for
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rr > rc. Thus, a change in the size of a sector - e.g. because of technological developments,
migration,, or changes in the age structure of the population - may have very different
effectss dependent on the initial distribution of the tax burden and the political influence
effects. .

2.3.33

Income level

Ann increase in the income level of a sector - due to technological or international economic
developments,, for example - induces redistribution from that sector to the other sector,
forr given political influence weights. However, it also affects the political participation of
thatt sector, and thereby its political influence. The results summarized in the following
propositionn depend on the net outcome of these two forces.
Propositionn 2.5 Let AVA = V' (wA -r)-V'

(wA - r (cA)). There exist va < 0 and

vvbb > 0 such that (i) for AV^ > (<) va an increase in wA leads to an increase (decrease)
inin the equilibrium value ofr and a(n) decrease (increase) in the equilibrium value ofnB;
andand (ii) for AVA < (>)vb an increase in wA leads to a(n) decrease (increase) in the
equilibriumequilibrium value ofnA. Net of tax income always increases.
Proof.. From (2.8) and (2.11), one derives
£ --

=-¥

=-

dU!dU!AA

^

{PAÜAVAAK +

fT

WD

JT

+ /iAV%T < 0, i.e.

whichh is positive if and only if (3AA'AVATAVA
AVA>AVA>

0AA'AVAT~V-

Noww consider the effect on nA. From (2.12), one derives

whichh is positive when AVA < VAr-£j^, i.e.,
AV'AV'
AA

<

C A V

A * ArVAr
2

cB0BA'B(V^)

Furthermore,, note that from (2.13)

+ cBABV£T

_ ^6
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d r

< 0.

Inn contrast to the redistribution effect, the sign of the participation effect is ambiguous.
Participationn is determined by the income differential V {wA — T) — V (WA -r(cA))
(2.1)).. If the income differential V (wA -T)-V

(see

(WA - r (cA)) increases (decreases) with

ann increase in income, participation will decrease (increase). Clearly, V" < 0 implies that
thee income differential increases if and only if r > r (cA). There is also an indirect effect
onn participation through the change in the tax rate.
Noww we consider two cases. If r > r(cA) the direct effect of an increase in income
iss a decrease in participation.

In this case the redistribution effect and the political

influencee effect work in the same direction and the tax rate will increase. The effect on
nnAA is indeterminate: if the increase in the income differential is large enough (larger than
vvbb > 0) the indirect effect on participation via the increased tax rate outweighs the direct
effectt and nA may even increase.
Iff r < r(cA),

the redistribution effect and the (direct) participation effect work in

oppositee directions. Only if the (absolute value of the) increase in the income differential
iss high enough, the latter will dominate the former and taxes will decrease. However,
nnAA will always increase. Finally the group size in sector B always moves in the other
directionn than the tax rate.
Ann interesting application concerns the political impact of a declining industrial sector.
Withh a fixed interest group size (and, thus, fixed political influence weight) our model
wouldd predict a lower tax or higher subsidy for the sector, because of the redistribution
effect.. However, the political participation of individuals in this sector will also be affected.
Dependentt on the tax levied before the decline sets in the proposition suggests that this
mayy lead to a larger interest group size, reinforcing the negative redistribution effect on
thee sector's tax, but possibly also to a smaller size accompanied by a larger instead of a
smallerr tax.
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Behavioral sensitivity

Thee sensitivity of individuals to a gap between actual and reference utility, represented by
thee parameter /3, determines their propensity of joining an interest group. In the previous
sectionn we noted that informational as well as cultural factors may play a role here.
Althoughh such factors are likely to affect all sectors, for generality we also consider the
impactt of a sector specific parameter (&). As should be clear from eq. (2.2), the effects
off a change in this type of behavioral sensitivity are driven by the condition whether T*
iss larger or smaller than r(ci). The next proposition summarizes the effects of a change

Propositionn 2.6 Everything else the same, an increase in the behavioral sensitivity to a
gapgap between actual and reference utility in sector A (PA) generates an equilibrium with
smallersmaller (larger) interest groups in both sectors and a higher (lower) tax for sector A if
r<r(cr<r(cAA))

(r>r(cA))

.

Proof.. Since
dPdPA

= --¥ =
fr
fr'

AmAA'AVArAVA

S-S- has the same sign as AVA and is therefore positive if and only if r < r (cA). For the
groupp sizes we obtain

== mAA'AAVA ( l + jcAmA(3AMA (VAr)2^ .
Thee term between brackets is always positive, and hence the sign of ^

is always opposite

thee sign of AV^ and ^ . Finally,

WWAA=mA=mA^^BVBV''BTBTWA WA
andd hence the sign of ^

is opposite to the sign of AVA and ^ .

Iff )3A increases and actual utility is larger than reference utility (rA < r(cA)) then the
sizee of the interest group in sector A decreases (see eq.(2.2)) inducing a higher tax for
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thiss sector. This leads in turn to a decrease also in the size of the interest group in sector
B.B. A similar reasoning applies if the alternative condition holds. Results become more
complexx in case of a general change in /?. The reason is that now rB

versus r (cB) also

startss to play a role, which leads to more complicated effects on UA and nB. The results
off a general change in behavioral sensitivity (with j3A = j3B) are presented in the following
proposition. .
Propositionn 2.7 Everything else the same, an across sectors change in behavioral sensitivitytivity (P) generates an equilibrium with (i) if r < -~%r (cB) an increase in the tax rate;
(ii)(ii) if - ^ r (cB) < T < r (cA) a decrease in both group sizes and an ambiguous effect on
thethe tax rate; and (Hi) if T > r(c / i) a decrease in the tax rate.
Proof.. When (3A = fiB change simultaneously, the only thing that changes is fp,
whichh becomes
fpfp = cAmAAAVArAVA

-

cBmBABV'BrAVB

andd Bp, which becomes
BpBp = mBA'BAVB.
First,, note that
%% = ~ffT=~JT

\cAmAWAT*VA

-

cBmBA'BVBrAVB).

Next,, consider the change in group sizes. One derives

ww = -A* ( ^ - <^%) -d w=-A« K + 0 4 )
Usingg the definition of fT, it follows that the signs of ^ A a n ( j en*, ^ g opposite to the
signss of
2
(-c(-c
- / cBABV£T)
AAAAAAV'V'AA''TT - cB0A'B (VBT)
vv

AVA - 0cB^
rnA

A'BVATVBTAVB

and d
(-c(-c
AA0A'0A'AA
vv

(VArf

- cAAAVl

- cBABV'B\)
/

respectively.. Thus, the following can be derived

AVB mB

0^CAAAVATVBTAVA,
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(cB) (implying AVA > 0, AVB < 0). In this regime we have J > 0 and

thee signs of ^

and ^jjf are ambiguous.

2.. - ^ - r (cB) < r < r (c^) (implying AVA, A V B > 0). In this regime the sign on Jj is
ambiguouss and ^

< 0 and —^ < 0.

3.. T > r(cA) (implying AVA < 0, AVB > 0). In this regime we have ^ < 0 and the
signss of ^

and ^ f are ambiguous.

Too provide some further intuition, note from eq. (2.3) that on impact both interest groups
becomee smaller when

^-^(CB)

<

TA

< r(cA), which explains result (ii). Outside this

intervall the effects on nA and nB are ambiguous. The proposition shows that larger behaviorall sensitivity - e.g. due to better information or less inertia in political participation
-- can produce very different outcomes dependent on the size and distribution of the tax
burden. .

2.44

Dynamics

Ann important issue that we are interested in concerns the dynamics of the model consisting
off (2.2) and (2.3). It is by now well-known that nonlinear dynamical systems like our model
cann give rise to complicated dynamical phenomena such as periodic cycles and irregular
fluctuations.fluctuations. In fact, periodic and chaotic behavior seem to be the rule rather than the
exceptionn in many nonlinear dynamical models. Examples of erratic fluctuations arising
naturallyy in economic dynamic models can be found in the literature on endogenous
businesss cycle theory (e.g. Grandmont (1985), de Vilder (1996), Tuinstra (2000)).
Ass will be shown in this section, also in the present model equilibria need not be
stablee and complicated dynamic patterns may emerge under the slightest perturbation
off the parameters of the model. Crucial in this respect are the values of the political
participationn parameters /? and A. Instability arises if, for a given value of one parameter,
thee other parameter becomes sufficiently large. We have the following general result.
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Propositionn 2.8 Consider the model given by egs. (2.2) and (2.3). There exists Xf > 0
suchsuch that the equilibrium {n*A,n*B) of the model is locally stable for X < Xf and unstable
forfor X > X*. If A' < 1 a period-doubling bifurcation occurs at X = X*.
Proof.. The dynamic system is given by
nnAA,t+i,t+i = (1 ~ A) nAt + XmAA (PA \VA (wA - r (nAu nBi)) - VB (wB - r {cA))\)
nnBB,t+i,t+i = (1 - A) nBt + XmBA {(3B [VB (wB + r {nAt. nBt) mA/mB)
wheree r(nAt,nBt)

- VB (wB - r (c B ))])

is implicitly defined by (2.3). The Jacobian at the equilibrium point is

givenn by
( 2.i4))

j

=

(

(1

\\
wheree ^

and ^

drdr =
dndnAA

"

A)

"

Xm A

-\mAA'APAVAT^

A 'ApAVAT£-A

^mAA'B0BVBT^-A

\

(1 - A) + XmAA'BPBVBT^

) '

can be found by differentiating (2.3) totally. This gives

c^
< o and — =
mAcAAAVX + mAcBABVB'
dnB

^ 5
mAcAAAV'A' + mAcBABVB'

Thee eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix in (2.14) are nx = 1 - A and /i 2

=

1- A —

mm

** AA (lA ~ 7 B ) , where -y{ = A ^ F / J - , for i = A, B. The associated eigenvectors are
givenn by

Vl

= ( _J£

£ - ) ' and v2 = ( -0AA'AV'A

0BA>BVB ) ' .

Noticee that 0 < /i 1 < 1 and that the second eigenvalue n2 goes through — 1 when
AA =

2
=

11 + (IA-1B)™A

_*L,=
C + D[-

A^
h

where e
CC = cAAAV';T + cBABV'B\ < 0
DD = cA0AAA

(VArf

+ cB0BA'B (VBT)2 < 0.

Summarizing,, if -yA = -yB then |/i 2 | = l/jj = 1 - A < 1 and therefore, the equilibrium
(n(nAA,, n*B) is locally stable for all A € (0,1). If 7^ / -yB and Xf < 1 then |/x2| < 1 (|/x2| > 1)
forr A e (0, A') ( A > Xf). Therefore, the equilibrium {nA,n*B) is locally stable (unstable)
forr A € (0, A') ( A > A / ). A period doubling bifurcation occurs at A = Xf since ^ 2 = - 1 .
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Iff 7^ ^ 7 f l and A' > 1 then the equilibrium (n*A, n*B) is locally stable for all A € (0, l)(for
thee theory on period doubling bifurcations see e.g. Kuznetsov (1995)).
Att a bifurcation there is a qualitative change of the behavior of the dynamical system.
Inn particular, at a (supercritical) period doubling bifurcation the locally stable equilibrium
becomess unstable and trajectories of the dynamical system are attracted to a period two
orbit,, where fractions keep on fluctuating between two values. That is, in even periods
thee system is in state ( n ^ , ^ ) ~ (ni>nii) whereas in odd periods the system is in state
(nA,n(nA,nBB))

= (n///,n/y), with nrn / n/ and ntv

^ «/ƒ

More complicated time series

mightt also obtain. In order to be able to look at the possible dynamical features of the
modell in more detail we have to specify the model. With respect to the indirect utility
function,, we assume V (x) = ï r ^ £ 1 - a , with 0 < a < 1. The first order condition (2.3)
thenn leads to the following tax rule
xx

i.
C

„.. rr
r \ TT [CA, O B J —

B™A~C%WB

J

J—.

ci^ci^ + ci
Furthermore,, we assume that r (ci) = C\ and
AA (& [V (Wi -Ti)-V

(Wi ~ Ci)]) =

_ ._.,

r

777

rr

(seee Appendix A).
Moreover,, we consider a symmetric version of the model with TUA = mB = 1 (thus
Hii can be interpreted as the fraction of people organized in sector i), CA = cB = c,
WAWA = WB = w and 0A

=

0B

=

P- For this (sector) symmetric model a unique equilibrium

existss with r = 0 and HA = nB = n* =

1+expp[V(w)-v(w-c)}-

®m

staDmt

y result then looks

ass follows.
Propositionn 2.9 Consider the symmetric model specified above. There exists a (3* > 0
suchsuch that for 0 < /?*, the symmetric equilibrium (nA,nB)

= (n*,n*) is locally stable for all

AA G (0,1). Furthermore, for 0 > ft* the symmetric equilibrium is locally stable for A < A'
andand unstable for A > A-^, where Aƒ is given by
XXff = 2

1+Z

ll + (l + gu>1-«)W'
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withwith W = exp ( y ^ ( W 1 _ Q - (w - c ) 1 _ a ) ) . For 0 > 0*, the system undergoes a period
doublingdoubling bifurcation at A — \'.
11

orbitorbit of the form {(n^n )

IT

At this period doubling bifurcation a symmetric period two
1

with n1 < n* < n11, emerges.

, (n ,n )}

Proof.. We use the above proof for the symmetric specified model with WA = wg = w,
mmAA = mB = 1, 0A = 0B = 0 and CA = cB = c. For this case, the eigenvalues are
Ahh = 1 - A € [0,1) with eigenvector v1 = ( I
vv22 = ( - 1

1 J , where 7 = 0A'^^y\v''>S)

1 J and p,2 = 1 - A - A7 with eigenvector
A

P e r i o c i doubling bifurcation occurs at

0A'(V')2'

AV"AV" +

Forr our example we have V (y) = j r ^ y 1 _ Q and A (x) =

1+e*x x.

This gives

H-fll + lu; 1 - 0 )^'
wheree W = exp ( ^ (u; 1 " 0 - (to - c) 1 _ Q )).
Noww let /?* be the solution toF(/3)
FF (0) = ( ^ -

= 0, where

- l ) exp (JL-

(w^

- („, - e ) 1 " " ) )- 1 . .

Sincee F is continuous in [0,oo), F(0) = -2, lim0-tooF(P)

= 00 and F'{0)

> 0, such

aa solution exists and is unique. It is easily checked that for 0 > 0* we have A^ < 1.
Finally,, for the numerical example below with w = 10, c = 1 and a = | we find A^ =

Too illustrate, we consider some simulations with w = 10, c = 1 and a = -k. For low
valuess of 0, that is, when people are not very likely to join or leave an interest group on
thee basis of the economic situation, the equilibrium is stable. However, if 0 sufficiently
increasess the equilibrium becomes unstable. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The graph
shownn in this figure divides the (0, A)-space into a region with stable equilibria (below
thee curve) and unstable equilibria (above the curve).
Wee will now fix A = ^ and investigate how the dynamics of interest group sizes and
thee tax rate evolve as the behavioral sensitivity parameter 0 varies. For A = ~ a perioddoublingg bifurcation occurs at 0f « 3.86. At this value of 0 the equilibrium becomes
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A;; stable equilibrium
B:: !>>B bifurcation curve
C:: unstable equilibrium

Figuree 2.2: Regions in the (0, A)—plane with stable and unstable equilibrium and the
bifurcationn curve along which a period-2 cycle emerges.
unstablee and a period two cycle emerges. For 0 close to, but larger than (r almost all
orbitss of the dynamical system are attracted to this period two cycle.3 The resulting
periodd two cycle corresponds to the situation where in one period interest group A is
'large'' and interest group B is 'small', and the latter group is taxed to the benefit of
peoplee in sector A, while in the next period the situation is reversed. For higher values
off 0 more complicated dynamic patterns emerge. The panels in Figure 2.3 illustrate
thee occurrence of strange attractors and the corresponding complicated time series for
differentt values of 0. The intuition for these time series is the following. An increase in
thee size of one of the interest groups leads to a new tax, which is more beneficial to this
interestt group. This leads to an increase in the size of the other interest group which
inducess a tax rate more beneficial to this interest group. In this fashion the sizes of the
interestt groups keep on increasing until the process loses momentum, due to a diminishing
effectt on the tax schedule, and is eventually reversed. With larger 0 the reverse process
becomess dominated by the organizational inertia parameter A which causes the 'following'
typee of behavior in the decline of the interest groups illustrated by the bottom panel in
Figuree 2.3.
3

Duee to symmetry of the dynamical system all orbits with n^o = "so W'U converge to the equilibrium,

evenn if it is unstable.
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Figuree 2.3: Top to bottom panels correspond to different values of 0 for the symmetric
modell with parameters: c = 1, w = 10, m = 1, a — 0.5 and A = 0.1. The first column
showss the time series of the fraction of people organized in sector A (solid-line) and sector
BB (dot-line); second column shows the time series of tax in sector A; third column shows
thee attractors.
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Ourr analysis shows that focusing on equilibria can be very misleading because they
mayy be unstable and, therefore, extremely unlikely to be obtained. Instead, complicated
dynamicss may emerge. Whereas for the symmetric cases examined in Figure 2.3 it holds
thatt the patterns are still regular in some sense, more irregular time series are obtained
oncee asymmetry is allowed. To illustrate, the top panel in Figure 2.4 shows the dynamics
off the model in case that: wA = 4,tuB = 10, and 3 = 10 (keeping Ci/wi = 0.1). The
leftt figure in the bottom panel shows the corresponding time series for a particular time
interval.. When compared with the right figure in this panel - which reproduces Figure
2.11 - the resemblance of these two figures is striking. By letting one sector represent
workerss and the other sector owners or managers, it shows that the internal dynamics of
ourour model alone can generate fluctuations in organizational density that are similar to
thee unionization of workers in the United States that Figure 2.1 refers to. No exogenous
shockss are needed. Of course, we are not claiming here that we provide an explanation
off this particular historical development. To do so would require, for instance, to allow
forr changes in many parameters over time (like income growth) in an appropriate way.
Moreover,, as argued by Freeman (1988), the redistribution conflict between workers and
managerss at the firm level should then also be taken into account, which could perhaps
bee done by linking up our model with a similar kind of political economic model that
wouldd be relevant for the wage policies of firms. The only claim we want to make is to
havee shown in a rigorous way that by integrating 'top-down' (policy) and 'bottom-up'
(behavioral)) factors spurts and declines in the organizational density of interest groups as
obse^edd in practice can be endogenously generated, without any reliance on exogenous
shocks. .

2.55

Concluding remarks

InIn this chapter we have presented a dynamic model of endogenous interest group sizes and
policymaking,, focusing on redistribution. It integrates 'top-down' (policy) and 'bottomup'' (behavioral) influences on the development of interest groups. Our model shows the
restrictivenesss of, on the one hand, the common assumption of fixed interest group sizes
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Figuree 2.4: Top panel: time series of the fraction of individuals organized in sector A
andd of the tax on individuals in that sector for the model with the following asymmetric
parameters:: WA = 4, wg = 10, CA/WA = CB/WB = 0.1, m ,4/7713 = 1, a = 0.5 and A = 0.1.

Bottomm panel: left figure shows a fragment from the left figure in the top panel, right
figurefigure reproduces Figure 2.1.

and,, on the other hand, the concentration of attention on equilibria in the literature.
Forr example, due to the endogeneity of the size of an interest group an increase in the
contributionn by its members need no longer induce lower taxes for (or larger subsidies to)
thiss group, even though it would in case of fixed sizes. Incidentally, this may help explain
thee mixed results obtained by empirical political economic models using the (relative)
numericall strengths of social groups as a proxy for political influence (see Hettich and
Winerr (1999, p.203)). Similarly, an increase in the size of a social group - say, the number
off retired - need not lead to smaller subsidies to individuals of this group; instead, subsidies
mayy even increase because of an increased interest group size. On the other hand, the
dynamicc analysis of the model has shown that reliance on equilibrium results such as these
cann be very misleading. The reason is that equilibria may not be stable. For our relatively
simplee model we have been able to parameterize in a rigorous way the conditions for
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instability,, which are related to the behavioral mechanism underlying the development of
interestt groups. If these conditions hold, complicated dynamics can emerge. Dependent
onn the initial situation very different time patterns for policy and interest group sizes
showw up in that case (path dependency). Moreover, the model can generate by itself thatt is, without the help of any exogenous shocks - the types of spurts and declines in
organizationall density that are observed in reality. All in all, the results obtained from
thee comparative-statics and dynamic analysis seem interesting and realistic enough to
warrantt further theoretical and empirical investigation.
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Chapterr 3
Sociall Interaction in a Spatial Voting
Model l
3.11

Introduction

Thee best known model of electoral competition is the spatial competition model, where
thee preferred policy position of each voter is modelled as a point in some kind of policy
orr issue space. In elections each voter casts his vote for that party whose policy platform
iss closest (e.g. in terms of weighted Euclidean distance) to his own ideal position. The
implicitt assumption is that each voter is able to evaluate the consequences of all policy
positionss and has a (complete and transitive) preference ordering over all these positions.
Givenn the distribution of preferences of the population of voters, political parties select
platformss that generate the maximum expected number of votes. In the basic spatial
competitionn model it is assumed that: i) voters have stable preferences on the issue space
andd ii) political parties have complete information about the distribution of the ideal
positionss of voters. These assumptions are very demanding. We can hardly expect a
politicall candidate to know the exact distribution of preferences. Furthermore, it seems
thatt the ideal points of most voters are determined partly by interaction with other
voters.. In particular, voters may be unaware of the exact consequences of different policy
positionss and moreover, there may be some social pressure to adopt certain positions
"Thiss chapter is based on Sadiraj, Tuinstra and van Winden (2000).
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onn some political issues. In fact, voting behavior is typically subject to hypes and herd
behavior.. An issue related to this social interaction, but largely ignored in spatial voting
theory,, is the organization of voters into interest groups. These interest groups often play
ann important role in the competition between political candidates.
Inn this chapter we propose spatial models of electoral competition that relax the assumptionss regarding the stability of voters' preferences and the complete information and
fulll rationality of political agents. Furthermore, we allow for the endogenous emergence
off interest groups. These interest groups coordinate the voting behavior of boundedly
rationall voters and influence the information of political parties about voter preferences.
Thus,, our model integrates both types of models that exist in the literature of interest
groupss that concentrate on campaign contributions, exchange (affecting policy choices)
andd support (affecting election outcomes) models.1 Our work is related to Kollman, Miller
andd Page (1992, 1998) where the assumption that political candidates exactly know the
distributionn of voters' preferences is relaxed. Instead, political candidates are assumed to
experimentt with different policy positions in order to find the position where the probabilityy of winning is the highest. An important motivation for their research was to investigate
thee relevance of the so-called "chaotic" results, i.e. the fact that for multi-dimensional
issuee spaces, in general, the challenger can always find a policy position that defeats the
incumbentt (see e.g. McKelvey (1976, 1979), Schofield (1978)). In Kollman, Miller and
Pagee (1992) the platforms of parties converge to moderate platforms, therefore mitigatingg these "chaos" results. This chapter addresses a similar research question. It presents
agent-basedd models that aim to capture the nature of individual voting behavior. First we
introducee interest groups, in which voters are organized that feel strongly about certain
positionss on certain issues. These interest groups interact with the election procedure by,
onn the one hand, helping political parties in exploring certain parts of the electoral landscapee by financing polls and, on the other hand, influencing the interest group members in
howw to cast their vote in the upcoming election. Secondly, we present a dynamic model of
politicall opinions. Voters preferences are not independent of each other. Voters interact
andd influence each other in their preferred policy positions. The social interactions may
^ e ee van Winden (1999) for a survey of formal models of interest groups.
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leadd to clusters of political opinions. In the model, which integrates both clustering and
interestt group phenomena, the size and importance of the interest groups is determined
endogenouslyy and depends upon the interaction structure within the population of voters
andd on the election outcomes. These election outcomes are again influenced by the sizes
andd positions of the interest groups.
Wee will try to provide an answer to some of the following questions. Will policy
platformss converge to some point in the policy space? Will there be convergence of the
policyy platforms of the two political parties? Will the probability that the challenger wins
thee election be close to 1 (as the "chaos" result predicts) or close to \ (as the median voter
modell predicts)? And in particular, what influence does the social interaction process and
thee emergence of interest groups have upon these convergence properties? The models
presentedd here are a first step in trying to resolve these issues in a framework with social
interactionss and interest groups. In this chapter, we focus on simulation methods to
exploree what kind of behavior emerges. For the model with interest groups that will be
introducedd in Section 3.3, Chapters 4 and 5 will offer a more rigorous approach.
Thiss chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we discuss the adaptive political
partyy models following Kollman, Miller and Page (1992). In Section 3.3 we present a
modell with endogenous interest groups and investigate their influence on the election
outcome.. Section 3.4 constructs a dynamic model of political opinions. In Section 3.5
thee dynamics of the model that integrates both interest groups and social interactions is
investigated.. Section 3.6 concludes.

3.22

Adaptive political parties

Lett there be a population of N voters, indexed j = 1,... , N and let there be I issues, indexedd i = 1,... , I. For each issue there are AT» different positions, indexed k = 1,... , K{.
Thee policy or issue space is X = {1,... , Kx) x ... x {1,... , K[}. Voters are associated
withh an ideal point x eX and their utility with respect to a certain policy outcome y eX
iss given by the negative of the (weighted) Euclidean distance between this policy outcome
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andd their ideal point, i.e. utility for voter j of policy outcome y is given by
ii
3 1

«j (y) = - Yl ** (XJ* _ yrf'

f - ))

i=l l
1

2

L

wheree Sj, e S = {s , s , . . . , s ] is nonnegative and corresponds to the weight or strength
thatt voter j attaches to issue i. Each voter j is therefore identified by a 21—tuple (XJ, Sj) =
(xji...(xji...

, Xji, Sji,...

, Sji) 6 X x S1. If a voter can choose between two different political

candidatess he votes for the candidate which has a platform that generates the highest
utility. .
AA configuration of voters is generated as follows. First, for each voter j , an ideal point
(xji)(xji)ieIieI

is generated by independently drawing xj%, i = 1 , . . . , ƒ, from the discrete uniform

distributionn on 1,2,... , K{. Subsequently, the strengths for agent j on issue i (sji) are
independentlyy drawn from a discrete distribution on «S.2
Givenn the initial configuration of voters an electoral landscape is constructed as follows.
Theree are two political parties entering the election, the incumbent and the challenger.
Wee assume that the incumbent does not change its policy from the previous period. Each
voterr votes for the political candidate yielding him the highest utility as given by (3.1). In
casee this utility is the same for both political candidates the voter votes with probability
\\ for the challenger and with probability \ for the incumbent. For every position z in the
issuee space the height of the electoral landscape can now be determined as the expected
fractionn of voters voting for the challenger, if it selects position z. This implies that at
everyy position where the height of the landscape is above \ the challenger is expected to
winn the election.
Wee assume political parties are only interested in getting elected and not interested in
thee policy outcome, i.e., they view policy as a means to winning.3 As Downs (1957, p.28)
putss it, "Parties formulate policies in order to win elections, rather than win elections
inn order to formulate policies." Therefore the objective of the challenger is to find the
22

Alternatively, one could consider the case where strengths on issues where a voter takes a more

extremee position will on average be higher than the strengths on issues where the voter takes a more
moderatee position (see Kollman, Miller and Page (1998)).
3
Itt is, however, possible to extend the model to partisan political parties that are also interested in
thee policy outcome.
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positionss of the high points of the landscape. It is also consistent with a situation where
candidatess are interested in maximizing the number of seats in the legislature.

The

problemm of the challenger therefore reduces to a search problem: it has to find the optimum
off some complicated nonlinear function (i.e. the electoral landscape). We assume that
thee challenger applies random search, that is, the challenger randomly selects a number of
positionss in the issue space and tests them against the incumbent's policy using a poll.4
Suchh a poll consists of a randomly drawn subsample of the population of voters. The
challengerr observes the fraction of the poll that favors its policy over the incumbent's
policyy and uses this as an estimate for the true height of the landscape at that position. 5
Iff there are platforms with a polling result of at least \ then the challenger chooses the
positionn with the highest polling result; 6 otherwise, it chooses the incumbent position
sincee in that case half of voters are expected to vote for the challenger. Subsequently,
thee election takes place and the candidate that wins will be the incumbent for the next
period.. This procedure is repeated for each election that follows.
Lett us now discuss some simulations with this basic model. For all simulations in
thiss chapter we use the following specification of the model. We have two issues (J =
2),, with 5 positions per issue {Kx = K2 = 5) and three different strengths per issue,
characterizingg indifference, moderate importance and high importance attached to an
issuee (S= {0, \, l}). Furthermore, we consider 20 consecutive elections and work with
aa population of N = 301 voters. For each poll 10% of the population is sampled. The
choicee to consider only two issues is less restrictive than it might seem. There is some
4

Kollman,, Miller and Page (1992) also consider more sophisticated search procedures such as hM-

climbingclimbing and genetic algorithms. Each of these search procedures has certain characteristics that correspondd to particular ways in which parties might select platforms or candidates. However, the results arc
qualitativelyy the same for the different procedures.
55

The fraction of voters in the poll who favor the challenger at a certain position seems to be a sensible

estimatorr for the altitude of the electoral landscape at that position. Let the altitude of the electoral
landscapee at a certain position be p. Then randomly drawing (without replacement) n voters out of
thee population of N voters, the fraction of voters in the poll who favor the challenger has mean p and
variancee
fë*^
(see e.g. Ross (1993, p.52)).
6
Forr an argument on parties' incentives in adopting vote-maximizing versus marginal-winning positions
seee Kramer (1977).
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empiricall evidence that politics takes place in a low-dimensional space (see e.g. Poole and
Rosenthall (1991), who show that at most two dimensions are necessary to explain the roll
calll voting behavior of members of Congress in the U.S.).
Figuree 3.1 shows the value of three different measures describing the outcomes of the
modell averaged over 100 trials. For each run a new configuration of voterss is drawn. There
aree 20 elections with either 2 or 8 polls per election. The first measure (the solid lines in
Figuree 3.1(a)) corresponds to the Euclidean distance between the incumbent (that is, the
policyy position of the candidate that wins the election) and the center of the distribution
off voter preferences. In this chapter we refer to the center as the policy position that
iss constructed in the following way. For each issue we consider the distribution of ideal
pointss in that issue and determine the (uni-dimensional) median voter in that issue. We
thenn define the center of the whole issue space as that (multi-dimensional) policy position
forr which each element corresponds to the uni-dimensional median in the corresponding
issue..

From Figure 3.1(a) it follows that the distance between the election outcome

andd this center position decreases over time, implying that some kind of median-voter
resultt still applies in our model. Furthermore, more information about the electoral
landscapee (i.e., an increase in the number of polls), leads to faster convergence. The
secondd measure (broken curves) gives the Euclidean distance between the policy positions
off the incumbent and the challenger at each election. The simulations show that the
separationn between parties' platforms decreases as elections go by. However, running
moree polls generates a higher separation. The reason is that an increase in the number
off polls increases the probability of selecting positions that are close to the incumbent
position.. For such positions the polling result may be \ (or higher) due to the stochastic
naturee of the model. Therefore the challenger might select this neighboring position
insteadd of the incumbent position, which leads to a higher average separation. This also
suggestss that the challenger's probability of winning will be reduced if he runs more polls.
Figuree 3.1(6) confirms this. This panel contains observations on the empirical frequency
off election victories of the challenger. Indeed, an increase in the number of polls leads to
aa decrease in the probability of winning the election for the challenger. From the theory
onn spatial competition we know that if a Condorcet winner exists then under complete
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informationn the probability the challenger wins an election is always equal to ^. However,
thee simulation shows that in our specification of the model, an increase in the number
off polls reduces that probability. For 8 polls, its value is somewhere between 0.2 and
0.3.. Summarizing Figure 3.1, the simulation results for our basic model show that policy
platformss seem to converge to the center of the distribution of voter preferences.
Inn Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we will extend the model set out above in two directions.
First,, in Section 3.3 we will introduce interest groups. Rather than making the standard
assumptionn that these interest groups simply exist and are of fixed size, we model interest
groupss as endogenously emerging institutions. Interest groups have two functions in
ourr model. First, they are a means to coordinating voting behavior. Secondly, they
providee some information about the electoral landscape to the political candidates in
orderr to influence the outcome of the election process. Our approach therefore differs
fromm that theory on interest groups which focuses on lobbying and campaign contributions
andd uses game theoretic models to describe the interaction between political parties and
interestt groups. Instead, we focus on the existence of interest groups as a way to transmit
informationn from voters to political candidates (for surveys on the theory of interest groups
wee refer to Austen-Smith (1997) and van Winden (1999)).
Thee second direction in which we extend the model is that we model incompletely
informedd adaptive voters whose behavior might be influenced by the behavior of other
voters.. The theory on spatial competition assumes voters as well as political parties to
bee fully rational. This assumption is very restrictive. The model set out above introducess adaptive political parties. In section 3.4 we will extend this model by incorporating
incompletee informed and adaptive voters. The full rationality assumption implies that
voters'' decisions are determined by their preferences, which are perfectly known by voters.
Casuall empiricism, however, suggests that voting behavior of most individuals is susceptiblee to the voting behavior of other agents in the economy. In particular, herd behavior
andd the occurrence of hypes seem to be the rule rather than the exception. It is therefore
evidentt that social interaction between voters should play a key role in explaining electionn results (cf. Schram and van Winden (1991)). In this chapter we take a first step in
constructingg a model that takes these phenomena into account. In particular, we assume
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- dstance between the i n a r t e t and the challenger, 8 polls —*— dstaricetefc^een the ircurrbertafTd the Center. Spoils
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Figuree 3.1: Time series of: (a) different measures; (b) frequencies the challenger wins an
election,, for the basic model.
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thatt agents' perceptions of the issue space change through social interaction. This leads
too endogenous clustering of voters in the policy space. This clustering again can explain
thee emerge of successful interest groups.

3.33

Interest groups

Voterss with identical ideal positions on certain issues may decide to get organized in
interestt groups in order to play a, hopefully pivotal, role in determining the election
outcome.. For convenience we will assume that interest groups are only interested in one
issue,, an extension to multi-issue interest groups is however straightforward.7 Interest
groupp m is denoted by (im, fcm), where im e { 1 , 2 , . . . , / } is the issue on which interest
groupp m focuses and km € {1,2,... , K{m }, is the (unique) position that this interest group
takess on that issue. For example, the interest group characterized by (im, km) = (2,5)
iss an interest group that takes position 5 on issue 2. Notice that there are potentially
Yll=iYll=i Ki different interest groups. An interest group emerges as follows. The potential
memberss of interest group m are those voters that have position fcm on issue im. These
potentiall members decide whether to join or not. After this process of interest group
formationn is over, it is endogenously determined which interest groups become effective.
Inn particular, we assume that this depends upon whether the interest group has collected
enoughh funds to financially support a candidate.
Noww let us consider in some more detail the way we model the decision to join an
interestt group. The main incentive for a potential member to join is that an interest
groupp provides a means to exert some political influence. Intuitively, the larger the interest
group,, the higher the probability of having some influence, so this incentive is increasing
inn the number of interest group members. There may also be some positive feedback from
thee interest group size because one can identify oneself with this interest group. Another
benefitt of interest group membership is that it reduces the decision-making cost of voting
byy focusing the attention on one issue. On the other hand, there are some costs of joining
7

Ann ideological political party, that is, a party that is more concerned with policy outcomes than with

winningg the election per sc, can in fact be interpreted as an interest group with multi-issue concerns.
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ann interest group. In particular, joining implies following the interest group's stance on
howw to cast the vote in the upcoming election, and this might come at a cost in terms
off the election outcome for the issues not relevant to that interest group. Furthermore,
uponn joining a contribution has to be paid. We model the interest group formation
processs as follows. Voters are drawn in a random order to determine sequentially whether
too join some interest groups or not. This procedure is repeated once, so each voter has
too decide whether to join or not at most two times. Consider voter j , characterized by
(XJ,(XJ, Sj) = (xji...

,Xjr, Sji,...

, Sji). There are J potential interest groups the voter can

join,, one for each issue. For each relevant interest group m the number u j m is determined
as s

(3-2))

vjm = V^f,sjim,\k™-yim\^

wheree nj£ is the current number of members of interest group m (which of course dependss upon the decisions made by voters that decided prior to voter j) and where yim is
thee incumbent's position on the interest group's issue. The number Vjm corresponds to
thee (nonpecuniary) benefits of joining the interest group and is positively related to the
relativee size of the interest group, positively related to the current distance between the
voterr (and therefore the interest group) and the incumbent on the issue relevant to this
interestt group and positively related to the weight this voter attaches to this issue.8 Now
forr each interest group he joins the voter has to pay a contribution c. Therefore he ranks
thee different interest groups according to the values of the associated benefits Vjm. If
thee highest value of these benefits exceeds the contribution c, he joins the corresponding
interestt group, and if it does not, he joins no interest groups at all. If the first interest
88

For our simulations the function V is specified as

Noticee that voters with Sji** — 0 never join. Also observe that in order to get an interest group started
att a distance d from the incumbent the contribution c should not exceed d 2 cxp(l) (recall that the
interestt group formation process starts out with nj£ = 0, and that Sjt < 1). In our simulations we take
cc = 1.4 < exp (1), hence expecting interest groups to emerge anywhere. Furthermore, the cost of running
aa poll (50) is taken such that an interest group could finance at most 1 poll.
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groupp is joined the voter considers the next interest group in the ranking. If its benefits
exceedd the contribution c the voter also joins this interest group, and so on. Notice that
thee decision to join or not depends upon the incumbent's position as well. This implies
thatt the farther away the incumbent is from the interest group's position, the bigger the
interestt group becomes. The idea is that people are more inclined to join an interest
groupp the higher their dissatisfaction with the policy of the current government. Notice
thatt this mechanism is also incorporated in the model from the previous chapter.
InIn our model interest groups influence the election process in three ways: they coordinatee the voting behavior of their members, they provide information about the electoral
landscapee to the political candidates, and they try to influence policy outcome by imposingg conditions on polling. Let us first discuss the information they provide. Each interest
groupp possesses certain funds raised by the contributions of its members. These funds are
offeredd to the challenger conditional on: i) running a certain number of polls (determined
byy the total contributions and the cost of running a poll) in policy positions coinciding
withh the interest group's position on the relevant issue; ii) commitment of the challenger
too select the platform with the highest poll result, provided this result is higher than or
equall to 5. The second condition is meant to avoid a sophisticated exploitation of informationn from the challenger. A nice interpretation of the above procedure is the following.
Withinn the challenging party there is a primary election in order to determine who will
challengee the current incumbent. The party itself comes up with some representatives
butt the interest groups can also support some representatives from the challenging party.
Thenn a primary is held (this corresponds to the polls) and the representative winning this
primaryy becomes the final challenger. The number of polls to be run is determined by
thee size of the funds of the interest groups and the cost of running a poll (which we take
too be equal to 50 in our simulations). This endogenously selects which interest groups are
recognizedd by parties and become effective, all other interest groups remain passive and
playy no further role in the election procedure.
Thee voting behavior of the effective interest groups' members is coordinated as follows.
Oncee the two political candidates are known each effective interest group decides which
partyy to support and then all members of the interest group vote for that party (if a voter
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iss a member of more than one effective interest group that support different candidates,
itt follows the advice of the interest group that gave him the highest benefit Vjm).

An

interestt group decides which party to support as follows. If exactly one of the candidates
takess the interest group's position on the relevant issue, the interest group supports that
party.. If one candidate is closer to the interest group's position than the other candidate,
thee former is supported. If both candidates have the same position as the interest group,
orr the distance from the interest groups positions on the relevant issue is the same, the
interestt group members votes according to their own utility, as given by (3.1).
Duringg an electoral campaign, apart from the conditioned platforms where polls are
financedd by interest groups, the challenger is assumed to run some polls on platforms
selectedd randomly in the issue space (in our simulations, the challenger runs 2 independent
polls,, each again consisting of a randomly drawn sample of 10% of the population). It
thenn selects the policy position with the best polling result among the positions with an
altitudee of at least | . If there are no such polled positions then the incumbent position
iss selected. All voters organized in interest groups vote for the party supported by the
interestt group, voters that belong to more than one interest group follow the interest
groupp with the highest value of (3.2), all other voters vote according to the weighted
Euclideann distance from the different policy positions to their ideal points, as given by
(3.1).. The party with the majority of votes wins the election.
Beforee we study some simulations let us try to develop an intuition for what might happen.. We have a population of voters with separable and symmetric preferences, uniformly
distributedd over the issue space and therefore we expect the generalized median voter to
exist.. The Generalized Median Voter Theorem (see Hinich and Munger (1997)) says that,
oncee the median is located, no other platform can defeat it. It has already been argued in
Sectionn 3.2 that because the probability of choosing any point in the space (the median in
particular)) is strictly positive, in the limit the median is located with probability 1. Due
too the finiteness of our issue space this happens in finite time. Hence, the model predicts
thatt in the long-run the incumbent converges to the median and the challenger has a probabilityy of | to win the election. Now consider what happens when we introduce interest
groups.. Notice that for any voter, membership of interest group m is partly equivalent
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withh changing the structure of preferences. More explicitly, instead of corresponding to
weightedd Euclidean distance, preferences become, in some sense, lexicographic: weighted
Euclideann distance only becomes important when the interest group's issue is indecisive.
Thee consequence of this is that, given the incumbent's position, the set of policy platformss defeating y is expanded9 (this is confirmed in Figure 3.7(d)). This is due to the
factt that interest groups are more likely to form far away from the incumbent and hence
tiltt the electoral landscape at the expense of the incumbent. Obviously, this leads to a
higherr probability for the challenger to win an election. Furthermore, the probability that
thee median is located at a given election, is higher for the model with interest groups as
comparedd to the basic model. If an interest group indeed emerges at a (uni-dimensional)
mediann position, polls financed by such an interest group have a much higher probability
off locating the (multi-dimensional) median (1/ATj versus 1/ (K\ x ... x Kj) for a regular
poll).. Note that, given the cost of joining and the cost of running a poll, if the location of
thee incumbent favors the organization of the median voters, the median is located much
fasterr than in the basic model from Section 3.2. On the other hand, if the distribution
off voters allows for the formation of interest groups everywhere except at the incumbent
positionn (per issue) then the electoral system can move away from the median and cycles
inn winning platforms may appear. To illustrate this point consider the case where, once
thee incumbent is at the median, two groups located on different issues and different from
thee median organize in interest groups. Then the policy position corresponding to the
intersectionn may, for certain stochastic realizations of voter preferences, defeat the center,
onlyy due to the fact that interest groups coordinate voting behavior. The increase in
thee winning set, combined with the increase in the number of polls, results in a higher
probabilityy that the challenger wins the election.
Figuree 3.2 shows some distance measures for the simulations we have run. As in
thee basic model both the distance between parties and the distance between the policy
outcomee and the median decrease over time. The most notable differences between the
basicc model and the model with interest groups is that the separation between party
platformss for the latter is larger (see Figure 3.7(a)) and that there is no convergence
99

Chapter 5 provides a proof for this result in a slightly modified version of the present model.
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Figuree 3.2: Time series of different measures for the model with interest groups (2 random
pollss and 6 conditioned polls financed by interest groups).

too the center.

Also, the frequency of election victories for the challenger shows that

thee existence of interest groups increases the probability of winning the election for the
challenger.. Furthermore, in each election the average number of polls financed by interest
groupss is 6. Summarizing, there are two main consequences of the presence of interest
groups:: i) an increase in the number of polls; ii) an increase in the size of the winning
set.. The extra number of polls financed by the interest groups that the challenger can
runn help him explore the electoral landscape better. This, combined with a larger set of
thee platforms defeating the incumbent, increases the probability the challenger wins an
election.. The first effect by itself can not increase the frequency with which the challenger
winss significantly, as Figure 3.1(&) shows. It is the combination of both effects that
increasess the probability of winning.
Moree results on the influence of interest groups on policy outcomes are shown in Figure
3.3.. This figure shows for the basic model and for the model with interest groups, the
distancee between the policy outcome for the first issue and position 1, 2 and 3 for the
firstfirst issue. Clearly, the existence of interest groups leads to much more volatile policy
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Figuree 3.3: Time series of the distance between interest groups' positions and the incumbentt for the interest group model and the basic model.
outcomes.. In the absence of interest groups, the policy outcome seems to converge to
thee center of the issue space (the distance measure converges to 0, 1 and 2 respectively),
whereass for the model with interest groups this is not so clear-cut. This volatility is due
too the fact that the larger interest groups tend to emerge at more extreme positions. This
seemss to break the convergence to the median. Note that we obtain these results even
thoughh the space is very small and hence the probability that the system settles at the
mediann is high.

3.44

Social interaction and clusters of political opinions s

Inn the previous section we have seen how voters can interact with political parties via
interestt groups. In this section we go one step further and investigate interaction between
individuall voters. This interaction may lead to clustering of voters' opinions and there-
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foree influence the interest group formation process. Suppose we have created an initial
configurationconfiguration of the population of voters as described in Section 3.2. We now want to
modell the observation that voters can be influenced by other voters.
Ourr model assumes that voters regularly meet each other and in light of these meetings
mightt reconsider their ideal positions. In particular, if a voter with a certain position on a
particularr issue learns that there are many people having a different, but close-by position
onn this issue he may be persuaded to take the latter position. We can identify two reasons
forr this. The first is that there may be a group externality in the sense that people like
too join groups, for example because this gives them the possibility to identify themselves
withh such a group. This group externality might also arise from peer group pressure
orr social pressure. The environment voters are living and\or working in may pressure
voterss into conforming to this environments' political ideas (Schram and van Winden
(1996)).. The second reason why voters might change to another ideal position stems
fromm an incomplete information argument. In particular, if voters are not completely
certainn about how to evaluate the consequences of different policy platforms, they might
usee the size of the group at positions in their neighborhood to help them in evaluating
thee implications of these positions. This incomplete information argument seems to be in
particularr relevant for the competition between different political parties, where it may
bee difficult for individual voters to judge the merits of (the political statements of) these
differentt parties. Our approach is related to the recent literature on herding behavior (see
e.g.. Banerjee (1992), Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer and Welch (1992) and Kirman (1993)).
Inn order to model the social interaction we assume that each voter j attaches a certain
valuee to the consequences of changing from a current position to some other position z.
Thee decision function for changing has the following general form

thatt is, it depends upon the position z to which the voter considers moving and it depends
uponn the relative size of the social group residing at that new position. However, it seems
reasonablee to assume that voters do not know the exact distribution of preferences over
thee issue space. Instead, we propose that voters meet other voters and are informed
aboutt their ideal positions and in this way obtain an informed guess of the distribution
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off preferences. We model this as follows. Each voter j decides whether to reconsider his
perceptionn of the issue space or not. This happens with some probability e G [0,1], which
iss the same for all voters. If he reconsiders, he aspires to meet Aj voters in order to get a
"plausible"" idea about the existing distribution. Because some voters are more active in
meetingg other voters than others, we assume that the variable Aj is drawn from the discrete
uniformm distribution on { 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , A} .10 Now voters are drawn in random order to meet
thesee other people. Let «i, *2i - - - ,*N be the order of these voters, where i\ corresponds
too the first voter that is drawn. This first voter meets A^ voters randomly drawn from
thee population N\ {i\} and learns their ideal position. Furthermore, it is assumed that
thesee other voters learn his position. 11 Now the s'th voter meets A*a other voters drawn
fromm the population JVt*, where A*a = max {A», - #(voters already met by voter s),0}
andd N* = N\ {is and voters already met by voter s}. Notice that people can meet more
voterss than they originally intended to and therefore Aj actually corresponds to a lower
boundd of the number of voters voter j meets. Each voter now has some private information
aboutt the distribution of ideal points. In particular, if we let JVJ' be the number of people
voterr j meets and n\ the number of people voter j meets that have ideal position z, then
jfejfe serves as an estimate for ^ . Each voter uses these estimates to evaluate the positions
inn the issue space.
Itt seems reasonable to construct the above decision function by adjusting the utility
functionn (3.1) discussed in Section 3.2 by a term that models the group externality, i.e.
forr voter j with ideal position x the net benefit from moving to a position y is described
as s

(3-3))

V

i(*<$i)—A*)

+ W

i$)<

wheree Wj (.) > 0 is the group externality function which is assumed to be non-decreasing
inn its argument. From (3.3) it is clear that there are two, partially offsetting, effects from
10

Inn our simulations we take A = \^\ , where [^j] is the largest integer smaller than or equal to -^.
An alternative way to model this would be to draw, with replacement, from the population of N

111

voters,, pairs of voters who learn each others ideal point. On the other hand, wc could also assume that
thee information transmission is unilateral, i.e. only one voter in the pair learns the ideal position of the
otherr voter. This would resemble information transmission by opinion leaders generated in, for example,
newspaperr articles or talkshows on TV.
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movingg to another position. The first is the negative effect of giving up one's own ideal
position,, the second is the possibly positive effect of moving to a position where there are
moree voters. 12 This updating of ideal positions is assumed to take place once in between
elections,, and prior to the formation of interest groups and the search procedure of the
challenger.. Figure 3.4 gives an example of: (a) the initial distribution of ideal points, (b)
thee distribution after 30 updates, and (c) the distribution after 40 updates. The height of
thee bars corresponds to the number of voters at each position. Remember that the process
off social interaction starts with voters' ideal positions that are uniformly distributed over
thee issue space, as Figure 3.4(a) illustrates.
Clearly,, the social interaction gives rise to some kind of clustering of voters' ideal
positions.. Whether the dynamics generate one, two or more big clusters, depends on the
stochasticc elements of the model. However, opinions in minorities do survive, as Figure 3.4
visualizes.. Note that from update 30 to 40 there is no visible change in the distribution.
Forr the robustness of the last observation, and in order to analyze the clustering feature
wee use the following measure, known as the Herfindhal index of concentration,

zz

Thiss measure increases as the distribution of the population of voters over different positionss becomes more uneven. To get some intuition for this measure notice that, for the
extremee case where all voters cluster into only one position, C equals 1. On the other
hand,, if there is no clustering at all and the population of voters is evenly divided over all
possiblee positions then the number of voters at every single position would be -&—N K
andd C reduces to

x
K x xK

(which is ^ = 0.04 in our simulations, corresponding to the

sociall configuration shown in Figure 3.4(a)), which therefore constitutes a lower bound for
12

Inn our simulations we use

K«;4)) "'"(§)'
wheree a > 0 measures sensitivity to group size. Modeling the group externality function this way is
consistentt with social impact theory (Latané (1981)). This theory is experimentally and empirically
supportedd and confirmed in a number of sociological studies, such as Latané & Bourgeois (1996). The
estimatedd value in Latané (1981) is a = 0.46. In our simulations we take a = 0.5.
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Figuree 3.4: The evolution of the distribution of voters' ideal positions over the policy
space.. The height of the bars corresponds to the number of voters at each position in the:
(a)) initial configuration ; (b) 30-th configuration; (c) 40-th configuration.
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thee level of clustering. Finally, to be able to compare the values of C from our simulations
too the level of clustering, suppose that we find a value of this measure equal to C = C 0 .
Thiss is equivalent to a situation where all voters are clustered evenly into ^- positions.
CC increases as the number of updates increases. For the social configuration presented
inn Figure 3.4((6) and (c)), we have C = 0.21, which is approximately equivalent to all
voterss being organized evenly into 5 positions. More information about the nature of the
clusteringg process can be extracted from Figure 3.5. This figure presents the evolution
off the Herfindhal index over 40 updates for different values of a and A. From this figure
wee conclude that i) an increase in the parameter representing individual sensitivity to
groupp size, a, leads to higher clustering for a given sample size A. Notice, however, that
heterogeneityy in opinions survives, since the clustering measure has a maximum value
off 0.45; ii) the lower the sample size parameter A, the longer it takes for the system to
cluster;; and in) for a given value of the parameter a, there seems to be no monotonie
relationn between the clustering measure C and the sample size parameter A. One effect of
aa high value of A is that it increases the predictability of the social dynamics. Given the
uniformm distribution of ideal points and strengths, if information about the distribution
off voters is almost perfect (A = 90%) the system will cluster at those positions that are
mostt crowded according to the realization of the initial distribution of voters in the issue
space.. Hence, clustering depends very much upon the initial size of positions. For low
valuess of A, voters are not well informed and their estimates of the distribution of voters
mightt very well be biased. Chance is then an important determinant of the emergence of
neww clusters. Furthermore, Figure 3.5 shows that for all values of parameters A and a,
thee Herfindhal index is lower than 0.5 which is equivalent to a situation where all voters
aree clustered evenly into more than 2 positions.
Noww that we understand the clustering procedure, let us consider what happens in our
modell when we allow for the social dynamics. Let us prohibit the formation of interest
groupss for the moment. Figure 3.6(a) shows the average Euclidean distance between the
policyy outcome and the median (solid lines) and the average Euclidean distance between
incumbentt and challenger (broken lines), for 2 and 8 polls respectively. Figure 3.6(6)
showss the empirical frequencies of election victories of the challenger, given that he runs
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Figuree 3.5: The evolution of the Herfindhal index over 40 updates for different values
off the parameter of the individual sensitivity to group size, a, and the parameter of
informationn sampling size, A.

22 and 8 polls, respectively.
Fromm these graphs we see that, for the first couple of elections, when the process of
clusteringg has not fully matured yet, the policy outcome converges to the median and
thee separation between party platforms decreases. These results are similar to the ones
foundd in the basic model (compare Section 3.2). In the early stages of the interactions,
thee social clusters that have appeared are only moderate in size and hence do not break
thee symmetry of the distribution of voter preferences. However, as time goes by clustering
increasess and the symmetry of the distribution of voter preferences may break. As can
bee seen from Figure 3.6(a) eventually there seems to be a slight increase in the different
distancee measures. The most notable effect of the social dynamics therefore seems to be
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Figuree 3.6: Time series of: (a) different measures; and (b) frequencies the challenger wins
ann election, for the model with social interaction.
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thatt it prohibits (also in the long run) party platforms to converge to each other or to the
centerr of the distribution. The implicit reason for non-convergence is that the center of
thee distribution may lose the property of being a dominant position (as Figure 3.4(e) — (c)
illustrate). .

3.55

The full model

Noww that we have separately introduced social dynamics and interest groups in our spatial
competitionn framework, we are ready to study the full model. First observe that whereas
thee social dynamics is a long run process that depends only upon itss own past, the interest
groupp formation process also depends upon the social dynamics and election outcomes.
Priorr to an election, after social interaction has taken place, voters start to get organized
inn interest groups that try to influence the outcome of that election. The sequence of
eventss of the full model is therefore as follows:
1.. Voters ideal positions and strengths are randomly drawn from a uniform distribution. .
2.. Interest groups develop and are activated as in Section 3.3.
3.. The challenger runs polls and selects its policy platform for the upcoming election
ass described in Section 3.3.
4.. The election is run and the party that wins the election becomes the new incumbent.
Interestt groups dissolve.
5.. Social interaction takes place as described in Section 3.4, leading to a new configurationn of voter preferences..
6.. The sequence of events restarts at Step 2.
Thee results of the simulations for the full model are shown, together with the simulation
resultss for the models from Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, in Figures 3.7(a) — (d). Figure 3.7(a)
showss the average distance (over 100 trial runs again) between the incumbent and the
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centerr of the distribution. Clearly this distance is smallest for the basic model and highest
forr the full model. Furthermore, in the early elections (say the first 5) this difference can
bee attributed mainly to the effect of the interest groups. Later on, however, the social
dynamicss as well as the existence of the interest groups seems to be responsible for the
difference.. In fact, over time the effect of the interest groups decreases whereas the effect
off the social dynamics increases. The latter effect ensures that there is no apparent
convergencee in the full model. The reason should be clear by now: in the long run the
clusteringg really becomes significant and the appearance of large clusters drives the policy
outcomee away from the center of the distribution, which is moving as well. Figure 3.7(6)
showss the average separation between the policy platforms of the two parties. Clearly,
thiss separation is much larger for the full model and the model with interest groups than
forr the basic model and the model with social dynamics. The existence of interest groups
thereforee seems to play an important role in explaining the separation between political
parties.. Similarly, the probability for the challenger of winning an election is significantly
largerr when interest groups exist, as can be seen from Figure 3.7(c). There is also a
positivee effect of the social dynamics on the winning probability for the challenger, but
thiss effect is clearly smaller. The probability of winning is influenced by the existence
off interest groups via two channels. First, since the interest groups transmit information
aboutt the electoral landscape to the challenger, it is easier for the challenger to find an
elementt of the winning set. This is a transient effect, however, since it will also lead the
politicall parties to the center of the distribution faster. Second, the coordination of voting
behavior,, induced by the interest groups, changes the electoral landscape and increases
thee size of the winning set, given the incumbent's position. This is illustrated by Figure
3.7(d)) where the average number of winning points for the challenger over 100 trial runs
aree given. Clearly, interest groups lead to a sizable increase in the number of winning
points. .
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Figuree 3.7: Time series of: (a) distance between the incumbent and the challenger; (b)
distancee between the incumbent and the center; (c) frequencies the challenger wins an
election;; (d) number of positions that defeat the incumbent position, for different models.
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Concluding remarks

Althoughh it is widely accepted as the basic approach for studying issues related to voting,
thee spatial competition model has some serious drawbacks as a realistic description of
electionn outcomes in democratic societies. In this chapter we have attempted to extend
thee spatial competition model into several directions that might give it a more plausible
appeal.. These directions are centered around two important features. First, we recognize
thee adaptive nature of political parties as well as the adaptive nature of voters' opinions.
Whilee the former was already investigated in an influential paper by Kollman, Miller and
Pagee (1992), we incorporate the latter by introducing social interaction between voters.
Thatt is, we assume that voters (explicitly or implicitly) learn about other voters' beliefs
andd adapt their own beliefs (or preferences) accordingly. Second, we introduce interest
groupss into the spatial competition framework. These interest groups coordinate voting
behaviorr and transmit information about voter preferences to the political parties. We
furtherr allow for the endogenous emergence of interest groups, a feature which, until now,
hass been neglected in the vast literature on interest groups.
Ourr simulations show that in the presence of interest groups the winning platforms,
providedd they exist, are selected faster than in their absence. Similarly, the challenger's
probabilityy of winning the election increases if there are interest groups, due to the fact
thatt their presence tends to increase the winning set. Only in the basic model the policy
outcomee eventually converges to the center of the distribution of voter preferences.
Thee framework set out in this chapter has been a first attempt to model the complex
relationss between adaptive voters, adaptive political parties and interest groups. This
frameworkk should be taken as a starting point for the development of more elaborate and
rigorouss models to analyze these issues. We hope that we have succeeded in arguing that
suchh models can contribute significantly to our understanding of the complex politicaleconomicc world we are living in.

Chapterr 4
Spatiall Voting Models as Markov
Processes s
4.11

Introduction

Inn Chapter 3 interest groups (and social clustering) are introduced in a spatial voting
modell of electoral competition between political parties. It is shown there, by means of
simulations,, that the presence of interest groups increases the probability of winning for
thee challenger and also increases separation between policy platforms. Moreover, the policyy outcome seems to: (a) move in the direction of the center of the distribution of voter
preferences,, though at a lower speed, (b) stabilize at a distance 0.6 from the center. Simulationn methods present a first step of analysis. Direct computer simulations are helpful in
guidingg our thinking in discovering the intrinsic properties of the model. However, their
powerr is limited. Inherent stochastic elements of the individual-based model require the
considerationn of many trials (replications) with the same set of parameters to determine
salientt aspects of the system's behavior, furthermore, individual-based models include
aa number of parameters and it is not only time consuming but simply infeasible to examinee the dependence of the model's behavior on them in detail. Therefore, for a better
understandingg of the generic properties of the model behaviour we need to move on from
simulationss to plausible approximations by deterministic models. Mean-field approxima°Thiss chapter elaborates on Sadiraj, Tuinstra and van Winden (2001b).
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tiontion11 is a useful tool for uniform random systems. The values of the random variables are
inn that case replaced by their expected values. This results in a deterministic dynamic
modell of the "Markov" type. We are interested in: i) the distance between the policy
outcomee and the center of the space, and ii) the probability that the challenger wins an
election,, both of which can be derived once the transition and initial probabilities are
known.. In particular, the asymptotic properties of the models are of interest. It turns
outt that the steady state distribution of policy outcomes depends critically upon the
wayy interest groups transmit information about the electoral landscape to the political
parties.. We will rely again on simulations to investigate the relevance of the results for
thee stochastic models. Finally, we will show that the model of interest groups may help
explainn some "stylized facts" concerning empirical data on policy outcomes.
Thee rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 the mean-field approximationn of the stochastic models is introduced. In Section 4.3 the dynamics of the specified
modelss are analyzed. Section 4.4 presents some results that shed light on the emergence
off voting cycles in the presence of the interest groups. Section 4.5 is concerned with the
relevancee of the results for the stochastic models and replication of some stylized facts.
Sectionn 4.6 concludes.

4.22

Mean-field approximation

Thee adaptive political party system described in Chapter 3 generates a different policy
dynamicss for each realization of ideal points and strengths and hence depends much
onn the initial configuration of the population of voters. To get some intuition for the
resultingg dynamics we will consider the so-called mean dynamics.

That is, we replace

thee stochastic realizations of random variables by their expected values and analyze the
resultingg deterministic system. This gives us some information as to what might happen
inn general. For extensive simulations of the stochastic version of the models see Chapter
11

Mean-field models are strictly deterministic and hence convenient to use since determinism implies

thatt a single simulation is sufficient to evaluate the consequences of each initial condition. Sec Dickmann,
Law,, and Metz (2000) for a broader discussion on this topic.
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4.2.11

Electoral competition as a Markov chain

Wee have a population of N voters, with ideal positions Xj drawn from the uniform discretee distribution on A1 = {1,2,... , K} x {1,2,... , K}, where K is some odd number.. Furthermore, voters have strengths Sj = ($ji,Sj2) € SxS.

We assume that

strengthss are independently drawn from a discrete distribution p on St and therefore,
Pr(SPr(S = s) = pa = p3ip32. Also, the distribution of strengths is independent of ideal
positions. .
Noww let j / t _ 1 be the incumbent's platform for election t, that is, y' - 1 is the winning
platformm of election t — 1. Next we define a state space and consider the electoral model
ass a Markov chain on thatt state space.
Propositionn 4.1 Let K = {R : 3i 1( i 2 € {1,... .K] s.t. R? = i\ + i\).

Let U =

{UR,{UR, R € %}, be o family of subsets of X with elements
Cxf + (x2 - C2f = R2} .

UURR={x€X:(x={x€X:(x11-ThisThis family U satisfies the follovring properties.
i)i) It forms a partition for the space X.
ii)ii) For all R and R' and for all y*, (y*)' €

UR,

PT(yPT(yt+1t+1£U£URIRI\\yytt)=Pr()=Pr(yyt+it+ieUeURR.\.\
Proof.. Straightforward.
Thee idea behind using U is simple. We are not so much interested in the actual platformss that have been selected but more in the distance of these platforms from the center
CC of the distribution. Moreover, due to symmetry, all platforms that are equally distant
fromm C (i.e. that belong to the same element UR) can be treated similarly. According
too the second property of U, the probability of moving from any platform z in UR to
platformss in UR> is independent of the particular platform z.

(</)')
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Thee electoral competition now corresponds to a Markov process with stationary transitionn probabilities on U. The next step is to derive the transition matrix for this Markov
process. .

4.2.22

An algorithm for determining the transition matrix

Lett yl be the platform of the incumbent after election t. In order to compute the transition
probabilities,, first we need to compute the height of the electoral landscape for any position
zz in the issue space, given the incumbent's platform j/*, i.e. we need h (z \ yl) for all z.
1.. Denote by u(z \ x,s) (= -J^=isi(xi

~ z*)2)

tne

utility that a voter with ideal

positionn x and vector of strengths s derives from the policy z when implemented.
Forr each position z £ X, the height of the electoral landscape h (z \ yl) is given by
thee following formula
(4.1))

h(z\yt)=

£

s)G{u(z\x,s)-u(yt\x,s))],

[Pr(X = x,S =

where e

(4.2))

11 v > 0
G(v)=< \\ v = Q
00

u<0

Inn words, the above formula can be described as: first, take a position x and count
withh weight 1(1/2) voters with ideal position x that strictly prefer (are indifferent
between)) policy z to y'; next, take the weighted sum of the above figures for all
xx € X. The outcome gives the fraction of votes that the challenger is expected to
gett if he selects z given that the incumbent platform is yl.
2.. Define
Z?(y)Z?(y) =

{zeX\h(z\y)=l}l

Zi"(y)Zi"(y) =

{zeX\h(z\y)>l},

Zr(y)Zr(y) =

{z€X\h(z\y)<l}.
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Thatt is, the set Zf (y) (Zf (y), Zf (y)) contains all positions for which, given the
platformm of the incumbent, the height of the electoral landscape is equal to {larger
than,, smaller than) /. Notice that these sets are disjoint and Zf (y) U Zf (y) U
Z~Z~ (y) = X for all / and y. Obviously, y t+1 £ Z£5 (y') U Z^ (y') and the set W{yl)
off positions that defeat the incumbent at y' is given by W(yt) = Zf5 (y*).
Lett the challenger run r polls. Denote by T C X the set of positions that is polled by
thee challenger. The transition probabilities can now be computed as follows. First,
wee compute the probability pi that the challenger selects a position from the set
ZfZf (y). That event happens if the challenger runs: (a) at least one poll at a position
zz from Zf (y) and (b) no polls at positions from Zf (y). Writing it formally, we have
(4.3))

Pl

= Pr (T n Zf (y) ^ 0 and T n Zf (y) = 0)

which,, in case of random polling becomes

^/r\n!^1m«{i^(y)i-<,o}rE^"1°M«{|^r(i/)[-j,o} }
few rci^-m) few rci^-m)
Thus,, in other words we have derived the probability that the highest altitude in
thee polling process equals /.
Next,, define L(y,R')

= {l > \ \ UR> n Zf (y) ^ 0}. The transition probabilities

thenn can be computed as
(4.4) )

(*„.. vR) - Pr or e um\ v' 6 uW)- j ; ^G (, -1).

Pr r

withh G as defined in (4.2).
Thee probabilities given by (4.4) define a (stationary) n x n transition matrix Pr,
wheree n = \U\.
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Dynamics of the deterministic system

Lett the initial platform, y° be drawn from a discrete distribution n0 on U. The electoral
outcomee evolves according to the above transition probabilities and at election t we have
thatt the incumbent is expected to be in one of the states UR according to the following
distribution n

Furthermore,, at each election t > 0, the incumbent is expected to be at distance d(y*, C)
fromm the center of the distribution of voter preferences given by

££ (lis'-c||) = £ * * '
Ren Ren
Thee probability that the challenger wins at an election t is
Prr (the challenger wins at time t) — irtw,
wheree w = {WR)R&TI with
«** = \ Pr (yM e Z° 5 (y<) I y< € UR) + Pr (y t+1 € Z+h (y») | y< € UR) .

4.33

Mean dynamics of the specified models

Lett us now apply the above mean-field approximation to the models presented in Chapterr 3. Let voters have strengths Sj =

(SJI,SJ2)

€ S x S — {0, | , l} x {0, £, l } , which

aree drawn from the following distribution on S: Pr (sjt = 0) = Pr (sji — 1) = \ and
Prr [s^ = | ) = ^, for j 6 {1,2,... ,N}. Let the initial platform y° be drawn from the
uniformm distribution on the issue space X =[1,... ,5] x [1,... ,5]. This implies that the
statee space becomes
UU ={uR\Re
andd that 7r0 = [35, 35, 35, 25» 25'25!-

{0,1,^,2,^,2^2}}.
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Basic model

Forr the basic model, Pr (X = x) —

and Pr (S = s) = paipS2

as given above. For these

specificationss (4.1) becomes
hh

{z\V{z\Vll)=)=
E
ses,xex ses,xex

jkG{u(z\x>s)-u{yt\x,s)).

Usingg the algorithm given in Section 4.2.2, we have computed the transition matrices PT
andd the vector W(T) of probabilities with which the challenger is expected to win, for two
differentt values of the number of random polls, r:

r = 2,

00

00

00

00

// 0.50000 \

0.080 00.920 0 0 0

00

00

00

0.53999 9

0.080 00.287 70.633 3 0 0

00

00

11

PiPi =

00

0.077 70.270 00.253 30.400 0 0 0

00

0.68333 3
,U>(2)) =

0.80000 0

0.073 30.273 30.248 80.175 5 0.230 0 0 0

0.90833 3

yy 0.07 0.253 0.237 0.147 0.273 0.020 j

\^^ 0.99000 )

and d
== 10,2
•• r
2

Notee that the number of polls in the simulations presented in Chapter 3 is 8. In Chapter 3, footnote 8,

wee have shown that for the set of parameters chosen in the simulations of the model with interest groups,
interestt groups were expected to emerge anywhere except for the incumbent's position. Furthermore,
sincee the policy space in our simulations is very small (25 positions) the cost of running a poll was taken
suchh that an interest group could finance at most 1 poll. Hence, the expected number of extra polls
financedfinanced by interest groups was 8, leading to 10 polls in total. Due to the stochastic elements of the
model,, there were on average 6 polls financed by interest groups, and therefore 8 polls in total. Since in
thiss chapter we are working with the expected value of a random variable instead of its realized value,
wee will consider 10 instead of 8 polls.
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0.4000 0.600

0

0

0

0 \

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.4000 0.543 0.057
Pinn =

0.2500 0.495 0.253 0.002

0

0

PROCESSES

(( 0.50000 \
0.70000 0
0.97174 4
iW(10)) =

0.99878 8

0.1522 0.533 0.308 0.006 0.001 0

1.0000* *

0.0900 0.407 0.422 0.001 0.080 0

^^ 1.00000 )

wheree 1.0000* refers to 0.999998 which has been set to 1 in rounding. Let Pr(i,j)
elementt in the i-th row and j-th column of PT, Then P?(i,i)

be the

n

= [P r (i,i)] , since PT is a

lowerr diagonal matrix. Hence, for all i = 2 , . . . ,6, Y^n ^r(^ i) < oo as a geometric series
withh term |P r (i,i)| < 1. Thus all states UR, R > 0 are transient since from the theory
off Markov Chains, transience (persistence) of a state j is equivalent to X ^ n P n ( j , j ) <
ooo (= oo)(see Billingsley (1986, p.114)). Furthermore, Pn = 1 implies that {U0} is a
closed33 set and UQ a persistent state. Thus, we have that the stationary distribution
iss 7T* = [1,0,0,0,0,0], and in the long run: (%) the policy platform will end up in the
centerr position C and stay there forever; and (ii) the probability the challenger wins at
ann election t is 0.5(= limt_007r£u> = ir'w = w0).4

4.3.22

Model with interest groups

Interestt groups influence the elections process in three ways: (i) they coordinate the voting
behaviorr of their members; (ii) they provide information about the electoral landscape to
thee political parties; and (iii) they try to influence the policy outcome via conditions on
polling.. In order to be able to disentangle the impact of (i, ii) and (iii) we present the
dynamicc analysis of the model with interest groups for two different polling procedures:
'conditional'' polling and 'unconditional' polling.
3

AA set B in 5 is closed if Y^J^B ^ ( ^ J ) = 1 for i € B : once the system enters B it cannot leave (sec

Billingsleyy (1986, p. 140)).
4
Recalll that we have assumed that, if the challenger does not find a platform with h (z | y) > 0.5, it
choosess the incumbent's platform y, and wins with probability 0.5.
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Unconditionall polling We start with recalling how the voting behaviour of an interest
group'ss members is coordinated. When the platforms of the two political parties are
knownn the effective interest groups decide which party to support and then all members
off the interest group vote for that party (if a voter is a member of more than one effective
interestt group that support different candidates, then that voter is assumed to follow the
interestt group with the highest benefit vim, as in the previous chapter). Each interest
groupp decides which party to support as follows. If exactly one of the candidates takes
thee interest group's position on the relevant issue, the interest group supports that party.
Iff one candidate is closer to the interest group's position than the other candidate, the
formerr is supported. If both candidates have the same position as the interest group,
orr the distance from the interest group positions on the relevant issue is the same, the
interestt group members votes according to their own utility, as given by (3.1). Our
firstfirst research question is to investigate the effects of the new (if any) properties of the
electorall landscape in the dynamics of the electoral outcomes. For this we assume that
thee challenger runs r random polls. It should be clear by now that this case is exactly
thee same as the basic one, corrected for the strength profiles of interest group members
changingg from s to (1,0) or (0,1). The transition matrix, P/ 0 and the vector, w[0u of
winningg probabilities for the model with interest groups, turns out to be
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wheree 0* refers to 0.00002, which has been set to 0 in rounding. As for the basic model,
wee find that there is one and only one closed set, the elements of which are all persistentt states, which is {f/0}. All states U G U\U0 are transient. However, there is a
differencee in the speed with which the system convergence to the center as the following
shows.. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 give, for the 3 different cases, diagrams with E (||y' - C\\) and
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Prr (the challenger wins at time t), respectively. First consider Figure 4.1. From the highestt to the lowest curve we have: basic model with 2 random polls, interest group model
withh 10 random polls, basic model with 10 random polls. We can draw the following
conclusionss from this figure. Firstly, an increase in the number of (unconditional) polls
decreasess the expected separation between the winning platform and the center of the distribution.. Secondly, for the interest group model expected separation is larger than for the
basicc model with the same number of polls. For Figure 4.2 the highest to the lowest curve
(ass measured at election 6) are respectively: the interest group model with 10 random
polls,, the basic model with 10 polls and the basic model with 2 polls. From this it follows
thatt the presence of interest groups increases the probability of winning an election. One
off the findings in Chapter 3 was that the presence of interest groups appears to increase
thee winning set. That result is confirmed here as well. Given the state of the incumbent,
wee find that the size of the winning set equals: (a) ( 0 1 5 9 14 21 ) for the basic
model,, and (b) ( 0 9 11 17 19 22 ) for the model with interest groups. Note that
sincee {U0} is a closed set, if the incumbent is in U0 = {C} then the size of the winning
sett is 0. These figures show that except for the case in which the incumbent's platform
iss in UQ, the size of the winning set increases in the presence of interest groups. 5

Conditionall polling

As mentioned above, the interest groups influence the election

processs by providing information about the electoral landscape to the political parties.
Lett us recall what information they provide. Each interest group possesses certain funds
raisedd by the contributions c of its members. These funds are offered to the challenger
conditionall on: i) running a number of polls6 in policy positions coinciding with the
interestt group's position on the relevant issue; ii) commitment of the challenger to select
thee platform with the highest poll result, if this platform has a height of at least \.
Furthermore,, it is assumed that each interest group knows the median of the distribution
5

Thee result is robust to changes in all parameter settings we have investigated.

We have de-

rivedd the same result for different distributions p on S, and different number of positions per issue
(iff € { 3 , . . . , 1 1 } ) .
66

Remember that the number of polls that an interest group can finance is determined by the cost of

runningg a poll and the size of the fund that the group possesses.
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k model, 10 random polls —*—interest group model, 10 random polls |

Figuree 4.1: The Expected Distance between the Incumbent and the Center over Elections.
off its group's members on the other issue and finances a poll there. Let rx be the number
off random polls and r2 the number of conditioned polls. Let the challenger first run r2
conditionedd polls and then r\ random polls. Removing from the policy space the positions
wheree the conditioned polls are run, and using formulas (4.1), (4.3) and (4.4), one can
computee the transition probabilities for the conditional polling procedure.
Forr the specified model and r 2 = 8, r\ = 2, we find
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Figuree 4.2: The Expected Probabilites with which the Challenger wins over Elections.

withh the property '{/70} is a closed set', state Ux becomes a persistent state as well with
thee property '{[/i} is a closed set'. This can be derived as follows. The transition matrix
showss that if the system at election t is in one of the states UR,R 6 {1,2, v ^ } , then at
electionn t + 1 it will be in U\ and stay there forever. If the system starts at U2^

then,

withh probability 0.882, in the coming election it will end up in Ui and never leave that
state.. The probability that the system will settle in Ux is given by the first coordinate of
TTo-P/ncc and equals .781. In the same way one can derive that the system will settle in U0
withh probability .219. Furthermore, let the incumbent platform be y = (2,3) € Ux? Table
(4.1)) shows the fraction of votes that the challenger gets if he selects a position z = (i, j),
i,i, j = 1 , . . . , 5 , (0 refers to fractions of votes smaller than 0.5). Thus, the winning set
thatt corresponds to a position y e (7, has always at least two elements from [/, with the
highestt fraction of votes. Let us now consider the interest group located at position 2
7

Itt should be clear (for symmetry reasons) that Table (4.1) for a y 6 [/, is the same as the one derived

byy rotating Table (4.1) around the center (3,3) until (2,3) reaches y.
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00

0

.538

0

0

00

0

.590

.538

.508

00

.500

.575

.500

0

00

0

.590

.538

.508

00

0

.538

0

0

3

4

22

5

IssueIssue 1
Tablee 4.1: Fractions of voters who prefer a position z = (i, j) to (2,3) (0 refers to fractions
lesss than 0.5).
onn the second issue. Prom the uniformity of the distribution of voters in the space and
thee homogeneity8 of voters within types, it follows that the median of the members of
thiss interest group related to the first issue is located at 3. Hence, that interest group
willl finance a poll at position (3,2). Note that the altitude at (3,2) is .59, which is the
highestt value in Table (4.1). Thus, the incumbent platform in the coming election will be
eitherr (3,2) or (3,4). This means that although the incumbent does not leave the U\ set,
aa voting cycle appears. Therefore we may conclude that, with probability .781, (i) a cycle
emergess and (ii) the challenger wins with probability 1.

4.44

Voting cycles driven by interest groups

Thee 'mean dynamic' analysis from the previous section shows that for the specified parameterss of the models, there is only one closed set, {UQ} in the basic case. However,
underr conditional polling, there are two closed sets, {UQ} and {U\}, for the model with
interestt groups. This raises the question of the dependence of this result on the parameter
specification,, like the size of the space, the set of strengths, the probability distribution
off strengths on that set and so on. The following analysis provides an answer to that
question. .
88

Voters of some type s and with the same ideal positions on some issue i, make the same decisions to

joinn the relevant interest group.
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Lett strengths be independently drawn from a discrete distribution p o n 5 , with the
followingg property
V1 ~ 'R)Z2seS\{0}Pa

(A(A 5)

+ (2 ~ K) Z2(S1/S2)=2P^P^2

j.
2

X)se5\{0}} P*
Propositionn 4.2 Assume voters' ideal positions are independently

(across issues and

acrossacross voters) drawn from the uniform distribution on X X and voters' strengths are independentlydependently drawn from a discrete distribution on S and are uncorrelated with the ideal
positions.positions. Denote by y — (t/i, y2) the platform of the incumbent.
1.1.

We then have:

(a) For both models (with and without interest groups), ZQ5 (C) = 4> and ZQ5 (C) =

(b)(b) For the basic model, V y <E X\{C},

C e Z0+5 {y);

2.2. If the distribution of strengths has property (4-5), then in the presence of interest
groups,groups, Vy € Uu 3y' e C/i\{y}, such that h(y' | y) > h{z \ y), for all z <E URen\{1}UR.
Proof,, see Appendix B
Corollaryy 4.1 For the specified models, Proposition 4-2 applies.
Proof.. Indeed, substituting K - 5, E. e 5 \{o}rf = ( x / 2 2 + 1/4 2 ), E(.1/aa)=2P*iP«2 =
1/8,, and EJ»G5\{O} P* = 3 / 4 at the lhs of the inequality (4.5), we find a value of 0.55 which
iss bigger than 0.5 which is the value of the rhs of (4.5).
Inn words, Corollary 4.1 shows that for the specified models, analyzed in Section 4.3, the
followingg properties hold: (i) 4.2.1(e) implies that for the basic model, for any incumbent
positionn y, different from C, position C has an altitude larger than 0.5, and hence belongs
too the winning set of y; (ii) 4.2.1(a) implies that for both models, if the incumbent is at
C,C, then any position that is not in C/0 has an altitude strictly less than 0.5, and hence it
doess not belong to the winning set of C; and (iii) 4.2.2 implies that in the presence of
interestt groups, there is at least one position y' in U\ which is different from y and has
altitudee larger than any other position that does not belong to U\ provided that property
(4.5)) is satisfied.
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Theoremm 4.1
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1. For both models, with and without groups, {UQ} is a closed set and

UQUQ is a persistent state.
2.2. For the model without interest groups, all other states, U € U \UQ are transient.
3.3. Assume that the distribution of strengths has property (4-5). In the presence of interestterest groups and given conditional polling,
(a)(a) {Ui} is a closed set and U\ is a persistent state, and
(b)(b) voting cycles emerge once the incumbent visits U\.
Proof.. First, recall the definitions of a persistent and a transient state. A state i is
persistentpersistent if a system starting at i is certain to return to i. The state i is transient in the
oppositee case (see Billingsley (1986, p. 114)).
1.-2.. Apply Proposition 4.2.1.
3.. (a) Let the process start at U\ and the incumbent be at y € U\. First, it can be
easilyy shown that if a voter j with ideal position Xj and a vector of strengths s
joinss the interest group on the first issue then so do all other voters with ideal
positionss x, x G {x, x\ = Xji}, and vector of strengths s. In words, we can say
thatt voters with the same vector of strengths and the same ideal position on one
issuee are homogenous. Next, the uniformity distribution and the homogeneity
propertyy imply that the median position on issue i for members of the group
onn issue 3 — i is expected to be yj. Hence, under the conditional polling there
iss a poll run at j / . From Proposition 4.2.2, there exists a y' 6 £/i, such that
My'II v) > n(z I ï/)> f° r all z ^ C/i, which implies that the new
policyy outcome will be y' G U\. Thus, U\ is a persistent state and {U\} is
closed. .
(b)) Since if ^y, voting cycles are generated once the incumbent enters state U\.
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Corollaryy 4.1 implies that the Theorem 4.1 is relevant for the specified models. Hence,
thee results shown in Section 4.3 can be easily derived by applying Theorem 4.1.
Wee conclude that our models have all the properties presented in Theorem 4.1 for all
specificationss of parameters that satisfy condition (4.5).

4.55

Simulations and empirical illustration

Thee law of large numbers ensures us that the mean-analysis is relevant for populations
thatt are large enough to correct for random deviations. However, the population of voters
mayy not be large enough to cancel out random fluctuations, and therefore, the law of large
numberss may not apply. This may have consequences at the macrolevel. That is why in
thiss section we will consider some simulations for different realizations of voter preferences
andd investigate whether the predictions of Theorem 4.1 are valid. Furthermore, we will
comparee these simulation results to some empirically observed policy outcomes.
Eachh trial starts with drawing a population of 1000 voters from the uniform distributionn on X, where we again assume Kx = K2 = 5. The initial position of the incumbent
iss chosen to be the center, in order to be able to investigate the closeness property (see
footnotee 3) of this center for the different models. Each trial was run for 20 elections and
wee have done 20 different trials. Typical results are represented in panels (a)-(d) of Figure
4.3.. Panels (a) and (b) show that in the basic model the incumbent remains at the center
forr all elections. This is a robust feature of all trials with the basic model. Figure 4.3,
(c)(c) and (d) show that in the interest group model something different occurs: counter to
thee first statement in Theorem 4.1, the incumbent leaves the center and positions itself
att some other position. This happens in more than half of all trials.
Fromm these figures it is apparent that for the basic model, the set that contains the
centerr of the issue space, {C}, is a closed set even for the stochastic model. However,
forr the interest group model, the center loses that property for certain realizations of the
distributionn of voter preferences. For our issue space of 25 positions, simulations show
that:: for the basic model the property that {U0} is a closed set is maintained if the size
off the population is larger than 300; for the model with interest groups, {t/ 0 } and {Ui}
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Figuree 4.3: The stability of the centensimulation and empirical data. Panels (a) and (b)
showw data generated from the benchmark model in simulations 13 and 14, respectively.
Panelss (c) and (d) show data generated from the model with interest groups in simulations
133 and 14, respectively. Panels (e) and (f) show data generated from the composition of
thee governments in Finland and Iceland, respectively.
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aree closed sets if the size of the population is larger than 10000. For populations with
sizee smaller than 1000, neither {UQ} nor {Ui} are closed sets. Our next step is to relate
thesee simulation results to some empirical data on policy outcomes. An analysis of the
policyy outcomes for 20 European countries was done in Woldendorp, Keman and Budge
(1998).. They classified the composition of the government as falling into one of 5 classes,
rangingg from extreme left (1) to extreme right (5). The graphs represented in panels (e)
andd (f) of Figure 4.3, respectively, correspond to Iceland data and Finland data, starting
withh the first time the composition of the government is in the center (position 3) after
1960.. We draw attention to two features present in the data from both countries: (i) the
governmentt composition stays longer at position 3 than at the other positions, that is, the
centerr presents a position which is hard to be defeated from other positions; (ii) although
thee government composition locates at 3 it does not stay there forever, that is, the center
cann be defeated. Comparing these graphs to the graphs generated by the simulations it is
clearr that the data generated by the interest group model represents the empirical data
best.. In our view, this may provide some support for the model presented in Chapter 3.

4.66

Concluding remarks

Althoughh simulations provide a valuable aid in characterizing the system's behaviour,
theirr power is limited to the domain of the selected parameters. An understanding of
thee more generic properties of individual-based models requires the use of deterministic
approximationn models. In this chapter we have applied a mean-field approximation to the
stochasticc models presented in Chapter 3 (Sections 3.2 and 3.3), by replacing the values of
thee random variables by their expected values. This leads to deterministic dynamic models
off the "Markov" type. The main results obtained from the analysis of the deterministic
modelss are as follows. The dynamics of the distance between the policy outcome and the
centerr of the space, and of the probability that the challenger wins an election, replicate
qualitativelyy the respective dynamics generated by the individual-based models. For both
models,, with and without interest groups, the set consisting of the center of the space
presentss a closed set. For a certain class of probability distributions on a set of strengths
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SS and under conditional polling, it is shown that (i) the set of positions at distance
11 from the center is a closed set for the model with interest groups, and (it) a voting
cyclee emerges. For the specified model the voting cycle appears with probability .781.
Simulationss show that for populations of size smaller than 1000 neither the center nor
thee 4 positions (at distance 1) closest to the center present closed sets for the model with
interestt groups. Voting cycles become frequent phenomena and expand all over the issue
space,99 due to the deviations of the realizations of the random variables (the distributions
off voters preferences) from the mean values.
Ass mentioned already in the introduction of this chapter and in the beginning of this
section,, the most important reason for carrying out a mean-analysis is to explore the
inherentt properties of the stochastic models. Without this analysis we would not have
beenn able to explain why the policy outcome seems to stabilize at a distance 0.6 from the
center.. Nor could we predict whether the policy outcome would converge to the center
inn the long run. This chapter provides a clear answer to both questions. Whether the
policyy outcome will approach the center or not depends on the size of the population.
Simulationss show that: (i) for the size of the population smaller than 1000 the policy
outcomee may keep wandering all over the space; (ii) for the size of the population larger
thann 10000, the policy outcome in the long run is either the center or a cycle in U\
dependingg on the initial position of the incumbent. Furthermore, both types of analysis,
simulationss and mean-analysis, show the emergence of a new property in the presence of
interestt groups, which is the enlargement of the winning set.

99

Interested readers can contact the author for animations that illustrate this behaviour.
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Chapterr 5
Onn the Size of t h e Winning Set
5.11

Introduction

Inn Chapter 3 interest groups were introduced in a spatial voting model of electoral competitionn between political parties. The function of interest groups in that model is three-fold:
(i)(i) to coordinate voting behavior; (ii) to transmit information about voter preferences (or
thee electoral landscape) to the political parties; and (iii) to influence the policy outcome
viaa conditions on polling. Chapter 3 analyzed the model by means of stochastic simulationss whereas Chapter 4 developed a mean-field approximation analysis. Both types of
analysiss indicate that, in the presence of interest groups, the probability with which the
challengerr wins an election as well as the separation between political parties platforms
increases,, while convergence to the center of the issue space is inhibited. These findings
aree mainly driven by a new property of the electoral landscape, which is that the winning
sett (i.e., the set of policy platforms that will defeat the incumbent) seems to increase in
thee presence of interest groups. In this chapter we focus our attention on a deeper investigationn of this property. We construct slightly modified versions of the stochastic models
introducedd in Chapter 3, Sections 3.2 and 3.3. For the modified versions, we present a
generall result that says that the winning set of the positions around the center of the
spacee indeed increases in the presence of interest groups.
Thee setup of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the modified versions
off the stochastic models and the main result. The proof of this main result is given in
89 9
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Sectionn 5.3.

5.22

Main result

Lett policy platforms be represented as points in an issue space. We take this issue space
too be continuous and equal to X = B(0, K) C IR2, that is, political parties can choose
issuess on two dimensions in a disc centered at the origin and with radius K > 0. There
iss a continuum of voters where each voter is characterised by an ideal point x EX and
strengthss si and s2, which are independently distributed according to some distribution on
S.S. We assume that 5 = inf 5 > 0. Without loss of generality we take s = sup 5 = 1. The
utilityy of voters with respect to a certain policy outcome y EX is given by the negative
off the (weighted) Euclidean distance between this policy outcome and their ideal points;
i.e.,, the utility for a voter j of policy outcome y is given by
(5.1))

Uj (y) = -Sji

(xji - j / i ) 2 - sj2 (XJ2 - Vif

Wee assume that voters ideal points are uniformly distributed over X.
Thee political system works as follows. There are two political parties and in each
periodd there is an election. The party that wins the election in the current period will be
thee incumbent for the next period and will not change his policy platform. The challenger
cann choose any policy platform. The objective of the parties is to get elected in the next
period,, i.e., they view policy as a means to winning.
Givenn the initial configuration of voters an electoral landscape can be constructed as
follows.. There are two political parties entering the election, the incumbent and the
challenger.. Each voter votes for the political candidate yielding him the highest utility
ass given by (5.1) if there are no interest groups. Then for each position the height of the
electorall landscape is determined as the fraction of voters voting for the challenger, if it
wouldd select that position. That is, we can define h (z \ y) as the fraction of the votes the
challengerr gets if the incumbent is at platform y and if the challenger selects platform z.
Forr every policy position z with h (z \ y) > (<) ^, the challenger wins (loses) the election.
Forr a policy position with h(z \ y) = ^, the challenger wins with probability \. For a
givenn incumbent's platform y, we are interested in the platforms for the challenger so that

5.2.5.2. MAIN RESULT
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thee challenger will win the election. A platform z is said to (strictly) defeat the platform
yy in expectation if and only if
E{h{z\y))>-E{h{z\y))>-22, ,
thatt is, if the expected height of the electoral landscape at z, given the incumbent's
platformm y is strictly larger than ^. The winning set is defined as

andd gives the set of platforms that is expected to defeat the incumbent's platform y.
Noticee that y £ W (y), since E(h(y \y)) = \ for all y. By W(y;si,s2)

we define the

winningg set in the specific situation where all voters have strength Si on issue 1 and
strengthh s2 on issue 2.
Thee next step is to incorporate interest groups in the model. We follow the modelling
approachh presented in Chapter 3. An interest group is interested in the policy outcome
withh respect to only one of the two issues, say the first issue. Now suppose that an
interestt group exists at a certain position k on the first issue. This interest group induces
itss members, who take the same position on the first issue, to vote for that political
candidatee who is closest to the interest group on the first issue. That is, if y and y are
thee policy platforms of the two political parties, then an interest group member votes for
thee first party according to the following decision rule

.. ^. J Ift-zil < ISi-zil

votee for y cif <
^
[[ \jh - xi\ = \yi - xi\

and \y2 - x2\ < |& - x2\.

Furthermore,, we will assume that the voter votes with probability \ for policy platform
yy if Uj (y) = Uj (y) and \y — x\ = \y — x\. A similar decision rule holds for members of
interestt groups on the other issue. Therefore, the introduction of interest groups may
changee voter preferences from weighted Euclidean distance to lexicographic preferences.
Finallyy we have to determine which voters will become a member and how voters will
decidee which interest group to join. We are going to investigate the situation where all
voterss join an interest group.1 Each voter is a potential member of two interest groups.
11

Remember that the parameters used in the simulations reported in Chapter 3 were such that all
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Whichh interest group they join will depend upon the incumbent's position. We assume
thatt voters are more inclined to join an interest group if the present policy position on
thatt issue is farther away from their own position on that issue. The idea is that voters
tendd to join an interest group on an issue that they are most dissatisfied with under the
currentt government policy. Hence, given the incumbent policy platform y voter j will
preferr the interest group on issue 1 to the one on issue 2 if2
SjiSji (Zji - Vjif > sj2 {xj2 - yj2f

,

andd similarly for the interest groups on issue 2. Thus, the presence of interest groups may
changee the electoral landscape.
Wee will now focus on the difference between the basic model of spatial competition and
thee model with interest groups. We are particularly interested in the sizes of the winning
setss for the two different models. Let us denote by W1 (y) the winning set in the presence
off interest groups given the incumbent's platform y, and let \W (y)\ and \WI (y)\ indicate
thee size of the winning set for the model without and with interest groups, respectively.
Ourr main result is
T h e o r e mm 5.1 Let s > 0 be given. Furthermore, let

Then,Then, for all y € B(0, f (s) K)\ {0} the winning set increases in the presence of interest
groups. groups.
Thiss result shows that for all incumbent positions y in a prespecified disc within the
issuee space, the winning set increases in the presence of interest groups. Note that this
discc is shrinking as s approaches 0 and that the ray of this disc goes to | K as s approaches
1.. For an intermediate value of s = | , we have <p (|) = (l + 6\/2)

2

« 0.325.

voterss with one of the strengths unequal to zero and with ideal positions different from the incumbent
platformm join at least one interest group (sec footnote 8, Chapter 3).
2
Too derive this condition apply the formula in Chapter 3, footnote 8, with the expected value for n|*(
(whichh is the same on both issues).

SET
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Proof of t h e Theorem

Inn this section we will prove the theorem from the previous section. It will be convenient,
forr a given v e IR2 and a, b € IR+, to define
£«,b£«,b (v, Ro) = {xeIR2:a

(Xl - vtf + b{x2- v2)2 < R2} ,

thatt is, £0jb {v, RQ) corresponds to the set of points located inside the ellipse centered at
thee point v and with "radius" Ra}b (v, RQ) = (jfe, ^ H . The area contained in £0i6 {v, RQ)
equalss ir-%. Furthermore, let Sajb (v,u/), where w e IR2, be the set of points inside the
ellipsee centered at v that goes through the point w, that is, where RQ = \\v - ut\\ab =
aa (wi - Vi)2 + b (w2 - v2) .
Lett us first consider the basic model. We have the following result.
Propositionn 5.1 Assume voters' ideal positions are independently

(across issues and

acrossacross voters) drawn from the uniform distribution on X and voters' strengths are independentlydependently drawn from a discrete distribution on S and are uncorrected with the ideal
positions.positions. Denote by y = (y 1,1/2) the platform of the incumbent.

We then have:

1.1. W ( 0 ) = 0;
2.2.

W{y;Sl,S2)=eai,S2(0,y);

3.3. Vy e X\{0},W(y)

C S^(0,y)U€^{0,y)

and

\W(y)\<n\\y\\\W(y)\<n\\y\\22(^/i+-(^/i+Proof. .
11 By symmetry, any line through the origin O divides the issue space X in two subspacess which are equally large. The uniform distribution then implies that we have
thee same measure of voters on either side of such a line. 3 Therefore the origin cor3

Notee that this is valid even if the space X = {-k,...

, k] x {-k,...

,k} and voters arc uniformly

distributedd in X. In this case, any line going through 2 would separate the space into two disjoint
subspaces,, such that the subspace that prefers C to 2 contain at least half of positions. Furthermore
eitherr the vertical or the horizontal (both probably) would generate a subspace with more than half of
thee positions and which contain voters that prefer C to z. Therefore in expectations a point z ^ C can
nott defeat C.
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respondss to the position of the generalized median voter and no position will defeat
it.. Hence W (O) = 0.
22 Without loss of generality we assume yx > y2 > 0. Consider an arbitrary policy
positionn z = (z1,z2),

with zx < yi and z2 < y2. We want to determine under which

conditionss z e W(y).

Let us first determine all positions x* = {x\,x*2) such that

voterss with the considered strength profile (si, s2) are indifferent between z and y.
Thesee positions x* have to satisfy
*ii (Vi - A? + s2 (V2 - x2)2 = sx (x{ - zxf

+ s2 (x2 - z2f .

Solvingg for x2 is straightforward and gives
(r(r00\\

„._

1

(SlVÏ + ^2^/2) ~ (SlZ? + S2Zp - 2sX fa - Zj) x\

2.2.

s2 [y2 - z2)

Lett us denote the line defined by (5.2) as l*SiS2. Clearly, l*iS2 separates the issue
spacee into two subspaces and all voters in the subspace below and to the left of l*s s
votee for the challenger, if it selects position z. Now suppose l*SlS2 cuts the (xi = 0) axiss at some value x2 > 0. Then we can draw a line that goes through O and
thatt lies parallel to l*HS2. This line through O divides X in two equal subspaces,
implyingg that the subspace lying below and to the left of l*iS2 will be larger4 than
thee subspace above and to the right of l*Si$2. Therefore, the challenger will win at z
i ff l

ais2

cuts

(^i

=

°) ~

axis

at some

value x2 > 0. This condition reduces to

(siy?? + s2yl) - (sxz\ + s2z22) > 0,
whichh defines the ellipse given in the proposition. In a similar fashion the same
conditionn can be derived for positions z with zx < yx and z2 > y2 and for positions z
withh zi > yi and z2 < y2. Clearly, positions z with zx > yx and z2 > y2 never defeat
thee incumbent. Finally, let us, for the sake of completeness consider cases where
exactlyy one of the strengths is 0. It is easily seen that W (y; 0, s2) = {z : \z2\ < \y2\}
&ndW{y;s&ndW{y;s11,0),0)
44

=

{z:\zl\<\y1\}.

This applies to the discrete case as well since the bigger subspace contains at least one position more

whichh is the center C.
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33 First, we show that W(y) C £\JO,y)
sufficientt to show that Uaua2£aiiil3(0,y)

U £aA(0,y).
C £i,a{0,y)

It should be clear that it is
U £a,i(0, y).

Lett x € U ^ . a ^ a a f O , ! / ) which implies that there exist Si and s 2 such that x G
££tuB2tuB2(0,y),(0,y),

that is, x satisfies six 2 4- s2X2 < s\yf + S2J/2- Hence

Notee that s < g < J, for all su s2 € 5 . If |x 2 | < |y 2 |, then

(x\-y\)(x\-y\)

< * (yl-xl)

< i ( j ^ - x * ) <= sx2 + x2 < sy\ + y\

andd x € £a,i ( 0 , y ) . On the other hand, if |x 2 | > lïfcl we have

(x\-y\)(x\-y\)

<S^(yl~xl)

<s(yl-xt)

andd x e 5 u ( 0 , y ) . This proves that W(y) C ^ ( O , y) U

<0
£lA{0,y).

Second,, we calculate the area of £i,£(0, y) U £A,i(0, y).b Using

ƒ Va?Va?
ƒ -

x2dx = -Va? - x 2 + — arcsin - + c
22
2
a

wee have (after some tedious but straightforward computations)

SS,, =

\\€1JO,y)ue,,l(0,y)\

( 11 + i % ) I J - arcsin—===== I + ( - + T j arcsin
5

Notee that |jy|| < KJI implies €i,1L{0,y)u£lii(0,y)

S.

,

C X = B{0,K). Indeed, Vz G £4,1(0,»), one

has s

£.£.

,

3.

s

Hence,, 2 e B(0,K). The same way it can be shown that, Et.\(0,y) C B{0,K).
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Usingg arccosx = | - arcsinx, and arcsin x, arccos x < f, we find

andd hence we have

\W(y)\\W(y)\ < \£lA0,v)U£g,i(O,y)\<ic(^

+ -L\

\\y\\2.

Noww that we have derived an upper bound for the size of the winning set in the basic
model,, let us turn to the model with interest groups. We will derive a lower bound for
thee size of the winning set in the model with interest groups in a number of steps.
Wee have assumed that all voters that are not located at the incumbent position get
organizedd into interest groups. The results are driven by the fact that preferences of
interestt group members change from weighted Euclidean distance to the distance in only
onee issue. Consider all voters with strengths su s2 € S. The following definition will be
helpfull for our analysis.
Definitionn 5.1 Define I- and 1+ by
1+1+ = {x : (-v/sL y/sï) (xi -yux2I-I- = j x : (v^T, y ^ ) (xi -yux2-

y2f
y2f

= ol,

= o\ .

TheseThese lines divide the issue space X = B(0, K) in the following four subspaces:
1.1. I = {x E X : x2 < min {/_, /+} (xj)} ;
2.2. 11= {xe

X\x2

> max {/_,/+} (xi)};

3.3. Ill = {xeX\(IUH\JLU

1+) :x1>y1}-

II IV = {xeX\(IUlIUl-Ul+):x1

and

<Vl}.

Clearly,Clearly, X = I U IIU III U IV U /_ U

(l+\{y}).

Thee next step is to determine for each of the subspaces defined above, what happens
too voters with ideal positions in such a subspace. From now on we will, without loss of
generality,, assume yi > 0 and y2 > 0.
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Lemmaa 5.1 Consider voter j with ideal position xj.
ijIfx^ElUijIfx^ElU

II then voter j derives the highest utility from the group on the second

issue. issue.
ii)ii) If x J G III U I V then voter j derives the highest utility from the group on the first
issue. issue.
Proof.. We will prove that if a voter has an ideal position in I then she would prefer
thee group on the second issue to the group on the first one. The result for voters from
subspacess II, III and IV can be established in the same way. Consider voter j with ideal
positionn x J e I. Note that min{L,/+} < yi implies that
(5.3))

|4-Sft| = -(32-Sfe)-

Wee distinguish the following cases:
x[<y\.

We then have

(a)(a) \x{ -yi\

=yi-x{,

and

(6)) min {l+, /_} = /+. Therefore x*2 < y2 + J^

(x{ - yi) and hence

Substitutingg (a) and (5.3) at the above inequality,
\/s22 |*2 - !fe| > v 7 ^ |^i - Vl|
whichh is a necessary and sufficient condition for voter j to prefer the interest
groupp on the second issue over the interest group on the first issue.
x\ > y\. Note that,
(c)) \x{ — 3/i| = a^

-yu

(d)(d) min{f+,Z_} = I-, and by a similar argument as above one obtains
y/s2\A~V2\y/s2\A~V2\

> v^Tl^i ~Vi\

whichh is a necessary and sufficient condition for a voter j to prefer the group
onn the second issue x\ = y\.
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Beforee we turn to our main results we still need a set of definitions.
Definitionn 5.2 Denote by //_ and 11+ the lines passing through the origin O, and lying
parallelparallel to I- and l+, respectively, that is
11+11+ = {x : {-VST, v ^ ) (xi, x2f
ILIL = j x : (v^T, v ^ ) (xi, x2f

= 0},

= o} .

Let Let
S-(y;si,sS-(y;si,s22))

= { x € i R 2 | m i n ( / L , / _ ) ( x i ) < x2 < max(ïf_,Z_)(xi)} n X,

S+(y;S+(y; si,s2) = {x £ JR2\ min (ll+, 1+) (xi) < x2 < max(//+, l+)(x1)} n X.
UsingUsing S- (y; Si, s2) and S+ (y; s\, s2) we define
A-{y;sA-{y;suuss22))

= {z : zx <yx,z2

A+(y-sA+(y-suuss22))

= {z: zx

FinallyFinally A (y; su s2) = A- (y\ su s2) U A+ {y\

<y2}n8SuS2(y,4x/s~[s~2~\S-{s,y)\)nX,
<y\,z2>y2}V\Ss^(y,Ajsx~s2\S+{s,y)\)r\X.
sus2).

Wee are now ready to prove our main results. First, in Proposition 5.2 we show that,
givenn the incumbent's position y and a strength profile Si and s2, the winning set with
interestt groups contains A (y; Si,s2).

Proposition 5.3 then looks at the intersection of all

thesee sets over different strength profiles, in order to find a lower bound for |H^ / (y)|.
Finally,, by comparing this lower bound with the upper bound for \W (y)\, that was found
inn Proposition 5.1, Theorem 5.1 is proven.
Propositionn 5.2 In the presence of interest groups any element of A(y\S\,s2)

is sup-

portedported by more than half of the voters with strength profile (si, s2).
Proof.. Consider a position z € A- (y\ su s2). Denote by {mum2)

= f 2 1 ^ , y 2 ^ 1 ) the

midpointt of the line connecting z with the incumbent's position y. Now draw a vertical
andd a horizontal line through m and consider the intersections of these lines with 1+ and
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/_.. Denote these intersections by i„ where * € { + , - } and i € {1,2}. Hence 1+ (1_)
iss the intersection between the vertical line through mi and /+ (/_) and 2+ (2„) is the
intersectionn between the horizontal line through m-i and /+ (/_). Notice that /_ separates
XX in two disjoint subspaces. Let l-{0) denote the subspace that contains O and consider
thee subspace (I- (O) — (l_l+2+2_l_)) n X. From Lemma 5.1 we know that all voters
inn I join the interest group on the second issue and all voters in IV join the interest
groupp on the first issue. For the voters in I n (/_ (0) - (l_l+2+2-l_) D X) we have
\x{\x{ - z2\ < \a£ - y2| and for all voters in IV n {I- (O) - (l_l + 2 + 2_l_) n X) we have
|x^^ - zA < \x{ — y\\. This proves that the challenger at position z gets votes from voters
withh ideal positions in (/_ (O) — (1_ l + 2 + 2_ 1„)) n X. Hence it gets more than half of the
votess if
|5_|>|{l_l + 2 + 2_l_)nA'| |
sincee |S_| = |Z_ ( 0 ) | - J | * | .
First,, note that
|(l_l+2+2-l-)) n X\ < \Al.l+y\

+ |A2+2_y|

== y|(yi-m 1 ) 2 + ^ ( y 2 - m 2 ) 2

Thee first inequality follows from the fact that some parts of the triangles Ai_i + j/, i = 1,2
mightt not be in A", the first equality follows from computation of the surface of the two
triangles,, the second equality follows from the definition of the midpoint (mi,m 2 ) and
thee final step follows from the fact that z € A- (y; si, 52). A similar reasoning holds for
A+A+ (y;Si,$2)- Thus, it is shown that all positions z € A(y;si,«2) are expected to defeat
thee incumbent.
Thiss proposition tells us that the area of S- (y; si, s2) (or S- (y; sx, s2)) defines part of
ann ellipse which has the property that all positions within this part of the ellipse defeat
thee incumbent for the given strengths.
AA set A (y; Si, 52) can be constructed for all strength profiles. Clearly, a policy position
whichh lies in the intersection nSltS2A (y; si, S2) of these sets has the property that voters
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withh all strength profiles will vote for this policy position. The area of this intersection
thereforee gives a lower bound for \WJ (y)|. The next proposition deals with this intersectionn and a lower bound for its area, for the case with j/i > 0 and y2 > 0. For the other
configurationss a similar result can be shown.
Propositionn 5.3 Consider yi > 0 and y2 > 0. Let Ry — 2y/S-(y)y/ï,

where 5_(y) =

inf S l ,* 2 es|S'-(2/;Si,S2)l--

1.1. B = B(y, Ry) n {z G X : zx < yu z2 < y2} C Ci,unA{y\ su s2).

2.2. S.(y) > yffc (K+y/K*-\\y\\2>)

(|y,| + |y2|).

Proof. .
1.. First, we show that

flcn,,^^;*!,^) flcn,,^^;*!,^)
Indeed,, let x € B i.e. Xi < y* and
(xii - yi)2 + (x2 - y2)2 < R2 = 4 S _ ( y ) ^
Thus,, Vs e S

\^\^22(x(xll-y-yii))22

+ \^(x2-y2)2<\^((x1-yi)2

+ (x2-y2)2)

4VV s
<|5_(y;Sl,52)||

andd therefore, x € A- (y; s\,s2)cA

(y; s\, s2).

2.2. The next step consists of deriving a lower bound for the radius of B. First, let
d(0,1+)d(0,1+) (d(0,l-))

correspond to euclidean distance between the origin and that

pointt on the line 1+ (/_), that is closest to the origin, i.e.
d(0,i + )) = min{||:c|||x e J+}.
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Forr the case we are considering {y\ > 0 and y2 > 0), we denote h(y;S\,s2)

=

d(Od(Oyyl-)l-) (which means that we are focussing on A_ (y;81,82))- For all s € S, one
has s
rH{y;si,S2) rH{y;si,S2)

\S.(y;s\S.(y;suuss22)\=2)\=2

zz22dz dzsfK^

zz
== \z\lK2 - z2 + K2 arcsin —
LL
KJoJio
== h (y; si, s2) y/K2 - h (y; Si, s 2 ) 2 + K2 arcsin — y ' *'

2

.

Byy definition we have /i(y;si,s 2 ) < ||y|| < K. Furthermore, arcsinx > x for all
xx e (0,1]. Using these properties we find
| 5 .. (y;sllS2)\>h(y)

( y * T 2 - | M I 2 + tf) >

wheree £(y) = infsi 32eS h (y; «i, s2). Furthermore,

v ll + £
1 1

impliess i(y) > ^jffijj " *, and hence

\S-\S- (y; 3!,«a)| > y ^

( y ^ H r f + * ) (ll/il + Itftl)

Wee now have determined an upper bound for the number of winning positions in the
absencee of interest groups (Proposition 5.1) and a lower bound for the number of winning
positionss in the presence of interest groups (Proposition 5.3). Our main theorem then
followss from comparing these two bounds.
Prooff of Theorem 5.1. Let s be given. From Proposition 5.1 we know that

\w(\w(yy)\<n\\)\<n\\yy\\\\22(^s(^s + ^ .
Fromm Proposition 5.3 we know that all positions in B (y, 2^y/s\s2 \ST\), with zx < yx
andd z2 < V2 are contained in W1 (y). Furthermore we found that
\S.\S. (y;s!, S2 )| > S4y) > y

^

(K + yjK* - \\y\\2>) ( M + |y 2 |).
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Iff this area lies in X we know that it presents a lower bound for \Wl (y) I. However, it does
nott necessarily lie in X. Let us first compute the two points that have a coordinate equal
too a coordinate of y but that lie on the border of X. These points are (j/i, y/K2 — y\ J
andd f \/K2 — y2: y2). Now consider the following ball
BB (y, min j to | + ^K2 - y2, \y2\ + JK* - y2\ j .
Onee fourth of this ball lies in X completely. Therefore there are two possibilities. This
balll is contained in A- or it contains A_. So we have to take the minimum of the two
lowerr bounds as a lower bound for \WI (y)|. First consider the first case. We then have

\^{y)\\^{y)\

>

\*%

-- n^r^s{K+^K2~M2){lyil

+ ly21

and d
\W(\W(yy)\<7r\\y\\)\<7r\\y\\22^s^s

+ j=)

Soo we find that, in the presence of interest groups, the size of the winning set is expected
too increase for all y satisfying \\VI (y)\ > \W (y)\ or

(K(K + J.
Usingg \yi\ + \y2\ > ||y||, and rewriting, we find that for all y satisfying
aa
(ll + ( ^ ) 3 )
ourr property holds. Defining

= , /^^K,

the property holds for all y e B (0,£>i).

Noww consider the second case with
\W\Wrr(y)\(y)\ > -A ( m i n { | y i | + ^K2-yl\y2\

+ ^K2 - y\X\

.

Suppose,, without loss of generality, that \yx\ + y/K2 - y\ < \y2\ + \/K2 - y\. We then
obtain n
22

^(\yi\^(\yi\

+ yjt<2-yt)

*«\\v\\3(>ft

+

^ )
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Again,, we derive a condition on ||y||2. Using 0 < |y2| < lll/ll , w e g e t
M 22 + ^ 2 - y 2 2 + 2 | y i | v / ^ 2 - y 2 2 > / f 2 - N I 2 > 4 | | y | | 2 ( v ^ +

^

or r

\\yf\\yf <
r—T\
ii + H ^ + A)
Thatt is, for all y G B(Q,D2), with D2 =
Theoremm 5.1.

y

K

-

This concludes the proof of
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Partt II
Other-Regardingg Preferences
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Chapterr 6
Trust,, Fear, Reciprocity, and
Altruism m
6.11

Introduction

Economicc and game-theoretic modeling has historically focused on the model of "selfregardingg preferences" in which agents are assumed to be exclusively concerned with
maximizingg their own material payoffs. This model predicts behavior quite well in many
typess of controlled experiments. But there is now a large body of experimental literature
thatt has produced replicable patterns of inconsistencies with the self-regarding preference
model'ss predictions in contexts involving salient fairness considerations or opportunities
forr cooperation. This literature was reviewed in a recent survey paper on "the economics
off reciprocity" by Fehr and Gachter (2000a).
Inn order to obtain data that can guide development of economic and game-theoretic
models,, we need to be able to discriminate between actions with alternative motivations.
Inn this chapter, we use a triadic experimental design to discriminate between actions motivatedd by preferences over outcomes and actions motivated by attributions of intentions in
thee moonlighting game (see Abbink, Irlenbusch, and Renner (2000)). In the moonlighting
game,, a first-mover can either give money to a paired second mover or take money from
thee second mover. Any amount given is tripled by the experimenter. Any amount taken is
"Thiss chapter draws heavily from Cox, Sadiraj and Sadiraj (2001a).
107 7
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nott transformed by the experimenter. After a second mover learns of the tripled amount
sentt or the amount taken by the paired first mover, the second mover has an opportunity
too give or take money from the first mover. Each dollar that the second mover gives to the
firstt mover costs the second mover one dollar. Each dollar that the second mover takes
fromm the first mover costs the second mover 33 cents. Our concern is what motivations
forr actions can be inferred from observations in the moonlighting game. A first mover
mayy give money to a second mover because of altruistic other-regarding preferences. Alternatively,, a first mover may give money to the paired second mover because of trust
thatt the second mover will return part of the profit from the experimenter's tripling of
thee amount sent. Furthermore, a first mover may refrain from taking money from the
pairedd second mover because of altruistic or inequality-averse other-regarding preferences.
Alternatively,, a first mover may refrain from taking money from the paired second mover
becausee of fear that the second mover will retaliate by subsequently taking money from
him.. Turning now to the second mover, we note that a second mover may return part
off the tripled amount sent by the paired first mover because of positive reciprocity, by
whichh we mean a motivation to adopt a costly action to benefit someone whose intentional
behaviorr has benefited oneself. Alternatively, the second mover may return part of the
tripledd amount sent because of altruistic or inequality-averse other-regarding preferences.
Nextt consider possible second-mover motivations for incurring the cost of taking money
fromm a first mover that took money from the second mover. The second mover may take
moneyy from the first mover because of negative reciprocity, by which we mean a motivationn to adopt a costly action to inflict harm on someone whose intentional behavior has
inflictedd harm on oneself. Alternatively, the second mover may take money from the first
moverr because of inequality-averse other-regarding preferences.
Thee observations in the moonlighting game reported by Abbink, Irlenbusch, and Rennerr (2000) do not discriminate between actions with alternative motivations. This is our
reasonn for incorporating the moonlighting game into a triadic experimental design that
includess dictator control treatments that make these discriminations possible.
Thiss chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we give our definitions of trust,
positivee direct reciprocity, fear of negative reciprocity and negative reciprocity. In Section

6.2.6.2.
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6.3,, we present the experimental design which includes the moonlighting game and two
dictatorr games. The procedures of the experiments are reported in this section as well.
Inn Section 6.4, we report and analyze the behaviour of the subjects in the experiment. In
Sectionn 6.5, we state our conclusions followed by some remarks. Appendix C contains a
translationn of the instructions given to the experiment subjects in the moonlighting game
andd two dictator games.

6.22

Definitions

Thee concepts of trust and positive reciprocity used in this chapter are defined as follows.
Definitionn 6.1 Agent 1 undertakes an action that exhibits trust if the chosen action:
(a)) creates a monetary gain that could be shared with agent 2; and
(b)) exposes agent 1 to the risk of a loss of utility if agent 2 defects and appropriates too
muchmuch of the monetary gain.
Definitionn 6.2 Agent 2 undertakes an action that exhibits positive

direct

reciprocity

ifif the chosen action:
(a)) follows a trusting action by agent 1;
(b)) gives agent 1 a monetary gain; and
(c)) is undertaken instead of an available alternative action that would produce outcomes
preferredpreferred by agent 2 in the absence of the trusting action by agent 1.
Thee concepts of fear and negative reciprocity used in this paper are defined as follows.
Definitionn 6.3 Agent 1 undertakes an action that exhibits fear of negative
if,if, in two otherwise-identical environments, he:

reciprocity

(a)) foregoes an opportunity to take money from agent 2 when agent 2 has an opportunity
toto retaliate; and
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(b)) takes money from agent 2 when agent 2 does not have an opportunity to retaliate.
Definitionn 6.4 Agent 2 undertakes an action that exhibits negative

direct

reciprocity

ifif in two otherwise-identical environments in which agent 1 has been allocated the higher
monetarymonetary payoff he:
(a)) reduces both agents' monetary payoffs when agent 1 is responsible for the unfavorable
allocation;allocation; and
(b)) does not reduce their monetary payoffs when agent 1 is not responsible for the unfavorablevorable allocation.
Notee that the above definitions of observable positive and negative reciprocity incorporatee a possible dependence of the inferred preferences over outcomes on the process that
generatess those outcomes and attributions of the intentions of others. And the definitions
off observable trust and fear incorporate a possible dependence of the inferred motivations
onn the process that generates the outcomes. The triadic experimental design explained in
Sectionn 6.3 makes it possible to discriminate between the implications of other-regarding
preferencess and trust, fear, or reciprocity.

6.33

Experimental design and procedures

Thee experimental design includes the moonlighting game and two specially-designed dictatorr games.

6.3.11

The three games

Thee moonlighting game is experimental treatment A. In treatment A, the initial endowmentt of each individual is 10 euros. A first mover chooses an amount, sa to send to the
secondd mover, where sa € S and

(6-1))

5 = {-5,-4,... ,0,1,...,10}.
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Iff sa < 0 then the first mover takes money from the second mover. If sa > 0 then the
firstt mover gives money to the second mover. Thus, if sa < 0 then the second mover's
moneyy payoff is decreased by the amount -sa and the first mover's money payoff is
increasedd by the amount - s a . If sa > 0 then the second mover's money payoff is increased
byy 3sa and the first mover's money payoff is decreased by sa. If sa = 0 then no money
payofff is changed.
Thee choice of sa by the first mover selects the V(sa) subgame, in which the second
moverr chooses ra € R(sa), where

(6.2))

R(sa) = {m(sa), m(sa) + 1,... , M(s a )}.

Iff r° < 0 then the first mover's money payoff is decreased by -3r a and the second mover's
moneyy payoff is decreased by - r ° . If ra > 0 then the first mover's money payoff is
increasedd by ra and the second mover's money payoff is decreased by ra.
Thee second mover is not allowed to choose a return amount that would leave the first
moverr with a negative monetary payoff; therefore, r" > -((10 - s a )/3). Also, r° must be
ann integer; therefore,

m(sm(saa)) = -max{yeZ\y<

((10 - s a )/3)}

wheree Z is the set of integers. The second mover is not allowed to choose a return amount
thatt would leave herself with a negative payoff; therefore r° < M(s a ), where
ff 10 + s a ,

if sa < 0

II 10 + 3s a ,

otherwise.

M(sM(saa)) = {

Thee set 5 of feasible choices for a first mover was chosen because it is a natural
extensionn of the set of feasible choices in the investment game. The set of integers weakly
betweenn 0 and 10 is the feasible set of first-mover choices in the Berg, Dickhaut, and
McCabee (1995) investment game experiment. Our choice of S for the moonlighting game1
'Inn Abbink, Irlenbusch, and Renner (2000) first movers could send an amount that varied from -6 to
+6. .
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extendss the set of feasible choices to include the possibility of taking any integer amount
upp to 5, which is one-half of the second mover's endowment. Thus we can address the
questionn of the effect on first-mover decisions of adding the opportunity to take money
byy comparing our data to the Berg et al. data.
Limitingg the amount that can be taken by a first mover to be no more than 5 preserves
thee ability of a second mover to retaliate if he chooses to. For example, if a first mover
takess the maximum of 5, then the second mover has the option of paying a cost in integer
amountss up to all of his remaining balance of 5. If a first mover takes 5 from the second
mover,, then he has 15 before the second mover's decision. The second mover then has
thee option of paying all of his remaining 5 to reduce the first mover's credit balance to
zero.. The feasible choice sets for the other treatments are as follows.
Treatmentt B is a dictator game with the same strategy set for the "first mover" as in
treatmentt A, the moonlighting game. Thus, the "first mover" chooses sb e S, where S is
definedd in statement 6.1. The "second mover" has no decision to make.
Treatmentt C is a dictator game in which the "first mover" has no decision and the
"secondd mover" has the same strategy set that he has in the subgame selected in treatment
A.A. Thus, the "second mover" chooses rc e R(sa), where R(sa) is defined in statement
6.2. .

6.3.22

Procedures

Thee experiment sessions were run with custom computer software in the CREED laboratoryy at the University of Amsterdam in the fall of 2000. The subjects assembled in a
sign-inn room. They registered on a subject list and picked up copies of printed instructions
fromm a stack on a table. The subjects drew small envelopes and folded "notes" from two
differentt boxes, each containing items that were identical on the outside. Each envelope
containedd a mailbox key with a unique identification code. The subjects were asked not
too open their envelopes until they were seated at computers in the laboratory. The key
codess were to be used for subject identification for money payoffs. One-half of the notes
containedd the symbol # and one-half contained the symbol *. The random assignment of
symbolss on the notes implemented the random assignment of subjects to the two sections
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off the laboratory.
Subsequently,, the subjects walked a few feet down the hallway and entered the laboratoryy through either the door marked with # or the door marked with *. The experimenter
stoodd in the hallway well back from the two doors, and in a position where observation of
whichh subject approached which computer was impossible. After all subjects had entered
thee laboratory, the doors were closed for the duration of the experiment. The laboratory
wass divided into two sections by a floor to ceiling partition. One section was accessed
throughh the door marked # and the other section was accessed through the door marked
*.. The windows between the experimenters' control room and one of the two parts of
thee laboratory were completely covered by blinds. Thus, the two groups of subjects had
noo verbal, visual, or other contact with each other or with the experimenters during the
decision-makingg part of the experiment.
Thee subjects read the instructions on their computer monitors. Printed copies of the
instructionss were made available in case the subjects wanted to review the instructions
duringg the decision-making part of the experiment.

The instructions referred to the

subjectss only as being in group X or group Y. Terms such as first mover, second mover,
proposer,, responder, etc. were avoided.

The instructions stated that subjects could

"increase"" or "decrease" their own and the paired subject's "account balances". The
instructionss did not use the words "send" and "return" for the amounts transferred by
firstt and second movers. Other, possibly more evocative verbs, such as "give", "take",
"reward",, and "punish" were avoided. Tables in the instructions presented all feasible
actionss and their consequences for both subjects in a pair of first and second movers.
Thee end of the instructions directed the subjects to enter their key codes into their
computerss and then proceed to answer the questions that would appear on their computer
monitors.. The questions were intended to test subjects' understanding of the experimental
taskss and procedures. If a subject answered a question incorrectly, she was informed of
thiss and then asked to try again. After all of the subjects answered all questions correctly,
thee decision-making part of the experiment began.
Thee decision-making part of the experiment proceeded as follows. First, the monitor
computerr randomly determined which room, # or * was the room with group X subjects
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andd which was the room with group Y subjects. The pairing of group X and group
YY subjects was established by where the subjects sat in the two separated parts of the
laboratory.. Thus the subjects had no way of knowing who they were paired with. And
thee experimenters had no way of knowing which subject sat at which computer. Salient
payoffss were possible because the subjects entered their key codes in their computers. The
payofff procedure was double blind: (i) subject responses were identified only by the key
codess that were private information of the subjects; and (ii) money payoffs were collected
inn private from sealed envelopes contained in coded mailboxes.
Inn treatment A, each individual in each group was credited with 10 euros. At the time
off the experiment, one euro was worth a little less than one dollar. Each individual in
groupp X was given the opportunity to give or take money from an anonymously-paired
personn in group Y. Thus, a group X subject could choose to neither give nor take. He
couldd choose to give any integer amount up to all 10 of his euros to the group Y subject.
Orr he could take any integer amount up to 5 euros from the group Y subject. Any amount
givenn was tripled by the experimenters. Any amount taken was not transformed by the
experimenters.. Subsequently, each individual in group Y was given the opportunity to
givee or take money in integer amounts from the anonymously-paired person in group X.
Eachh euros given to the group X subject cost the group Y subject one euro. The amount
givenn could not exceed the amount that would leave the group Y subject with zero euros.
Eachh three euros taken from the group X subject cost the group Y subject one euro. The
amountt taken could not exceed the amount that would leave the group X subject with
zeroo euros.
Treatmentt B differed from treatment A only in that the individuals in group Y had
noo decision to make. Thus, treatment B was a dictator experiment in which group X
subjectss had the same strategy set as in treatment A.
Treatmentt C differed from treatment A as follows. Individuals in group X had no
decisionn to make. Each subject pair, j — 1,2,... ,30, was informed that the person in
groupp X had a beginning account balance of 10 4- Aj and the person in group Y had a
beginningg account balance of 10 + Br

A subject pair in treatment C was informed of

thee amounts, but not told that they had been determined by the decision of the group
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XX person in subject pair j in treatment A. The decision to withhold this information
wass based on the judgment that it might motivate indirect reciprocity by the subjects,
whichh would be inappropriate in this control treatment.2 A desire to avoid an alternative
typee of indirect reciprocity also accounts for the way the endowments were implemented.
AA different procedure than we used would be to first endow each subject in every pair
withh 10 euros and, subsequently, have the experimenter or another third party alter the
endowmentss for pair j by Aj and By This alternative procedure would involve "level 2
attribution",, with perceptions of intentionality but not self-interest (Blount (1995, p. 113)).
Ourr treatment C procedure is "level 3 attribution", which removes perceptions of both
intentionalityy and self-interest. This provides the comparison we want with treatment
A,A, which is "level 1 attribution" involving perceptions of both intentionality and selfinterest.. Thus, comparison of data from treatment A with data from treatment C provides
aa measure of the incremental effect of direct reciprocity on subjects' decisions that is not
confoundedd by the possible effect of indirect reciprocity.
Alll of the above design features were common information given to the subjects except
forr the aforementioned withholding of the source of the Aj and Bj figures in treatment
C.C. The instructions given to the subjects are contained in Appendix C. Each treatment
wass run in four sessions. There were never fewer than 12 nor more than 18 subjects
inn a session. The experimental treatments were implemented "across-subjects"; that is,
differentt subjects participated in each of the three treatments.

6.44

Subjects' behavior in the experiment

Thee subjects' behavior in treatment A, the moonlighting game, is presented in Figure 6.1.
Thee reported figures include the multiplication by three for positive amounts sent by first
moverss and for negative amounts taken by second movers. We observe that 12 out of the
300 first movers took the maximum of five euros and one subject took one euro from the
pairedd second mover. Three subjects "sent" zero and 14 subjects gave positive amounts
2

Seee Dufwenberg, Gnoczy, Güth, and van Damme (2001) for tests of both direct andd indirect reciprocity
inn the context of the investment game.
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Figuree 6.1: Money sent and returned in treatment A.

too the second mover; five subjects gave the maximum of 30 euros. On average, it was
profitablee for the first movers to give money to second movers. First movers who sent
positivee amounts of money to second movers made an average profit of 1.93 euros after
thee second movers made their return decisions. In contrast, first movers who took money
fromm second movers made an average profit of only 0.15 euros after the second movers
madee their decisions. Next consider the behavior of second movers. Note that 13 of the 30
secondd movers neither gave nor took money from first movers. But 17 second movers did
reducee their own money payoffs in order to either give or take money from first movers;
fivefive of them took money from first movers and 12 gave money to first movers.
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Behavior in the moonlighting game vs. behavior in the
investmentt game

Thee first-mover data from the (moonlighting game) treatment A can be compared with
first-moverr data from the "no history" investment game treatment in Berg, Dickhaut,
andd McCabe (1995). In their no history treatment, 30 out of 32 subjects gave positive
amountss of money to the second movers and the mean amount given was $15.48 (or the
meann amount sent, before multiplication by three, was $5.16). These data appear quite
differentt from the first-mover data from our treatment A. Table 6.1 presents contingency
tabless comparing first- and second-mover data from their experiment with data from our
moonlightingg game treatment. Chi-square contingency table tests are used because the
twoo experiments involve different strategy sets.
Thee contingency table in Table 6.1 for amounts sent by first-movers includes two
classes:: Class 1 is the number of observations for which the amount sent was nonpositive
andd Class 2 is the number of observations for which the amount sent was positive. The
testt reveals a significant difference (p < .001) between first-mover data from the two
experiments.. Thus the extension of the investment game's feasible choice set to include
opportunitiess for agents to take as well as give money has a very significant effect on first
movers'' decisions.

Sendd Data

Returnn Data

Contingencyy Table

Contingencyy Table

Classs 1 Class 2

Classs 1

Class 2

Treatmentt A

16s.711

1421.29

107.644

46.36

Bergg et al.

2g,299

3022.71

14l6.366

16i3.64

Chi-Squaree Test

16.66 6

2.36 6

(p(p < .001)

(p>.l) )

Tablee 6.1: Treatment A data vs. Berg et al. data.
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Nextt consider amounts returned. Let S denote the amount sent (measured by the
costt to the first mover) and R denote the amount returned (measured by the cost to the
secondd mover). The contingency table in Table 6.1 for amounts returned by second movers
includess two classes: Class 1 is the number of observations for which S > 0 and R>

S;

andd Class 2 is the number of observations for which S > 0 and R < S. Class 1 includes
subjectt pairs in which the first mover gave money and the second mover shared the profit
onn the first mover's "investment", leaving both subjects with a profit. Class 2 includes
subjectt pairs in which the first mover gave money and the second mover defected, leaving
thee first mover with a loss. The test does not reveal a significant difference between
returnn behavior in the two experiments (p > .1). Thus the extension of the feasible choice
set,, to include the opportunity for both first and second movers to take money, does not
significantlyy change the behavior of second movers who receive positive transfers.

6.4.22

Behavior in our moonlighting game vs. the Abbink et al.
moonlightingg game

First-- and second-mover data from our (moonlighting game) treatment A can be compared
withh data from the "without contracts" moonlighting game treatment reported in Abbink,
Irlenbusch,, and Renner (2000). In their experiment, each subject was given a credit
balancee of 12 "talers", the fictitious currency of the experiment.

First movers could

sendd and second movers return integer amounts. Positive amounts sent by first movers
weree tripled by the experimenters, while negative amounts "sent" were not transformed.
AA first mover could send an amount that varied from -6 to + 6 (or from -6 to +18,
includingg the tripling of positive amounts). Negative amounts "returned" were tripled
byy the experimenters, while positive amounts returned were not transformed. A second
moverr could return an amount that varied from -6 to +18 (or from -18 to +18, including
thee tripling of negative amounts).
Inn the Abbink et al. (2000) experiment, two out of the 32 first movers took the
maximumm of six talers and four others took smaller amounts from the paired second
mover.. Five subjects "sent" zero and 21 subjects gave positive amounts to the second
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mover;; ten subjects gave the maximum of 18 talers. On average, it was not profitable
forr the first movers to either give or take money. But the average loss from taking was
largerr than the average loss from giving money. First movers who gave positive amounts
off money to second movers made an average loss of 0.3 talers. First movers who took
moneyy from second movers made an average loss of 4.2 talers (or, alternatively, an average
losss of 7.4 talers if one excludes the observation excluded by Abbink et al. (2000)).
Nextt consider the behavior of second movers. In their experiment, 12 of the 32 second
moverss neither gave nor took money from first movers. But 20 second movers did reduce
theirr own money payoffs in order to either give or take money from first movers; six of
themm took money from first movers and 14 gave money to second movers.
Tablee 6.2 presents contingency tables comparing first- and second-mover data from
theirr without-contracts treatment with data from our treatment A. Chi-square contingencyy table tests are used because the two experiments involve different strategy sets.
Thee contingency table for amounts sent by first-movers includes two classes: Class 1 is
thee number of observations for which the amount sent was nonpositive and Class 2 is
thee number of observations for which the amount sent was positive. The test reveals no
significantt difference (p > .1) between first-mover data from the two experiments.

Sendd Data

Returnn Data

Contingencyy Table

Contingencyy Table

Classs 1 Class 2

Classs 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4

Treat.. A

16l3.077

14i6.94

7g.233

04.84

IO9.68

47.26

Abbinkk et al. (2000)

l l l 3 . 9 44

21x8.07

108.777

I5.I6

10i0.32

H7.74

Chi-Square e

2.26 6

10.14 4

Test t

(P>.1) )

(p(p < .025)

Tablee 6.2: Treatment A data vs. Abbink et al. data.

Ass above, let S denote the amount sent and R denote the amount returned (both
measuredd by the cost to the decision-maker). The contingency table for amounts returned
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byy second-movers includes four classes: Class 1 is the number of observations for which
SS < 0 and -ZR < S; Class 2 is the number of observations for which S < 0 and second
moverr either increases the money payoff of the first mover or decreases it by 3R, with
—3RR > 5; Class 3 is the number of observations for which S > 0 and R > S; and
Classs 4 is the number of observations for which S > 0 and R < S. Note that Class 1
includess subject pairs in which the first mover took money and the second mover strongly
retaliated,, leaving both subjects with a loss. Class 2 includes subject pairs in which the
firstt mover took money and the second mover retaliated weakly or not at all, leaving the
firstfirst mover with a profit. Class 3 includes subject pairs in which the first mover gave
moneyy and the second mover shared the profit on the first mover's "investment", leaving
bothh subjects with a profit. Class 4 includes subject pairs in which the first mover gave
moneyy and the second mover defected, leaving the first mover with a loss.
Thee test reported in Table 6.2 reveals a significant difference between second-mover
dataa from the two experiments (p < .025). Inspection of the contingency table reveals
notablee differences in the number of observations in classes 2 and 4. The larger number of
observationss in Class 2 for our data is consistent with there being less negative reciprocity
inn our experiment than in theirs. The larger number of observations in Class 4 for their
dataa is consistent with there being less positive reciprocity in their experiment than in
ours. 3 3
Thee source of the difference in second-mover behavior is an interesting issue. There
weree notable differences between the protocols used in the two experiments. As explained
above,, our experiment was computerized and involved double-blind payoff and groupseparationn procedures that created high "social distance" between the first- and secondmoverr groups of subjects and between the subjects and the experimenters. In contrast,
thee Abbink et al. (2000) experiment was a "mensa" (cafeteria) experiment in which subjectss participated in a manual (non-computerized) experiment as they entered the lobbies
off two buildings. Abbink et al. (2000) state that their payoff procedure was "double
3

Excludingg the observation excluded by Abbink ct al. leads to the following: (i) the entry in the

secondd row and fourth column of Table 6.2 changes from 1 to 0; (H) the chi-squarc test statistic changes
fromm 10.14 to 12.78; and (Hi) the p-valuc changes from p < .025 to p < .01.
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blind"" because the subjects were instructed to use pseudonyms. But the description of
theirr procedures does not specify whether the subjects were paid face-to-face by the experimenters,, nor does it contain other details that would reveal the level of social distance
betweenn the subjects and the experimenters in their protocol.4 Of course, this discussion
off experimental protocols should not be misinterpreted as a view that there is only one
properr way to conduct a fairness experiment. To the contrary, running experiments with
protocolss involving different levels of social distance can yield deeper insight into fairness
behavior,, most especially about the extent to which social norms for reciprocity and other
fairness-orientedd behavior are internalized.

6.4.33

Tests of the self-regarding preferences model

Wee first consider subjects' behavior in treatment A.

The traditional model of self-

regardingg preferences has straightforward predictions for this game. Since a second mover
wouldd be assumed to want only to maximize her own money payoff, she would be predicted
too neither take nor give money (i.e., return zero) to the paired first mover because either
actionn would be costly to her. Knowing this, and assumed only to want to maximize his
ownn money payoff, a first mover would be predicted to take the maximum of five euros
(i.e.. send minus five) from the paired second mover.
Ass noted above, 12 out of the 30 first movers took five euros from their paired secondd movers and 13 out of the 30 second movers neither gave nor took money from first
movers.. Aggregating over all subjects in treatment A, 35 out of 60 or 58% of the subjects
madee decisions that are inconsistent with the self-regarding preferences model. Confining
ourr attention to pairs of subjects, we observe that six of the first movers who took the
maximumm of five euros were not punished by their paired second movers. Thus the behaviorr of six out of 30 or 20% of the subject pairs is consistent with the subgame perfect
equilibriumm of the self-regarding preferences model.
44

The evidence is mixed concerning whether the level of social distance in a protocol is a significant

determinantt of behavior in fairness experiments. Hoffman ct al. (1994) and Cox and Deck (2001) found
significantt effects from the singlc-blind/doubic-biind treatment while Bolton and Zwick (1995), Bolton,
Katok,, and Zwick (1998), and Johanneson and Pcrsson (2000) did not.
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Thee first row of Table 6.3 reports the means and standard deviations of the amounts
sentt by first movers and returned by second movers in treatment A. The fourth row of
thee table reports results from a Kolmogorov test of the hypothesis that amounts sent are
equall to minus five; the test implies rejection of the hypothesis. The Kolmogorov test
reportedd in the fifth row of Table 6.3 implies rejection of the hypothesis that amounts
returnedd are equal to zero. We conclude that subjects' behavior in treatment A is not
consistentt with the predictions of the self-regarding preferences model.
Wee next describe the subjects' behavior in the dictator treatments. The subjects'
behaviorr in treatment B and treatment C is presented in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3.

Figuree 6.2: Money sent in treatments A and B.
Thee self-regarding preferences model predicts that the maximum of five will be taken
byy "first movers" in treatment B and that zero will be returned by "second movers" in
treatmentt C. In treatment B, 21 out of 27 subjects took the maximum of five euros, four
subjectss took smaller amounts, and two subjects gave positive amounts. In treatment C,
211 out of 30 subjects chose zero euros, six subjects "returned" positive amounts, and three
subjectss "returned" negative amounts. The second and third rows of Table 6.3 report the
meanss and standard deviations of the amounts sent and returned in treatments B and
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TV.. A
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Sendd Mean Returnn Mean Kolmogorovv Test
7.47 7

2.10 0

[13.88] ]

[9.02] ]

{30} }

{30} }

-3.11 1
TV.. B

[6.83] ]
{27} }
-0.20 0

TV.. C

[2.91] ]
{30} }

TV.. A Send

0.60 0

vs.. Minus Five
TV.. A Ret.

(pp < -oi)1
0.40 0

vs.. Zero

(pp < -01)

TV.. B Send

0.22 2

vs.. Minus Five

(.05<p<.l)1 1

TV.. C Ret.

0.20 0

vs.. Zero

(p=.15) )

TV.. A Send

0.43 3

vs.vs. Zero
TV.. B Send
vs.vs. Zero

(pp < .005)1
0.93 3
(pp < .005)l

Tablee 6.3: Tests of predicted distributions. (Standard deviations in brackets. Number of
subjectss in braces, p-values in parentheses. 1 denotes a one-tailed test.)
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Figuree 6.3: Money "sent" and returned in treatment C.
C.C. The Kolmogorov test reported in row six does not imply rejection of the hypothesis
thatt amounts sent in treatment B are equal to minus five at the 5% level of significance.
Thee Kolmogorov test reported in the seventh row of Table 6.3 does not imply rejection
off the hypothesis that amounts returned are equal to zero. Thus the tests do not reject
thee predictions of the self-regarding preferences model with data from treatments B and
C.C. In treatment A, 42% of the subjects made decisions that are consistent with the selfregardingg preferences model. In contrast, in treatments B and C, 42 out of 57 or 74%
off the subjects made decisions that are consistent with the (self-regarding preferences)
model'ss predictions.

6.4.44

Tests for trust, fear, altruism, and reciprocity

Thee implications of the self-regarding preferences model are inconsistent with the data
forr the majority of subjects in treatment A. Thus the subjects have motivations that are
richerr and more complicated than simply a desire to maximize their own money payoffs
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inn the experiment. We next examine the information about alternative motivations that
iss provided by the triadic experimental design.
Firstt consider the behavior of first movers. Figure 6.2 presents the amounts sent in
treatmentss A and B. The third row of Table 6.4 reports tests comparing first-mover
behaviorr in treatments A and B. From all three of the reported tests we conclude that
theree is a highly-significant difference between first-mover sending behavior in treatments
AA and B. Thus first movers behave quite differently when the second movers have an
opportunityy to respond than when they do not.
Altruismm could motivate sending positive amounts in either treatment A or B. In
contrast,, first movers' trust in the positive reciprocity of second movers could motivate
thee sending of positive amounts in treatment A but not in treatment B. The experimenters
triplee any positive amounts sent by first movers. This creates a profit that can be shared
betweenn first and second movers in treatment A if the second movers do not defect.
Furthermore,, first movers' fear of the negative reciprocity of second movers could motivate
themm to avoid taking money in treatment A but not in treatment B. Thus, comparison
off subjects' behavior in treatments A and B permits one to discriminate among some
alternativee motivations.
Altruismm is the only motive for first movers to send positive amounts in treatment
B.B. As noted above, 25 out of 27 subjects took money in treatment B. Only two of the
subjectss exhibited altruistic motivation by sending positive amounts in treatment B. The
lastt row of Table 6.3 reports tests of the hypothesis that amounts sent in treatment B are
greaterr than or equal to zero. Not surprisingly, the tests imply rejection of the hypothesis
thatt amounts sent are non-negative. We conclude that subjects' behavior in treatment
BB is not characterized by significant altruism. Since the treatment A subjects are drawn
fromm the same subject pool as the treatment B subjects, we conclude that their behavior
iss also not characterized by significant altruism.
Nextt consider the question of whether the significantly higher amounts sent by first
moverss in treatment A than in treatment B are motivated by fear of negative reciprocity
orr trust in positive reciprocity. A first mover might prefer to take money from the paired
secondd mover. If so, he will take money in treatment B; but he may not take money in
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Returnn Mean
Data a

Tr.. A

Tr.. C

Sendd A

Send A

Means s
All

(<(»»

ou)

Send A

-4.544

8.71

2.10

[6.84]]

[6.78]

[9.02]

{13}}

{14}

{30}

-1.466

0.93

-0.20

[3.48]]

[2.16]

[2.90]

{13}}

{14}

{30}

Test t
(eq.. var.)

Smirnov v
Test t

Mann-Whitney y
Test t

Tr.. A Send
vs. .
TV.. B Send

3.59 9

0.53 3

3.33 3

(.000)1 1

{p{p < .005)1

(pp < .001)1

4.10 0

0.71 1

3.25 5

(.000)1 1

(pp < .005)1

(pp < -001)1

-1.45 5

0.31 1

-1.20 0

(.081)1 1

( p >> 0.1)i

(.115)1 1

Tr.. A Ret.
vs. .
Tr.. CRet.
(sendd A
>0) )
Tr.. A Ret.
vs. .
Tr.. C Ret.
(sendd A
<0) )

Tablee 6.4: Test for trust, fear, and reciprocity. (Standard deviations in brackets. Number
off subjects in braces, p-values in parentheses. 1 denotes a one-tailed test.)
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treatmentt A if he is afraid of retaliation (i.e., negative reciprocity). A selfish, fearful first
moverr would send zero in treatment A and take five in treatment B. A selfish, unafraid
firstt mover would take money in both treatments A and B. As seen in Figure 6.2, 3 out
off 30 of the subjects chose zero in treatment A, whereas 25 out of 27 of the subjects took
moneyy in treatment B. Thus the behavior of only 11%(= ((3/30) -=- (25/27)) x 100) of
thee subjects is consistent with fear of negative reciprocity. One also observes from Figure
6.22 that 13 out of 30 of the first movers in treatment A took money from the paired
secondd mover. Thus the behavior of 47%(= ((13/30) -i- (25/27)) x 100) of the subjects is
inconsistentt with fear of negative reciprocity.
AA selfish first mover might send a non-positive amount in treatment B but send a
positivee amount in treatment A because of trust that the second mover would share the
profitt from the tripling of amounts sent. As seen in Figure 6.2, 14 out of 30 first movers
sentt positive amounts of money to second movers in treatment A. In contrast, only
twoo first movers sent positive amounts of money to second movers in treatment B. We
concludee that many first movers exhibited trust in positive reciprocity in the moonlighting
game.. If we base ourfigureon the non-rejection of the hypothesis that subjects sent minus
55 in treatment B, we conclude that 47%(= (14/30) x 100) of the subjects in treatment A
exhibitedd trust. Alternatively, if we base our figure on the difference between the fractions
off subjects that sent positive amounts in treatment A (14/30) and treatment B (2/27),
wee conclude that 39%(= (14/30 - 2/27) x 100) of the subjects in treatment A exhibited
trust. .
Wee now consider the behavior of second movers. A "second mover" in treatment C
hass the same strategy set as a second mover in treatment A. The allocated money payoffs
off the first and second movers, prior to the second mover's decision, are the same in
treatmentss A and C. The difference between the treatments is that first movers' decisions
determinee these allocations in treatment A but not in treatment C. Thus, second movers
cann be motivated by reciprocity in treatment A but not in treatment C. Whether or not
thee behavior of second movers is characterized by reciprocity is revealed by comparing
responsess in treatments A and C. Figures 6.1 and 6.3 show how second movers responded
too amounts they received in treatments A and C. Figure 6.4 presents a direct comparison
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off amounts returned in treatments A and C.
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Figuree 6.4: Money sent in treatment A and returned in treatments A and C.
Wee first consider responses by second movers who received positive amounts. Fourteen
secondd movers received positive amounts of money sent by the paired first movers in
treatmentt A and provided by the experimenters in treatment C. How did they respond in
eachh of the two treatments? In treatment A, 11 responded by returning positive amounts
too first movers and three second movers kept all of the money. In contrast, in treatment C
threee second movers returned positive amounts to first movers and 11 second movers kept
alll of the money. Another striking difference between the treatments is for the five second
moverss in each treatment who received the maximum of 30 euros. In treatment C, all
fivefive of such second movers kept all of the money. In contrast, in treatment A all of them
returnedd positive amounts, with the amounts returned varying from a low of 10 euros to
aa high of 20 euros. Finally, note that the fourth row of Table 6.4 reports tests comparing
amountss returned in treatments A and C by second movers who received positive amounts.
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Alll of the tests detect a highly significant difference between the treatments. We conclude
thatt the behavior of subjects in the moonlighting game is characterized by significant
positivee reciprocity.
Nextt consider responses by the 13 second movers who "received" negative amounts
inn both treatments. Of these subjects, 12 had the maximum amount of five euros taken
fromm them and the other subject had one euro taken. How did they respond in each of
thee two treatments? In treatment A, five second movers responded by incurring a cost
too take money from the paired first mover, seven responded by choosing zero, and one
respondedd by giving the first mover one euro. The behavior of the five second movers
whoo took money in treatment A could be explained by either negative reciprocity or
inequalityy aversion. In treatment C, three second movers responded by incurring a cost
too take money from the paired "first mover", eight responded by choosing zero, and two
respondedd by giving the "first mover" one euro. The behavior of the three second movers
whoo took money in treatment C could be explained by inequality aversion but not by
negativee reciprocity. Thus, whether or not the behavior of second movers is characterized
byy negative reciprocity is revealed by comparing responses in treatments A and C. The
lastt row of Table 6.4 reports tests comparing amounts returned in treatments A and C
byy second movers who received negative amounts. The tests do not detect a significant
difference.. We conclude that the behavior of subjects in the moonlighting game is not
characterizedd by significant negative reciprocity.

6.55

Concluding remarks

Inn this chapter we have reported an experiment with a game triad that includes the
moonlightingg game. Abbink, Irlenbusch, and Renner (2000) had previously reported data
forr the moonlighting game that are consistent with reciprocity but inconsistent with the
traditionall self-regarding preferences model. However, their design cannot discriminate
amongg the observable implications of alternative possible motivations. The game triad
experimentt reported here makes it possible to discriminate among the observable implicationss for subjects' choices of trust, fear, reciprocity, and altruism in the moonlighting
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game. .
Resultss from our experiment support the conclusion that: 39% to 47% of first movers
inn the moonlighting game were motivated by trust in the positive reciprocity of second
movers;; the behavior of second movers who received positive amounts from first movers
wass characterized by significant positive reciprocity; the behavior of 47% of the first
moverss is inconsistent with fear of negative reciprocity; and the behavior of second movers
whoo had money taken from them by first movers was not characterized by significant
negativee reciprocity.
Ourr experiment supports the conclusion that behavior in the moonlighting game cannott be fully explained by models of preferences over outcomes.

Models that include

bothh intentions and preferences over outcomes are needed to fully explain behavior in the
moonlightingg game.

Chapterr 7
Testingg Inequality Aversion
7.11

Introduction

Theree is a large body of data inconsistent with the implications of self-regarding preferences.. This has recently motivated development of alternative models. Fehr and Schmidt
(1999)) and Bolton and Ockenfels (2000) build simple models that can rationalize seeminglyy inconsistent data from several distinct types of experiments. These models are based
onn the assumption that agents' preferences or motivations are characterized by "inequality
aversion",, meaning that utility is increasing with one's own material payoff but decreasing
withh the difference between one's own and others' material payoffs. At the same time,
Andreonii and Miller (2001) and Charness and Rabin (2002) develop alternative models
thatt explain the same data for different reasons. Their models are based on the assumptionn that agents' motivations are characterized by "quasi-maximin" preferences, that is:
inn addition to their own payoffs, people are motivated to maximize the payoff to the lowest
payofff person and increase total payoffs.
Thee success of inequality-aversion models in rationalizing diverse data suggests two
questionss for subsequent research: (i) how do subjects behave in an experiment designed
too provide a direct test of their aversion to unequal material payoffs; and (ii) can a model
thatt is not based upon inequality aversion rationalize the diverse data?
Inn this chapter we present results from experiments designed to provide a direct test of
°Thiss chapter is taken from Cox, Sadiraj and Sadiraj (2001b).
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inequalityy aversion. We find that the large majority of subjects are not averse to unequal
moneyy payoffs. Instead of inequality aversion, the new data support a model of "otherregarding"" preferences with the property that utility is globally increasing in both one's
ownn and others' material payoffs.

7.22

Inequality aversion

Thee central feature of both the Fehr and Schmidt (1999) model and the Bolton and
Ockenfelss (2000) model is the assumption that decision-makers are averse to unequal
materiall payoffs.

7.2.11

The Fehr and Schmidt model

Thee Fehr and Schmidt model is based on the assumption that agents have preferences
thatt can be represented by utility functions of the form

Ui(x)Ui(x) = Xi- a,
V"max(xj - xit0) - / 3 t
-Y^maxfxi -Xj,0),
n — 1 *—'
nn — 1 *—*
wheree 0i < act and 0 < j3{ < 1. The utility function for the two-agent case can be written
as s
/ - , vv
(7.1))

TTf

v
I m-Q(y-m), if m <y
Ui{m,y)=t
II m — 0(m — y),
iim>y,

wheree m = xx is "my income" and y = Xj is "your income". Figure 7.1 shows indifference
curvess for the Fehr and Schmidt model with a — 1/2 and 0 = 1/3.

7.2.22

The Bolton and Ockenfels model

Thee Bolton and Ockenfels (2000) model is based on a "motivation function" of the form

(7.2))

Vi = Vi(xi,Xi),

7.2.7.2.

INEQUALITY
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Figuree 7.1: Budget (dashed) line and indifference curves for the Fehr and Schmidt model
withh Q = 1/2 and 0 = 1/3.
where e

xx

kk =

ilYTj=x.ilYTj=x.xxhh

if

T,]=IXJ

>0

Givenn that the sum of my income (m) and your income (y) is positive, the motivation
functionn for the two-agent case can be written as

(7.3) )
wheree v(.,.)

vv = v(m, m/(m + y)),
is assumed to be globally non-decreasing and concave in my income, m,

strictlyy concave in relative income, m/(m + y), and have a partial derivative with respect
too relative income with the property

w2(m,, 1/2) = 0, for all m.
Iff we interpret the motivation function as a utility function then we can graph its
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indifferencee curves. Figure 7.2 shows typical indifference curves for this interpretation of
thee Bolton and Ockenfels ERC (Equity, Reciprocity and Competition) model.
as as
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Figuree 7.2: Budget line and "indifference curves" for the ERC model.

7.33

Experiment 1: A direct test of inequality aversion n

Experimentt 1 is a dictator game experiment that provides each subject in a pair with an
endowmentt of $10. The endowments are common information. The dictator with "my
income",, m is asked to decide whether she wants to keep all of her own $10 endowment
orr give part or all of it to the other subject. Any amount given to the other subject is
multipliedd by three by the experimenter.
Eachh of Figures 7.1 and 7.2 contains a line that represents the choices open to the
dictator..

(Although only integer amounts could be chosen in the experiment.)

The

optimumm point in each figure is (10,10), the payoff pair that results from the dictator
choosingg to send $0 to the other subject.

7.3.7.3. EXPERIMENT 1: A DIRECT TEST OF INEQUALITY AVERSION

7.3.11
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Procedures for experiment 1

Experimentt 1 was run at the University of Arizona in 2000. The subject instructions are
containedd in Appendix D.l. The experiment procedures were as follows. The subjects first
gatheredd in a "sign-in" room. A monitor was randomly selected from the group of subjects
byy drawing a ball from a bingo cage in the presence of all of the subjects. Next, the rest of
thee subjects were randomly assigned to group X and group Y. All subjects then entered
thee adjacent large room of the Economic Science Laboratory. Group X subjects were
seatedd at widely-separated computer terminals with privacy side and front partitions.
(Thee computers were not used.) The group Y subjects were standing at the back of
thee room. Each subject and the monitor were given copies of the instructions. Then an
experimenterr read the instructions aloud. After the reading of instructions was completed,
thee group Y subjects were escorted back to the sign-in room. The group X subjects had
noo further contact with the group Y subjects. Then the group X subjects were given the
opportunityy to raise their hands if they had questions. If a subject raised his hand, he was
approachedd by an experimenter and given an opportunity to ask questions and receive
answerss in a low voice that could not be overheard by other subjects. When there were
noo more questions, the experimenter left the room and the monitor took over. There was
noo interaction between the experimenter and the subjects during decision-making parts
off an experiment session. All distribution and collection of envelopes containing subject
responsee forms was done by the monitor.
Thee payoff procedure was double blind: (i) subject responses were identified only by
letterss that were private information of the subjects; and (ii) money payoffs were collected
inn private from sealed envelopes contained in lettered mailboxes. Double blind payoffs
weree implemented by having each subject draw an unmarked sealed envelope containing
aa lettered key from a box containing many envelopes. At the end of the experiment, the
subjectss used their keys to open lettered mailboxes that contained their money payoffs
inn sealed envelopes. The experimenter was not present in the mailbox room when the
subjectss collected their payoff envelopes.
Alll of the above-described features of the experimental design and procedures were
commonn information given to the subjects before they made their decisions. The subject
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instructionss and response forms did not use the terms "proposer" and "responder" to
referr to the two groups of subjects. Instead, the terms "group X'" and "group Y" were
used.. No subject participated in more than one experiment session.
Alll of the experiment sessions end with each subject being paid an additional $5 for
fillingfilling out a questionnaire. Proposers and responders have distinct questionnaires. The
questionss asked have three functions: (i) to provide additional data; (ii) to provide a
checkk for possible subject confusion about the decision tasks; and (Hi) to provide checks
forr possible recording errors by the experimenters and counting errors by the subjects.
Subjectss do not write their names on the questionnaires. The additional data provided
byy the questionnaires include the subjects' reports of their payoff key letters. Data error
checkss provided by the questionnaires come from asking the group X subjects to report
thee numbers of tokens sent. These reports, together with two distinct records kept by the
experimenters,, provide accuracy checks on data recording.

7.3.22

Results from experiment 1

Figuree 7.3 shows the amounts given by dictators in experiment 1. Note that 19 out of
30,, or 63% of the dictators gave positive amounts to the other person. Figure 7.4 shows
thee resulting payoffs to the two subjects in every pair: 63% of the dictators chose payoffs
thatt are inconsistent with inequality aversion. Note that the behavior of this 63% of the
subjectss is also inconsistent with self-regarding preferences. We conclude that subjects'
behaviorr in experiment ] is not consistent with the prediction of the inequality-aversion
models. .

7.44

Experiment 2: How dictators respond to changed
opportunities s

Thee results from experiment 1 provide support for the conclusion that the majority of
subjectss are not averse to inequality of payoffs and do not have self-regarding preferences.
Thee majority of the subjects were willing to give money to another who would, as a

7.4.7.4.

EXPERIMENT
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Figuree 7.3: Distribution of dictators' decisions in the two experiments.

result,, have higher payoffs. Thus the majority of subjects were altruistic towards those
withh higher payoffs when the price for giving the other person $1 was not higher than 33
cents.. But are subjects also willing to take money from others if given the opportunity?
Experimentt 2 was designed to provide more information about the subjects' preferences.
Experimentt 2 is a dictator experiment that provides each subject in a pair with an
endowmentt of $10. The endowments are common information. The dictator with my
income,, m is asked to decide whether he wants to give part or all of his $10 endowment
too the other subject, take up to $5 of the other subject's endowment, or neither give
norr take anything. Any amount given to the other subject is multiplied by three by the
experimenter.. Each dollar taken from the other subject increases the dictator's payoff by
onee dollar; that is, there is no multiplication by three by the experimenter. In summary,
experimentt 2 differs from experiment 1 only by introduction of the opportunity to take
moneyy from the other person.
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Figuree 7.4: Distribution of relative payoffs in the two experiments.

7.4.11

Procedures for experiment 2

Experimentt 2 was run at the University of Arizona in 2000. The experiment procedures
andd subject instructions were similar to those for experiment 1 except for changes necessaryy to introduce the opportunity for group X subjects to take money from paired group
YY subjects as well as to give them money. The subject instructions are contained in
Appendixx D.2.

7.4.22

Results from experiment 2

Figuree 7.3 shows the amounts given or taken by dictators in experiment 2. Note that 22
outt of 32, or 69% of the dictators took money from the other person and 18 out of 32,
orr 56% took the maximum possible amount, $5. Also, 3 out of 32, or 9% of the dictators
gavee money to the other person and 7 out of 32, or 22% neither gave nor took any money.
Figuree 7.4 shows the resulting payoffs. Note that 22% of the dictators chose equal payoffs
andd 78% chose unequal payoffs. The behavior of the 56% of the subjects that took the

7.5.7.5. OTHER-REGARDING PREFERENCES
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maximumm possible amount of $5 is consistent with self-regarding preferences, whereas the
behaviorr of the other 44% of the subjects is inconsistent with that model.
Figuress 7.3 and 7.4 show very different outcomes in the two experiments. Introduction
off the opportunity to take money changes the distribution of behavior from apparently
predominantlyy altruistic to apparently predominantly selfish. Without inclusion of the
takee opportunity, the behavior of the 63% of the subjects that gave positive amounts to the
otherr is inconsistent with both inequality aversion and self-regarding preferences. With
inclusionn of the take opportunity: (i) the behavior of the 56% of the subjects that took
thee maximum is consistent with self-regarding preferences; and (ii) the behavior of the 25
outt of 32, or 78% of the subjects that took either 0 or the maximum is consistent1 with
bothh the Fehr and Schmidt and the Bolton and Ockenfels models of inequality aversion.
Howw can such behavior be explained?

7.55

Other-regarding preferences

7.5.11

The Charness and Rabin "reciprocity-free" model

Charnesss and Rabin's "reciprocity-free" model is based on the assumption that in reciprocityy free environments, agents have quasi-maximin preferences that can be represented
byy utility functions of the form

Uifa,Uifa, 7T2, ..., 7TN) = (1 - 7)7Tf + 7 I 6 min {TTj} + (1 - (5) V ] TTJ )
VV je{i,2....,N}
^
J
wheree 7 € [0,1], 6 € (0,1) are parameters that measure the degree of concern for self
interestt and surplus maximization. The utility function for the two-agent case can be
writtenn as

(7.4))

II m + 7 1 - %
Ui{m,y)=l
II (1 - 7*)m + 7y,

\im<y
ifm>y,

'Thiss can be derived straighforwardly from the f.o.c. of (7.3) and (7.1).
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wheree m = TT{ is "my income" and y = TTJ is "your income". The model includes selfregardingg preferences for 7 = 0.
Inn experiment 1, a dictator can choose an amount, s € [0,10] to send to the paired
subject.. If a dictator behaves as if he wants to maximize utility function (7.4), then he
willl choose to send an amount s satisfying

10,,
s=<s=<

if 6 < 1 - 1/ (3 7 )
0,

x,,

if(5> 1 - 1 / ( 3 7 )

if S = 1 - 1/ ( 3 7 ) ,

wheree x can be any number from [0,10]. Note that the behavior of 49% of the subjects
inn experiment 1 is consistent with Charness and Rabin "reciprocity-free" model: 37% of
thee subjects behave as if they have parameters 6 and 7 satisfying 6 > 1 — 1/ (37), and
13%% of the subjects behave as if they have parameters 6 and 7 satisfying 6 < 1 - 1/ {37).
Whereass the behavior of {50 ~p)% of the subjects is inconsistent with that model, where
pp gives the percentage of subjects with parameters 6 and 7 such that «5 = 1 - 1 / (37).
Inn experiment 2, a dictator can choose an amount s e [-5,10] to send to the paired
subject.. If s > 0 then each $1 sent decreases the dictators's money payoff by $1 and
increasess the paired subject's money payoff by $3. If s < 0 then each $1 taken increases
thee dictators's money payoff by $1 and decreases the paired subject's money payoff by $1.
Charnesss and Rabin's model predicts as follows. The dictator would choose an amount s
satisfying g
- 55

if«6((7-3/7)/5,(l-7)/7)

00

if 6 > max{l - 1/ (37), (1 - 7V7}

s=s= < € { - 5 , 1 0 }

if 6 = (7 - 3/7)/5

xx

if 7 = 2/3 and 6 = 1/2

100

otherwise,

wheree x can be any number from [-5,10], Note that, with the inclusion of the opportunity
too take money in experiment 2, the behavior of the 25 out of 32, or 78% of the subjects
thatt took either 0 or the maximum is consistent with Charness and Rabin's model: 56%
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Figuree 7.5: The empirical distribution of preference parameters in the Charness and Rabin
"reciprocity-free"" model, revealed in experiments 1 and 2.

off the subjects behave as if they have parameters 6 and 7 satisfying 6 G [(7 - 3/7)/5, (1 7V7),, and 22% of the subjects behave as if they have parameters 6 and 7 satisfying
66 > max{l - 1/(37),(1 - 7V7}. However, the behavior of (22 - q)% of the subjects
iss inconsistent with that model, where q is the percentage of subjects with parameters
66 and 7 such that 6 = 1/2 and 7 = 2/3. Figure 7.5 shows the empirical distribution of
preferencee parameters 6 and 7 revealed in experiment 1 and experiment 2. Our conclusion
iss that Charness and Rabin's quasi-maximin model makes no specific prediction about
thee decisions of 50% of the subjects in experiment 1. A different model is needed to
rationalizee data from the dictator experiments.
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The two-agent model of egocentric other-regarding preferences s

Considerr the following simple model of other-regarding preferences for "my income", m
andd "your income", y:

(7.5))

u(m,y)

=

[ma + 9(ya -

==

[(1 -8)mQ

+

ma)]1/a
8y°]1/a,

where e
e=

II 0_,

if m < u

II 0+,

if m > y.

{

(7.6))

Thee utility function (7.5) is assumed to be monotonically increasing in m and y and
too have indifference curves that are negatively-sloped and strictly convex to the origin
exceptt for the boundary values of 0_ —6+ = 0, in which case the model is equivalent to
thee model of self-regarding preferences. In addition, the other-regarding preferences are
assumedd to be "egocentric", by which we mean

u(6,, a) > u(a, b),
forr all a and b such that b > a > 0.
Together,, these assumptions imply the following restrictions on the parameters of
(7-5): :

(7.7))

7.5.33

0 < a < 1; 0 < 0+ < 1; 0 < 0_ < 0 + ; and 0_ < 1 - 0 + .

Dictator games

Considerr dictator games in which a dictator can decide to give or take away money. In
otherr words, a dictator chooses to "send" the other agent an amount of money, s. If s > 0
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thenn the dictator gives the other agent money. In contrast, if s < 0 then the dictator
takess money from the other agent. Let each agent have an endowment of money in the
amountt u > 0. If s is the amount chosen by the dictator then the dictator's money payoff
becomess m = UJ - s and the other agent's money payoff becomes y = u + ps, where p is
aa positive relative price given by:

( p + ,,

if«<0

11 p_,

if s > 0 .

Thee dictator makes a decision by choosing an element s from some connected closed
sett S C [-w/p+,(J\.

The game allows the dictator to: (%) leave both payoffs unchanged

(ss = 0); (ii) increase the other's payoff by sp„ and decrease his own by s when s > 0; or
(in)(in) decrease the other's payoff by \sp+\ and increase his own payoff by \s\ when s < 0.
Thee dictator's utility for this game can be written as a function of s:

(7.8))

u(s) = [(1 - 9){u - s)a + 0(w + ps)a

where e

{{

$+,$+,
6-,6-,

ifs<0
if s > 0.

Differentiatingg (7.8) with respect to s, one has
^^ = u{8)l-\pB(u
as as

+ ps)*'1 - (1 - 8){u -

s)"'1}.

Obviously,, ^ has the same sign as the expression between the brackets. Hence, if
99 = 0 then ^ < 0 and the optimal amount is s* = min 5; if 6 > 0 then an amount s* sent
byy a dictator is the optimal one if and only if it satisfies the following equation

uu + ps* ~ \

p0

)

Solvingg the above equation and given the two sets of parameters, one has:
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8-+=u[l-

((1 - 6+)/(p0+))^]

- [l + p ((1 - e+)/(p9+))^}
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,

and d

s*_ = w [l - ((1 - ö„)/(pö_))T^] - [i + p ( ( i _ 0 _ ) / ( ^ ) ) i ^ ] .

(7-H))

Lett s° be the dictator's optimal amount to send.
Propositionn 7.1 Let S = [0,w]. One /MM;
i.. ifd_ =0 thens° = 0;
5.. t/" 0_ > 0 iAen
5

o == f 0,
[[ **_,

tfp_<(l-0_)/0
i/p_>(l-0_)/0_.

Proof.. Since S = [0,u;], the dictator can only choose to send a nonnegative amount,
ss > 0, and hence the relevant parameters are { 0 _ , a , p _ } . Note that s*_ < u;. Therefore,
thee optimal amount is s i if s*_ > 0 or 0 otherwise.
Propositionn 7.2 Let S C [-ui/p+,u]

•

be a connected closed set that contains 0. One has:

1.1. if6+ = 0 thens0 = s;
2.2. i/9+>Q

and 0_ = 0 then
s"s" =

max{s^,,s}, ,
3.3. if6_>0

otherwise; otherwise;

then
0, ,

ifp-<{l-6-)/0.ifp-<{l-6-)/0.
ifp_>{\-ifp_>{\-

s°=t s°=t
max{s+,s}, ,
argmax{u(sl),M(max{s+,s})}, ,
wherewhere s = inf 5.
Proof.. Straightforward.

9_)/e^

andp+>(l-e+)/6
and p+ > (1 - 0 + ) / 0 +

ifp~<(l-0-)/B-ifp~<(l-0-)/Botherwise; otherwise;

andp+<(\-0+)
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Rationalizing the results from the dictator experiments

Inn experiment 1, a dictator can choose an amount s £ [0,10] to send to the paired subject.
Eachh $1 sent decreases the dictator's money payoff by $1 and increases the paired subject's
moneyy payoff by $3. Hence, the slope of the dictator's budget line is —3 (and it is denned
onlyy weakly above the 45-degree line). Since m = 10 — s and y = 10 + 3s, eqs. (7.8) and
(7.9)) imply that the slopes of the dictator's indifference curves above the 45-degree line
aree equal to —^^

(xJotv) ° • The limiting value of the slope of an indifference curve

ass it approaches the 45-degree line from above is —^=-- Thus, if — ^f-

< — 3 then the

dictator'ss optimal amount to send, s°, equals 0. In the case where —jf-

> —3, s*_, as

definedd in (7.11), corresponds to the value of s at which a dictator's indifference curve is
tangentt to the line y = 40 — 3m, above the 45-degree line.
Corollaryy 7.1 Let s° be the dictator's optimal amount to send in experiment 1. One
has: has:
LL

if -^TT ^ " 3

2.2. if

then

s

° = °;

> - 3 then s° = s*_ > 0.

Proof.. Apply Proposition 7.1 for p_ = 3 and u = 10. •
Notee that the behavior of 100% of the subjects in experiment 1 was consistent with
Corollaryy 7.1: 37% chose according to part (1) of Corollary 7.1 and 63% chose according
too part (2) of Corollary 7.1.
InIn experiment 2, a dictator can choose an amount s E [—5,10] to send to the paired
subject.. If s > 0 then each $1 sent decreases the dictator's money payoff by $1 and
increasess the paired subject's money payoff by $3. Hence, the slope of the dictator's
budgett line is —3 above the 45-degree line. If s < 0 then each $1 taken increases the
dictator'ss money payoff by $1 and decreases the paired subject's payoff by $1. Hence the
slopee of the dictator's budget line is —1 below the 45-degree line. The limiting value of
thee slope of a dictator's indifference curve is — ^ - ^ as it approaches the 45-degree line
fromm above and the slope is —jj- 1 as it approaches the 45-degree line from below. In the
casee where — ^j^- < - 3 , s*+, as defined in (7.10), corresponds to the value of 5 at which a
dictator'ss indifference curve is tangent to the line y = 20- m, below the 45-degree line.
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Corollaryy 7.2 Let s° be the dictator's optimal amount to send in experiment 2. One
has: has:

< - 3 and

> _ i then sa =0; ;

2.2. if-^r

> - 3 and -1-04^4

> - 1 then s° =

3.3. if-^tf

^ ~3

< ~l

1.1. if-^r
1-9 1-9

II if-1/^

and

- ^

> - 3 and - ^

then

s

° =max{s + ,, —5} < 0; and

< - 1 then s° =s*_s*_ > 0 or s° = max{s + , - 5 } < 0.

Proof.. Apply Proposition 7.2 for p + = 1, p_ = 3, s = - 5 and UJ = 10. •
Definee Xj, j — 1,2,3,4, as the percentage of subjects assigned to the parameter restrictionss of parts 1, 2,3,4 of Corollary 7.2.
Fromm experiment 1 one derives that xx + x2 = 37% and x2 + x4 = 63%. Experiment
22 reveals that xx — 22%, and hence x 3 — 15%. Furthermore, experiment 2 shows that
9%% of the subjects are included in x-i or :z4 and 69% of the subjects are included in £3
orr x4. Therefore, one can conclude that: for (54 4- z)% of the subjects, 0+ £ [0,0.5] and
0__ e (0.25,0+]; for 22% of the subjects, 0+ G [0.5,1) and 0_ € [0, min{0.25,1 - 9+});
andd for 15% of the subjects, 6+ e [0,0.5) and 0_ € [O,min{O.25,0+}]; and for (9 - z)%
off the subjects, 0+ e [0.5,1] and 0_ e ( 0 . 2 5 , 1 - 0 + ] . Figure 7.6 shows the distribution
off preference parameters. This distribution of preference parameters will be applied in
Chapterr 8.
Figuree 7.7 illustrates how the model of other-regarding preferences rationalizes the
resultss from the two dictator experiments. Each of the pictures in Figure 7.7 contains
aa piece-wise-linear "budget line" that represents the choices open to the dictator. The
budgett line has a slope of —3 between the vertical axis and the 45-degree line (as in
experimentt 1); it has a slope of —1 between the 45-degree line and the point, (m, y) =
(15,5);; and it is vertical between (15,5) and the horizontal axis. Consider the median
amountt given away by dictators in experiment 1,5 = 2.5, and the median amount taken
byy dictators in experiment 2, s = - 5 . Figure 7.7(i) shows that a dictator with otherregardingg preferences would choose s = 0 in both experiments if he/she had the preference
parameters:: a = 0.11; 0_ = 0.15; and 0+ = 0.7. Figure 7.7(w) shows that a dictator with
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Figuree 7.6: Revealed preference parameters
other-regardingg preferences would choose s > 0 in both experiments if he/she had the
preferencee parameters: a = 0.11; 9- = 0.505; and 0+ = 0.7. Figure 7.7(m) shows that
aa dictator with other-regarding preferences would choose s < 0 in both experiments if
he/shee had the preference parameters: a = 0.11; 0 - = 0.3; and 0 + = 0.36. Figure 7.7{iv)
showss that a dictator with other-regarding preferences would make the median decisions in
bothh experiments if he/she had the preference parameters, a = 0.11 and 0_ = 9+ = 0.37.

7.66

Concluding remarks

Inn this chapter we have reported two dictator experiments designed to test the inequalityaversionn models. The results from experiment 1 support the conclusion that the majority
off subjects (63%) are not averse to inequality of payoffs and do not have self-regarding
preferences,, and that quasi-maximin preferences have no power in predicting the behavior
off 50% of the subjects. Results from experiment 2 show that with inclusion of the take
opportunityy the behavior of 56% of the subjects is consistent with self-regarding preferences,, the behavior of 78% is consistent with both models of inequality-aversion and
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quasi-maximinn preferences. Results from the dictator experiments, especially experiment
1,, show that a new model is needed to explain them. As a response to that, we have
proposedd a two-agent model of egocentric other-regarding preferences. We have shown
thatt the two-agent model of egocentric other-regarding preferences can rationalize dictatorr game data that are inconsistent with models of inequality aversion. This brings up
thee important question of whether the other-regarding preferences model can rationalize
dataa from several other types of experiments, as can the inequality-aversion models. We
deall with this issue in Chapter 8.
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Chapterr 8
AA Model of Other-Regarding
Preferences s
8.11

Introduction

Fehrr and Schmidt (1999) and Bolton and Ockenfels (2000) demonstrate that their models
off inequality aversion can rationalize seemingly inconsistent sets of data from several kinds
off experiments. Charness and Rabin (2000) find that, in reciprocity free environments,
aboutt 70% of subjects are motivated by quasi-maximin preferences and 20% by inequality
aversion.. In Chapter 7, we have argued that both inequality aversion and quasi-maximin
preferencess are inconsistent with the results from our dictator experiments. Instead of
inequalityy aversion or quasi-maximin preferences, the new data support a model of "otherregarding"" preferences with the property that utility is globally increasing in both one's
ownn and others' material payoffs. In this chapter we address the question of whether the
other-regardingg preferences model can rationalize data from several other types of experiments,, as can the inequality-aversion models. In Section 8.2, we specify the many-agent
extensionn of the model of other-regarding preferences. In Sections 8.3-8.6, we demonstratee that the model of other-regarding preferences is consistent with most data from
experimentss that can be rationalized by models of inequality aversion. We also discuss
thee limitations of both models of other-regarding preferences and models of inequality
"Thiss chapter is taken from Cox, Sadiraj and Sadiraj (2001b).
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The many-agent model of egocentric other-regarding
preferences s

Thee generalization of the egocentric other-regarding utility function (7.5) to the case of
nn > 2 agents is written as

I/O O

(8.1))

l

u {yi,...

,?/i-i,m,y,+1,...

aa

,yn)

6

ma

mm + J2 )(yj ~ )
] ^ ii
1/QQ

where e
00ll_/(n-_/(n-

1),

II 6\/(n-l),

if m < t/j

\ïm>yy

Thee egocentric property generalizes to the n-agent case as follows. First, define

y-ky-k

-

(2/2, •• • ,yjk-i,yjfe+i, •••

,yn),

andd write the utility function of agent i as ul(m, t/jt, y^jt). Then the egocentric property

u ^ a , ! / - * )) > ul(a,b,y_k)
forr all a, 6, and y_jt such that 6 > o > 0, for k = 2 , 3 , . . . , n. This has to hold for all
ii = 1,2,... ,n.
Monotonicity,, egocentricity ! , and convexity imply the parameter restrictions,
^ o t e t h a tt u l (0,6,0,... ,0) = f ^ f t H
1

and
1

^(0,0,0,...

,0) = [(1 -0+)bQ}i/o

. The cgo-ccntricity

propertyy implies that u (b, (b, 0,0,... ,0) > u (0,6,0,... , 0) which is equivalent with (1 — 0+) (n - 1) > ö_
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0 < a < 1; 0 < $\ < 1; 0 < 0l_ < B\; and 0\_ < (n - 1)(1 - 6\),

forr alii € {1,2,... ,n}.

8.33

Games with proposer competition

Roth,, Prasnikar, Okuno-Fujiwara, and Zamir (1991) report results from experiments in
fourr countries with the following game of proposer competition. There are n— 1 proposers
whoo can simultaneously propose shares Sj E [0,1], j = 1,2,... , n — 1. The responder can
acceptt or reject the highest share offered, s = max{si,S2j • • • ,Sn-i}- If the responder
acceptss the highest offer then the proposer that made the offer gets 1 — s, the other
proposerss get 0, and the responder gets 5. If more than one proposer made the accepted
offerr then one of the proposers is randomly selected, with equal probability for all tied
proposers,, to get 1 — 5. If the responder rejects the highest offer then all players get 0.
Resultss from experiments in all four countries were that the accepted (highest) proposal
convergedd to 1 in five to six periods. The model of other-regarding preferences predicts
thiss outcome, as can be seen from the following.
First,, we offer an informal demonstration that conveys intuition about the implications
off the other-regarding preferences model for the subgame perfect equilibrium in the game
withh proposer competition. Then we state a proposition and provide a formal proof.
Becausee for the responder, i = R, both 6* and 0+ are nonnegative and £ # ƒ ( =
n-i~~

*° r s01110 A; € {0,... , n-1}) is less than 1, utility function (8.1) implies that

thee responder prefers the money payoffs implied by any s > 0 to the outcome in which
everyonee gets 0. Thus the responder will accept all offers. Because for any proposer,
jj = P, both Qp_ and 9+ are nonnegative and ^2 9f is less than 1, utility function (8.1)
impliess that a proposer prefers the payoffs from the set of offers in which he is one of k
proposers,, 1 < k < n — 1, who submits s > 0, and has probability 1/fc of receiving 1 - s,
too the payoffs from sp < s where he gets 0 for sure. Furthermore, from the egocentricity
property,, for a sufficiently small value of e > 0 a proposer prefers the payoffs from the set
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off offers in which he submits sp = I + e to the payoffs from the set of offers in which k
proposers,, 1 < k < n - 1, submit offers of 7= s < 1. Thus one expects the following.
Propositionn 8.1 Let s be the highest offer submitted by proposers in the game of proposer
competition.competition. One has:
1.1. The responder will accept any offer's > 0;
2.2. There can be no subgame perfect equilibrium in which proposers offer s < 1; and
3.3. There is a unique subgame perfect equilibrium in which at least two proposers offer
ss = 1 and the responder accepts it.
Proof.. Let the maximum offer be s > 0.
1.. Assume that the responder rejects it. So, all players get money payoffs 0 and
hencee utility 0. From the monotonicity assumption on money payoffs, the responder
derivess a positive utility by deviating and accepting s. Hence, it is a dominant
strategyy for the responder to accept any positive offer 5 > 0.First, note that if the
maximumm offer is rejected then the utility of a proposer i who offers s is 0, otherwise
itt is given by:
•• if s = 1 and k — 1 (> 0) other proposers submit s, then expected utility becomes

II [(1 " (" " ^ é ï H 1 " *)a + él(*)Q] M

if 0 < 1 < 0.5

a

+a-i)[^a--)°° + éï(5) ]* J'

uull(s)(s) = i

l [ ( i _ ( n _ 2 ) £ - £ ) ( l - 5 ) ««
a

+

s

+(ii - i)fc£r(i - s) + h(~ n°

\

) '

otherwise

•• if s < s then

nn — 1

n — 1

Second,, we show that there are no subgame perfect equilibria with a maximum offer
55 € (0.5,1). We distinguish two cases:

;
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More than one proposer offers the maximum offer, s G (0.5,1). Let
< k < n — 1 denote the number of proposers who offers s. Let i be

k,lk,l

onee of the proposers who offer s. If proposer i offers s + £ instead of s then

u*(su*(s + e) = l(l-(n-2)^-é-l)(l-s-eF

+ ^(s

+

Sincee 0\ > 0, one has:
•• if 6\ = 0, then 0'_ = 0 and lim f ^ 0 ^(s + e) = (1 - s) > \(l - s) = u^s);
•• if 9\ > 0, then first denote a, the utility of proposer i when proposer j gets
11 — 5, other proposers get 0 and the responder gets s. Note that from the
egocentricityy property aj < a^ for all j ' ^ i and hence u'(s) (= £aj + ^fy)
£

a

<

%

Oi.Oi. Since lim e _ 0 «*(^ + ) = ^ there exists a n e ' > 0 such that u (s) <
u*(ss + e), for all e € (0,e*). Therefore, proposer i is better off by offering
ss + e, e € (0, £*), instead of 5, and thus, s cannot be played in a subgame
perfectt equilibrium.
Casee 2: There is only one proposer who offers the maximum offer s. Let that
proposerr be i. It can be shown in the same way as in Case 1 that for some
€€ > 0, such that {maxjyj {SJ} , 0.5} < s — e < s, ul(s) < u l (s — e). Indeed, the
lastt inequality is equivalent with
(11 - ^ e \ - - ! - 0 L ) ( l - s + e)° + - ^ - (5 - e)Q
n - l n - 11
n-1
n - ll

n— 1

n— 1

whichh can be rewritten as

JL((5)-_(S_e)«)< <
nn — 1

(11 - ^ 0 ' + - - i - 0 ' 1 ) ((1 - 5 + £)° - (1 - S)°) .
nn — L
n—1
Sincee 0'_ < min{(n - 1)(1 - 0' + ),0+} (see 8.2), a sufficient condition for this to
holdd is
(8.3))

(s - e)a + (1 - s + e ) a > s° + (1 - s) Q .

Denoting g
ƒƒ : x — xa + (1 - x ) a ,
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andd noting that
f'{x)f'{x) = a (xa~l - (1 - x)"" 1 ) < 0, for all x e (0.5,1),
onee finds that (8.3) is true.
2.. In the same way it can be shown that s < 0.5 cannot be played in a subgame perfect
equilibriumm either.
3.. Let s = 1 and i be one of the proposers who offers it. Suppose that proposer i,
deviatess and makes an offer s slightly less than 1. Since the highest offer is 1 and
thee responder accepts it, one has

u,(s))

- "*(1)=U^i) -{—0 -°-

Therefore,, the set of strategies, "at least two proposers offer 1 = 1, and the responder
acceptss it", is a (weak) subgame perfect equilibrium. What is left to be shown is
thatt s = 1 being offered by only one proposer i cannot be played in a subgame
perfectt equilibrium. Indeed, in such a case proposer i is better off by deviating and
offeringg an amount 1 — £, since there exists e € ( O j m i n ^ l l — Sj}) n (0,£*) such
that 2 2
uull{\{\ - e) > ul{\).
Thiss and (2) prove the uniqueness.

8.44

•

Games with responder competition

Giith,, Marchand, and Rulliere (1997) report an experiment with a game in which a
proposerr proposes a share s e [0,1] to n - 1 responders. A responder can accept or reject
2

First,, note that ul{l - s) > u'(l) if and only if (^
QQ

rj£rj£

a

+ {l -e) ,

where T/=

-

n

~,

+

- '" ^

- l\ en > 1 - (1 - e)°. Let F{e) =

- 1 (which is positive since #!_ < min{(n- 1)(1 - 0 + ) , 0 , + } (sec

8.2)).. Second, note that F(0) = 1 and that F'{E) = O T ^ 0 " 1 - Q(1 - s)a~l > 0 for a l U G (0,£*) where
£** = 1/(1 + ( 1 / T 7 ) 1 / ( 1 ^ ) .
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thee proposal. If only one of the responders accepts the offer then she gets s, the other
responderss get 0, and the proposer gets 1 - s. If more than one responder accepts the
proposall then one of the responders is randomly selected to get s. If all of the responders
rejectt the proposal then all players get 0. The experiments were run with a design in
whichh responders were asked to pre-commit to acceptance thresholds for a period before
observingg the proposal for that period. Results from a limited number of experiments
weree that the average responder threshold had declined to less than 0.05 by the fifth
period,, 71% of responders chose a threshold of zero, and 9% of the responders chose a
thresholdd of 0.02. Also by period 5, on average the proposals had decreased to 0.15. The
predictionss of the other-regarding preferences model are as follows.
First,, we present an informal demonstration that conveys intuition about the propertiess of the equilibrium. Consider any proposal s > 0. If all responders reject the proposal,
everyonee gets 0. Since both 0? and 0j are nonnegative and £ # ? is less than 1, utility
functionn (8.1) implies that a responder R prefers to accept any s > 0 rather than accept
thee outcome where everyone gets 0. Similarly, if k other responders, 1 < k < n - 2, accept
ss > 0, utility function (8.1) implies that a responder also prefers to accept s because the
payoffss determined by probability l/{k + 1) of receiving s are preferable to those where
thee responder receives 0 for sure, given parameter restrictions (8.2). Since responders will
acceptt all proposals, the proposer will propose that offer which maximizes his utility. One
responderr will be randomly selected to receive sp and the proposer will receive 1 - sp,
hencee the proposer's utility implied by (8.1) is

(8.4))

[(l-(n-l)ëï)([(l-(n-l)ëï)(ll~~ss))aa
up = <
{[(l-(n-2)a-ël)(l-sr{[(l-(n-2)a-ël)(l-sr

+ ëisa]

*'

+ ë-^r<

if0<5<0.5
*0.5<.<1.

Differentiationn of (8.4) reveals that the proposer's optimal proposal, sp will be positive
orr 0, depending on the relative values of 6+ and n.
Propositionn 8.2 Let sp be the proposer's subgame perfect equilibrium proposal. One has:
1.1. At least one responder urill accept any proposal;
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2.2. The proposer's offer is

sspp=< =<

( ll + ((n - i)(i - < ) / ^ ) 1 / ( 1 - Q ) )

_1

,

$0? e (0,1 - l / „ )

0.5,,

otherwise.

Proof. .
1.. Let the proposer offer s > 0. Assume that all responders reject it. So, all players get
moneyy payoffs 0 and hence utility 0. From the monotonicity assumption on money
payoffs,, a responder i derives a positive utility by deviating and accepting s. Hence,
thee strategy choices in which all responders reject an offer s cannot be played in a
subgamee perfect equilibrium. Thus, an offer s will be accepted in equilibrium by at
leastt one responder.
2.. Since any offer will be accepted in equilibrium, only sp = arg max{up(s)

| a € [0,1]}

willl be played in a subgame perfect equilibrium. Straighforwardly, one finds that
thee utility of the proposer takes its maximum at sp, given as follows.
•• 0 < s < 0.5 : s° = argmaxu p (s) is given by

s ==

((

o,

if ep = o

<

s a ,,

if<<l-l/n

0.5,,

otherwise,

wheree sa = ( l + ((n - 1)(1 - ^ ) / ^ ) 1 / ( 1 _ a ) ) _ 1 .
•• 0.5 < 5 < 1 : it can be easily shown that the maximum is reached at sb =
(11 +1?)" 1 where

V

= ( ^ -

(

i)i/d-«). Furthermore, P_ < min{(n b

1)(11 - 0+),6+} (see 8.2) implies s < 0.5 and therefore s° = 0.5.
Summarizing,, the optimal amount for the proposer is

o,,
5 a ,,
0.5,,
a

wheree s < 0.5.

if ep = o
if 9P < 1 otherwise,

l/n
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AA discrete-variable case. An immediate extension of Proposition 8.2 can be written
forr a discrete-variable case. Suppose that the proposer can choose an offer s G 5 where
SS is a discrete set S C [0,1], Denote s = min 5\{0} and assume that s < 0.5.
Corollaryy 8.1 The proposer's offer, sp for the discrete-variable case of the experiment
uOO if
(8.5))
wherewhere

0j<l/(ff+l),
9 = (n-i)(i*Vi)°)-

Proof.. Proposition 8.2 and the monotonicity of function (8.4) in (0, sa) and (s°, 0.5)
forr sa e (0,s) imply that if u(0) > u(s) then the proposer's offer would be 0. It can
bee easily shown that sa < s is equivalent to 0+ < (n - 1) / ((s _ 1 - 1) 1_Q + n - 1J and
w(0)) > u(s) is equivalent to 0+ < 1/ ((n,1)(1*!(1_a)a) + 1 ) - The statement follows by
notingg that
£
+ i V 1 < ( n _ l) ((a-i - l ) 1 " 0 + n - \ \ l .
((
}
}
^ ( n - l ) ( l - ( l - 5 ) - ))
) ~K
V)
••
Supposee s > 0.01 and a > 0.76. Table 8.1 shows the values of the rhs of inequality
(8.5)) for some given number, n, of responders, n > 5.

Referringg to the distribution of preference parameters shown in Figure 7.6, at least
69%% of subjects have parameters 0+ < 0.5. Noting that the minimum value in the third
columnn of Table 8.1 is 0.502 and using Corollary 8.1, we can conclude that if the number of
responderss is at least 5, then at least 69% of proposers would offer 0. Hence, the proposal
averagee will be at most 0.155(= 0 x 0.69 + 0.5 x 0.31). Remember that the empirical
proposall average had decreased to 0.15 by period 5.
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Nr.. of respond, (n) RHSS of ineq. (8.5)
55

0.501955 5

66

0.557486 6

77

0.601876 6

88

0.638172 2

99

0.668402 2

10 0

0.693971 1

Tablee 8.1: The upper bounds of the parameter 0+ that induce an offer of zero in equilibrium. .

8.55

Voluntary contributions public good games

Inn a voluntary contributions public good game, n > 2 players simultaneously choose
thee amounts they will contribute to a public good. Typically, each subject is given an
endowment,, y and asked to choose an amount g{ e [0, y] to invest in the public good.
Investmentss in the public good yield the constant rate of return a e [1/n, 1) whereas the
ratee of return in the private good equals 1. Thus, the monetary payoff to subject i from
participatingg in one period of a voluntary contributions public good experiment is

nn

( 8 - 6 ))

n(gug-i) = y- Si +

aJ^j3=1 3=1

Thee traditional model of self-regarding preferences predicts that for a finite number
off periods and under common information all subjects will contribute zero in all periods
off a public good experiment. Typically, a large proportion of subjects contribute positive
amountss in early rounds of a multi-period experiment but average contribution rates move
towardss zero as the experiment continues. In the large number of experiments reported
inn Fehr and Schmidt's Table II (Fehr and Schmidt (1999)), the percentage of complete
freee riders (p, = 0) in the last period varied between 54% and 89%.
Thee egocentric other-regarding preferences model has the following implications for
thee final period of a voluntary contributions public good game. Let G = g^ + g2 + . . . + gn
denotee the total contribution in the public good. Then the utility of contribution profile
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(9i,g-i)(9i,g-i) to agent i is
l/a a

(8.7))

i

™

u {gug.i)=
AA

'

jVi

"
/

"
J¥*

Propositionn 8.3 Predicted outcomes for the public good game depend on the rate of
return,return, a and the egocentricity parameters, 9+ and 0_, as follows:
1.1. if 9\ < (I — a), for all r = 1,2,... , n, then the unique Nash equilibrium is for all
contributionscontributions to equal 0;
2.2. if 9r_ > (1 — a), for allr = 1,2,... ,n, then the unique Nash equilibrium is for all
contributionscontributions to equal y;
3.3. if9\ > (1 - a), for a/H € ƒ ^ 0, and &_ < (1 - a), for all j 6 J ^ 0 then
(a)(a) if\J\ < n and \I\ < n then there is no symmetric Nash equilibrium. Furthermore,more, in any asymmetric Nash equilibrium, g;
-)) gj = 0, for all j € J, with d{ < (1 - a)/2;
-)) fft > 0, for alii e I, with 9*_ > (1 - a);
(b)(b) if \J\ < n and \I\ = n then the only symmetric Nash equilibrium is for all
contributionscontributions to equal y; Furthermore, in any asymmetric Nash equilibrium, g,
ggrr > 0, for allr = 1,2,... ,n, with 9r > (1 - a);
(c)(c) if \J\ ~ n and \I\ < n then the only symmetric Nash equilibrium is for all
contributionscontributions to equal 0; Furthermore, in any asymmetric Nash equilibrium, g,
ggTT = 0, for allr = 1,2,...

,n, with 9r+ < (1 - a)/2;

(d)(d) if\J\ = n and \I\ = n then any contribution, gT = 6 € [0, y],r = 1,2,... ,n, is
aa symmetric Nash equilibrium.
Proof.. Let g = (gi,...

,gn) be a vector of contributions to the public good game.

Considerr some player r, r = 1,2,... , n. Let k^. andfc!j_denote the numbers of contributions
thatt are, respectively, less and not less than the contribution gr, and
L~L~ = {I e { 1 , . . . ,n} | I ^ r and gi < gT),
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and d
LL++ = {I e { 1 , . . . , n} | l^r

and gt > gr}.

Differentiatingg the utility function (8.7) of player r, with respect to its argument, gr, one
findsfinds that the sign of the partial derivative is determined by the sign of

<.-l)(l-^-££)<V-** + aO~
+"" ( E ; ^ > - * + aGT~l + E ^r\(v ~ * + *w)
\i€L\i€L

/ei+

/

thee sign of which is determined by
„„ Cr

(8.8))

r(^g.r)

= (^

qr

+ kl)-^

11 — a

or

+ {^

n— 1

or

+

kr+

1— a

wheree 5^ = E i e L _ ( * ^ g g ) i - " < kL and 5 ; = £ , e £ +

n— 1
° > K-

Denotee x = max i?t7 .{^} and note that for player r,
•• for all gT > x,

(8-9))

i^(ffr,5-r) = ( — ^ + n - 1 ) ^ - - 1,
11 — a
n— 1
UT" "

andd that \im.gixFT(gr,g-r)

= jf^ — 1;

•• for all gr < x,

Fr(gr)g_r)

(8-10))

= ( — ^ +nII — a

1

andd that l i m ^ F * ^ , g_T) = ^

1)—*- - 1,
Ti — 1

- 1.

Lett 9 = mmr{9r_} and 9 = m&xT{6T+}. Only the following cases are possible:
•• 9 < (1 — a), which corresponds to part (1) of Proposition 8.3,
•• 9 > (1 — a), which corresponds to part (2) of Proposition 8.3,
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•• 0 < (1 - a) < 0, which corresponds to part (3) of Proposition 8.3.

1.. Let 0 < (1 - a). We show that g = ( 0 , 0 , . . . , 0) is the unique Nash equilibrium.
Lett g be a vector of contributions.

•• G > 0. Let player r contribute the maximum amount, gr.
Iff player r is the only one that has invested the maximum amount then at any
contributionn z < gr such that z > gi,Vl / r, one has fc_ = n - 1, k+ = 0. Using
(8.9),, one finds that

(l-o))
whichh is negative given 6r_ < 9r+ < 0 < (1 - a). Therefore g cannot be an
equilibrium. .
Iff player r is not the only one with the maximum contribution then one can
derivee the following.
Iff g is a vector with unequal contributions then since gr is the maximum contribution,, there exists at least one player I with contribution gi < gr- Let
xx = maxj e£ ,-{gi}. Clearly x < gr. Consider contribution z = gT — e > x. Note
thatt z > x implies that kr_ > 0. Furthermore, let fc+(> 0) equals the number
off players that have invested gr and
yy - z + aG

** -,, E(ff
V~
==

kl(l +
+K+K

.

9r Z

\l~a

~

y-gr

J

+ aG

V-9r V-9r
Denotingg qT = j^(<

u

+ aG

9T

1) and using (8.8), one has
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\/ee(0,mm{^f^,g\/ee(0,mm{^f^,grr-x}), -x}),

n — 1
1- a
n— 1
11 — a
k-6k-6rr__ + k+dr+
e 8r+kr, a
<<
— -)
—
1
(11 — a)(n — 1)
y — grn — 11 — a

whichh is negative. If g is a vector of equal contributions then consider a contributionn z = gr - e > 0. Referring to that z, kr_ = 0, kT+ = n - 1 and in the same
wayy as at the asymmetric case it can be shown that Sr+ < [n - 1)(1 + —^—).
Thus,, from (8.10) one has
5r

}),,

11 — a
11

-

++

n— 1
^ 6 >+ : ^ - - i

V - 9r

1- a

whichh is negative. Hence, in either case player r is better off by deviating and
offeringg less than gr and g can therefore not be an equilibrium.
•• G = 0. For any player r, at any z > 0, using (8.9) one has

FFrr(z,0)(z,0) = ( ^ L + n - i j J L . !
11 — a

<<

(T^r1

<<

<7r-l,

n— 1

whichh is negative, and thus g = ( 0 , 0 , . . . , 0) is an equilibrium.
2.-3.. see Appendix E.

Notee that the distribution of preference parameters revealed in the dictator experimentss implies the following. First, remember that the Isaac and Walker (1988) experiment
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reportedd in Fehr and Schmidt's Table II, was run with a marginal rate of return on investmentt in the public good of a = 0.75. Note that the sufficient conditions of either
Propositionn 8.3.3 (a) or Proposition 8.3.3 (b) are satisfied since \J\ < n (see Figure 7.6).
Inn either case, the other-regarding preferences model predicts that in any asymmetric
Nashh equilibrium, g, gi > 0, for all i € /, with dl_ > (1 — a). Therefore the percentage
off free-riders is not larger than 37%. Second, for all other experiments reported in Fehr
andd Schmidt's Table II, the sufficient conditions of Proposition 8.3.3(c) are satisfied since
&L&L < (1 - a)(< 0.5) for all j = 1,2,... ,n (see Figure 7.6). Thus, the only symmetric
equilibriumm is for all contributions to equal 0. Referring to the proof of that part (see
Appendixx E), one derives that, in any asymmetric Nash equilibrium g, gT = 0, for all
rr = 1,2,... , n, such that

(8.11))

0r+<{l-a)/{l + k/(n-l))

wheree k is the number of subjects with positive contributions in g. Being consistent with
thee distribution of preference parameters shown in Figure 7.6, we may assume that 69%
off the subjects have parameters 0+ < 0.35. It should be clear that in any asymmetric
equilibriumm 69% of subjects, those who have parameters 9+ < 0.35, would invest 0 in the
publicc good. Noting that in such a case k < 0.31, one can derive the predicted percentage
off free-riders for all experiments (see Table 8.2).
Thuss the egocentric other-regarding preferences model predicts that, on average, the
percentagee of subjects who would free ride completely is not less than 69%, whereas the
empiricall average percentage is 73%.

8.66

Ultimatum game

Inn an ultimatum game, the first mover proposes a division of a fixed amount of money
betweenn himself and the second mover. The second mover then either accepts the proposed
divisionn or rejects it, in which case both players receive zero. Of course, the model of selfregardingg preferences predicts that a second mover strictly prefers any positive amount
off money to $0 and that she is indifferent between accepting a proposal that gives her $0
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Study y

Group p

Marg. .

RHS S

Predicted d

Empirical l

Size e

Ret. .

of f

Free-Riders s

Free-Riders s

(8.11) )

(%) )

(%) )

>69 9

83 3

<37 7

57 7

(n) )

(a) (a)

Isaacc and Walker

44

(1988) )

(10) )

Isaacc and Walker

44

(1988) )

(10) )

Andreonii (1988)

55

0.5 5

0.36036 6

>69 9

54 4

Andreonii (1995a)

55

0.5 5

0.36036 6

>69 9

55 5

Andreonii (1995b)

55

0.5 5

0.36036 6

>69 9

66 6

Crosonn (1995)

44

0.5 5

0.353774 4

>69 9

71 1

Crosonn (1996)

44

0.5 5

0.353774 4

>69 9

65 5

44

0.5 5

0.353774 4

>69 9

84 4

55

0.33 3

0.482883 3

>69 9

89 9

66

0.33 3

0.488338 8

>69 9

66 6

88

0.2 2

0.590717 7

>69 9

75 5

16 6

0.1 1

0.676353 3

>69 9

84 4

0.3 3

0.495283, ,
(0.520661) )

0.75 5

Keserr and
vann Winden
(1996) )
Ockenfels s
andd Weiman
(1996) )
Burlando o
andd Hey
(1997) )
Falkinger, ,
ett al.
(forthcoming) )
Falkinger, ,
ett al.
(forthcoming) )
Tablee 8.2: Predicted and empirical percentage of subjects who free ride completely.
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andd rejecting it. Thus, in an experiment with a discrete unit of divisibility, a first mover
withh self-regarding preferences is predicted to propose giving the second mover $0 or $e,
andd a second mover with self-regarding preferences is predicted to accept either proposal.
Withh a continuous payoff variable, the unique subgame perfect equilibrium is a proposal
off $0, which is accepted by the second mover.
Numerouss ultimatum game experiments have been run in several countries, all of
whichh produced data inconsistent with the predictions of the self-regarding preferences
model.. The robust results are that almost all proposals assign between 20% and 50% of
thee total payoff to the second mover and that some second movers reject low offers when
theyy (infrequently) occur (Güth, Schmittberger, and Tietz (1990), Roth (1995)).
Thee ego-centric other-regarding preferences model has the following implications for
thee ultimatum game. A second mover's utility function is globally increasing in both
players'' money payoffs. Therefore a second mover will accept any proposal. Knowing
this,, a first mover will choose the proposal that maximizes her utility, which depends on
thee parameters 9P_ and 0+ of her utility function. The limiting value of 9+ = 0 gives us
thee self-regarding preferences model, for which the first mover proposes 0 to the second
mover.. Let the amount to be divided between the two players be a>. Statements (7.5)
andd (7.6) imply that the slope of the first mover's indifference curves as they approach
thee 45-degree line from below is — (1 — 9+) /9+. Therefore, if 6+ 6 (0,1/2) then the first
moverr will propose to the second mover the amount s € (0,u;/2) given by

5 = W ( ll + ( ( l - ö + ) / ö + ) 1 / ( 1 - Q ) ) _ 1 .
Finally,, if 9+ € [1/2,1) then statements (7.5), (7.6), and (7.7) imply that the first
moverr will propose to the second mover the amount s = u/2.
Propositionn 8.4 A responder will accept all offers in an ultimatum game. The predicted
outcomesoutcomes for the ultimatum game depend on the proposer's parameter, 9+:
1.1. if 9+ = 0 thens = 0;
2.2. if 0+6 (0,1/2) thens = u>(l +

((l-9+)/9+)mi-a)Yl;
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[1/2,1) thens = uj/2.

Proof.. It should be clear that it is a dominant strategy for the second mover to accept
anyy offer s > 0 since uR(s) > u H (0),Vs > 0.
Furthermore,, note that the proposer's utility as a function of s is:
(8.12))

up(s) = [(l-B){u-s)a

+ 8sa]°,

where e
öö

(#+,
[[

s<u/2

0_,

S>UJ/2.

Differentiatingg (8.12) with respect to s, one has
(8.13))

dudupp(s) (s)
^ ^ = u(Sy-a[dsa-1

- (1 - 6){u -

Lett s_ = u ( l + ((1 - 9 ) / Ö _ ) 1 / ( 1 - Q ) ) _ 1 , and s+=u(l

s)a-1}

+ ((1 - 6+) / 0 + ) 1 / ( 1 " Q ) ) ~' de-

notee the solutions of the equation ^ = 0 for parameters {9 ,a} and {9+, a} respectively.
Notee that s_ < u/2 since Ö_ < 1/2 from the parameter restrictions (7.7). So, by asking
nott less money payoff for himself, the first mover gets a utility of at most u/2, which
correspondss to the division 5 = ui/2. Since one of the properties of the utility function is
continuity,, the optimal division does depend only on the proposer's egocentricity parameter,, 9+. Thus, in equilibrium the proposer will offer
0,,

if 0 + = 0

s+,,

if 6+ e (0,1/2)

u;/2,,

if 9+ e [1/2,1),

wheree s+ = u (l + ((1 - 0 + ) /Ö + ) l / ( 1 ~ a ) ) ~ ' . •
Itt is clear from Proposition 8.4 that the egocentric other-regarding preferences model
cann explain all properties of the data from ultimatum game experiments with one exception,, which is the low but significant incidence of rejections of proposals. In contrast, an
inequalityy aversion model can explain these rejections (Fehr and Schmidt (1999, p.826)).
Thuss each type of model can explain data from an experimental environment that the
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otherr type of model cannot explain: (i) other-regarding preferences can explain proposer
behaviorr in our dictator game experiments but inequality aversion cannot; and (ii) inequalityy aversion can explain responder behavior in ultimatum game experiments but
other-regardingg preferences cannot. Of course, the other-regarding preferences model
couldd be generalized to include inequality-averse preferences by changing the parameter
restrictionss in statement (7.7) to allow $_ to take on negative values. This generalized
modell would include both other-regarding preferences and inequality-averse preferences
andd could explain all of the above-cited data, including that for proposer behavior in
dictatorr games and responder behavior in ultimatum games. But explaining responder
vetoess in ultimatum games solely by inequality-averse preferences is questionable because
off the experiments reported by Blount (1995).
Thee experimental design in Blount (1995) reveals the incremental effects on responder
behaviorr of attributions of the intentions of proposers in ultimatum games. The paper
reportss several treatments in three "studies." Two of the treatments in study 1 are
especiallyy informative for the present discussion. The subjects were randomly assigned
too two groups. Before learning which group he was in, each subject was asked to report
aa "minimum acceptable outcome" (MAO) that would be used in the event he was a
responder.. If a responder subsequently received a proposal greater than or equal to his
statedd MAO, the proposal would be implemented, otherwise it would be vetoed. In the
"interestedd party" treatment, the proposals were made by the one-half of the subjects that
hadd been randomly selected to be proposers. In the "random" treatment, the proposals
weree randomly selected from a uniform distribution of amounts varying from $0 to $10.
Thee unit of divisibility in all treatments was $0.50. The results from these two treatments
includedd the following. In the random treatment, about 80% of the subjects chose an MAO
off $0 or $0.50. In contrast, less than 30% of the subjects chose an MAO of $0 or $0.50 in the
interestedd party treatment. Of course, the difference between the complete distributions
off responses for the two treatments is significant. These results show that models of
preferencess over outcomes cannot provide a complete explanation of responder behavior
inn the ultimatum game. The ultimatum game is beyond the boundary of empirical failure
off outcome-preference models and within the domain of environments in which models
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thatt incorporate perceived intentions of others, in addition to preferences over outcomes,
aree needed to provide a complete explanation of behavior.

8.77

Concluding remarks

Thee egocentric other-regarding preferences model can rationalize data from several other
typess of experiments, including experiments with proposer competition, responder competition,, and voluntary public goods contributions.
Thee present version of our model cannot explain second-mover vetoes in the ultimatum
game.. Formally, models of inequality aversion can explain such vetoes (Fehr and Schmidt
(1999)).. An extended version of our model that permits 0_ to be negative for some
agentss could also explain the vetoes. But experiments reported by Blount (1995) make
thiss a questionable approach. Her data lend support to the view that ultimatum game
vetoess are a type of behavior that cannot be explained by models of preferences over
outcomes,, whether they be inequality-averse preferences or other-regarding preferences of
thee extended type; instead, explaining the vetoes requires introduction of perceptions of
others'' intentions into theoretical models.

Chapterr 9
Summaryy and Conclusions
Thee objective of the research presented in this thesis is two-fold. First, to develop modelss of interest groups that allow for bounded-rational behavior by agents, account for
thee emergence and development of interest groups and engender well-established macrophenomena,, like fluctuations in group sizes, clustering of political opinions or separation
inn electoral parties' platforms. The second research objective is to explore the nature
off motivations that drives individual behavior in certain experimental economic environments,, to test the existing models, and to develop a theory that formalizes and better
fitsfits the data. Parts I and II, respectively, present the results of our efforts to meet these
objectives.. The importance of this research is related to the substantial evidence - in
particular,, generated by scrupulous research in the laboratory - falsifying the paradigm
off the fully rational and narrowly self-interested agent ('homo economicus'). The models
developedd in this thesis should be seen as tentative building blocks to the development of
aa more satisfactory theory of (political) economic behavior.

9.11

Part I: Individual-based models of interest groups

Ourr first model, presented in Chapter 2, puts interest groups in a context of redistributionalbutional politics. It departs from existing game theoretical models of interest groups in
threee respects. First, our model provides a mechanism of collective action based on decentralizedd private incentives, which differs from those put forward in the current literature
171 1
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onn collective action (Sandler (1992)). The individual decision to participate in collective
actionn is taken to reflect the dissatisfaction with the status quo and represents satisficing
insteadd of optimizing behavior. Second, instead of assuming groups of fixed sizes, we allow
interestt groups to be endogenously formed. Third, instead of presenting the interaction
betweenn the government and interest groups as a properly defined game we model it as a
dynamicc adaptive system. Analysis of the model shows, for example, that due to the endogeneityy of the size of an interest group an increase in the contributions by its members
needd no longer be beneficial to this group, even though it would in case of fixed sizes. Our
modell predicts that using the (relative) numerical strengths of social groups as a proxy
forr political influence produces mixed results, in line with empirical findings (see Hettich
andd Winer (1999)). Similarly, an increase in the size of a social group - say, the number
off retired - may or may not be detrimental to the group, from a redistribution point of
view.. All of the above results illustrate the restrictiveness of the common assumption of
exogenouslyy given interest group sizes. Furthermore, the dynamic analysis of the model
showss that equilibria may not be stable. Hence, reliance on equilibrium results - which are
typicallyy focused on models of interest groups - can be misleading. The evolving policies
andd interest group sizes may exhibit path-dependent patterns. Moreover, the model can
generatee by itself - that is, without the help of any exogenous shocks - the types of spurts
andd declines in organizational density that are observed in reality. The results obtained
fromm the comparative-statics and dynamic analysis seem interesting and realistic enough
too warrant further theoretical and empirical investigation.
Chapterss 3, 4 and 5 are concerned with the emergence and role of interest groups in
aa spatial framework of electoral competition. According to Hinich and Munger (1997,
p.6),, "Spatial theory is the only theory that provides an integrated model of voter choice,
partyy platforms, and the quality of outcomes.

For a complete model, formal spatial

theoryy is the only game in town." Spatial models of electoral competition are indeed a
powerfull tool for representing the interaction between voters and political candidates in
elections.. However, they have some serious drawbacks as a realistic description of elections
inn democratic societies. Our research aims at extending the spatial competition model in
severall directions that may give it a more plausible nature. These directions are centered
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aroundd two important features. First, our models allow for the adaptive behavior of
politicall parties as well as the adaptive nature of voters' opinions. To model the adaptive
behaviorr of parties, we borrow from Kollman, Miller and Page (1992), while the adaptation
off opinions (political preferences) is captured by introducing socially interacting voters.
Inn our models voters learn about other voters' beliefs and adapt their own beliefs (or
preferences)) accordingly. Second, we introduce interest groups into the spatial competition
framework.. The functions of these interest groups are multiple: first, to coordinate voting
behavior;; second, to transmit information about voter preferences to the political parties
throughh (financial) contributions to opinion polls; and third, to influence the election
outcomee by imposing conditions on polling. Therefore, our models of interest groups
integratee both support and exchange motives for campaign contributions. Furthermore,
wee allow for the endogenous emergence of interest groups, a feature which, until now,
hass been neglected in the vast literature on interest groups. To sharpen our results, we
assumee that voters are uniformly distributed in a symmetric policy space. Thus, in the
basicc model the existence of a dominant point - which is the center of the space - is
guaranteed. .
Employingg simulation methods as a first step of analysis, in Chapter 3, we find that in
thee presence of interest groups winning platforms, provided they exist, are selected faster
thann in the basic model. The challenger's probability of winning the election increases if
theree are interest groups, which appears to be due to an increase in the winning set. The
firstfirst appealing result in that chapter is that the policy outcome eventually converges to
thee center of the distribution of voter preferences only in the basic model. The second
interestingg outcome is the emergence of clusters of political opinions in our dynamic model
off social interaction. Whether the dynamics generate one, two or more big clusters,
dependss on the stochastic elements of the model. However, minority opinions do survive.
Thee most notable effect of the social dynamics seems to be that it prohibits, (also in the
longg run) party platforms to converge to each other or to some position in the policy
space.. The non-convergence results represent a new property that may emerge via social
interactions:: the dominant position in the space may disappear. In our view, this is the
thirdd interesting result of Chapter 3.
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Chapterr 4 develops deterministic dynamic Markov processes of the stochastic models,
withh and without interest groups presented in Chapter 3. We show that the dynamics of
thee distance between the policy outcome and the center of the space, and the probability
thatt the challenger wins an election, replicate qualitatively the respective dynamics generatedd from the detailed individual-based models of Chapter 3. The first result obtained
fromm the mean-analysis shows that, in the long run, the election outcome of the Markov
modell with adaptive uninformed agents will be the center of the space for the basic model.
However,, the long-run result for the model with interest groups will be either the center
off the space (with probability 0.22) or the set of positions closest to the center (with
probabilityy 0.78). To our knowledge, this is the first study pointing at, and providing
aa micro-foundation for, the possibility of a voting cycle in the presence of a dominant
point.. Although for different reasons, our work contributes to research in the spatial theoryy of elections that advocates that "...democratic voting is characterized by forces that
keepp outcomes reasonably close to the center of voter opinion... " (Enelow and Hinich
(1984,, p.223)). A further investigation shows, however, that if the size of the population
iss lower than some threshold (1000 for our specified model) voting cycles become frequent
phenomenaa and expand all over the issue space. Thus for small populations, our model
positionss itself in the series of models that point at the electoral instability of voting
outcomess (McKelvey (1976, 1979), Schofield (1978)).
Thee inherent property driving our results is that the winning set (i.e., the set of policy
platformss that will defeat the current incumbent) increases in the presence of interest
groups.. This happens in all the stochastic and numerical simulations. Chapter 5 presents
aa general result showing that, for slightly modified versions of the Markov models, the
winningg set of the positions in some neighborhood of the center of the space increases
inn the presence of interest groups. This is our last result in Part I. In our view, it is a
challengingg result that hints at interest groups being one of the forces that keep electoral
outcomess away from the center of voters' preferences.
Thee framework set out in this part of the thesis presents a first step towards modelingg the complex relations between adaptive voters, adaptive political parties and interest
groups.. We hope that we have succeeded in arguing that such models can contribute
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significantlyy to our understanding of the complex political-economic world we are livingg in. The development of more elaborate models analyzing these issues is required.
Furthermore,, the agenda of a future research may include: (i) further investigation and
explorationn of the determinants of individual decision-making using both laboratory and
fieldfield experiments; (ii) mappings of specific concrete economic interests of individuals in
publicc economic policies (van Winden (2002)); (Hi) modeling the emergence of leaders
andd political parties.

9.22

Part II: Other-regarding preferences

Thee shape and content of the utility function is important for rational choice theory,
and,, in particular, for the detailed individual-based modeling of political and economic
phenomena.. The work we present in Part II of this thesis aims to contribute to the recentt research departing from the narrow self-regarding preferences assumption. There is
noww substantial experimental evidence against the traditional 'homo economicus' model.
Thiss evidence leaves the profession with the task of constructing alternative models in
orderr to gain consistency with the empirical data. We believe that the task of building a
plausiblee theory cannot be undertaken successfully unless we can discriminate among the
observablee implications of alternative possible motivations. The game triad experiment
reportedd in Chapter 6 is helpful in this respect because it makes it possible to discriminate
betweenn trust, fear, reciprocity, and altruism in at least one particular environment: the
moonlightingg game. Motivations like these may also play an important role in collective
actionn and group formation, phenomena that Part I was concerned with. Abbink, Irlenbusch,, and Renner (2000) had previously reported data for the moonlighting game that
aree consistent with reciprocity but inconsistent with the traditional self-regarding preferencess model. However, we cannot disentangle and identify players' motives that influence
behaviorr in their experiment. As we argue in Chapter 6, the game triad experiment providess such an opportunity. Results from our experiment support the conclusion that 39%
too 47% of first movers in the moonlighting game are motivated by trust in the positive
reciprocityy of second movers. Furthermore, this trust is in line with rational expectations
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becausee the behavior of second movers who received positive amounts from first movers is
characterizedd by significant positive reciprocity. Indeed, positive reciprocity causes trustingg behavior to have positive expected profit: first movers who send positive amounts to
secondd movers make an average profit of 1.93 euros in our moonlighting game treatment.
Thee behavior of 47% of the first movers is inconsistent with fear of negative reciprocity.
Thiss absence of fear is also in line with rational expectations because the behavior of secondd movers who are confronted with money being taken away from them by first movers
iss not characterized by significant negative reciprocity. Indeed, the absence of significant
negativee reciprocity causes taking behavior to have a small positive expected profit: first
moverss who take money from second movers make an average profit of 0.15 euros. This
conclusionn needs some qualification, though, since the average profit of first movers who
givee money is notably higher than the average profit of those who take money.
Falk,, Fehr, and Fischbacher (2001) report on experiments with a design that includes
thee moonlighting game and a control treatment in which the amounts taken or sent by
first-moversfirst-movers are randomly generated.

Their design uses the "strategy method" where

secondd movers have to choose responses to all possible first-mover decisions, or random
determinationss of first-mover amounts, before observing the actual amounts taken or sent
byy first movers. Another way in which their design differs from ours is that they use a
single-blindd payoff protocol in which individual subjects' decisions are known by the experimenters.. They conclude that their subjects" behavior is characterized by both positive
andd negative reciprocity. It is unclear which of the differences between their experimental
designn and ours accounts for the different conclusions about the significance of negative
reciprocity.. However, both experiments generate data that support the conclusion that
attributionss of intentions are a significant determinant of behavior in the moonlighting
game.. This leads to the conclusion that behavior in the moonlighting game cannot be fully
explainedd by models of preferences over outcomes, such as models of inequality aversion
(Fehrr and Schmidt (1999), Bolton and Ockenfels (2000)) or egocentric other-regarding
preferencess (Chapters 7 and 8 of this thesis).
Paperss reporting experiments with some other games also lead to the conclusion that
bothh intentions and outcome preferences play a role. These other games include the ul-
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timatumm game (Blount (1995)), the investment game (Cox (2001)), and the punishment
gamee (Falk, Fehr, and Fischbacher (1999)). Some other experiments yield mixed results.
Bolton,, Brandts, and Ockenfels (1998) report that intentions are an insignificant determinantt of behavior. Charness (2001) and Offerman (2001) report that intentions are
significantt for negative reciprocity but not for positive reciprocity. Cox and Deck (2001)
findd that negative reciprocity is not significant in the punishment game and that positive
reciprocityy is significant in the trust game with a single-blind protocol but insignificant
withh a double-blind protocol. Thus, the experimental evidence supports the conclusion
thatt models that allow for both intentions and preferences over outcomes are needed to
fullyy explain behavior. Models that include both have been developed by Rabin (1993),
Dufwenbergg and Kirchsteiger (1998), Levine (1998), Falk and Fischbacher (1998) and
Charnesss and Rabin (2002).
However,, we think that the development of a new outcome-preference model is importantt for two reasons. First, as we have demonstrated in Chapter 8, there are many
gamee environments that are central to economics that produce data that can be explained
byy the egocentric other-regarding preferences model. And according to the principle of
Occam'ss razor, or parsimony, one prefers a simpler to a more complicated model when
bothh can explain data of interest. Secondly, in the effort to develop models that can
explainn intentions-driven behavior, such as positive and negative reciprocity, one needs to
decidee what approach to take. Our view is that the most promising approach to take is to
extendd models of preferences over outcomes, by allowing the preferences to be conditional
onn perceived intentions, for application to environments that are not "reciprocity-free."
Inn taking this approach to theory development, one wants to extend a model that can
successfullyy explain data from reciprocity-free environments.
Inn Chapter 7 we test models of (unconditional) preferences over outcomes, while Chapterr 8 is concerned with developing a new model, the egocentric other-regarding preferences
model,, that is consistent with more data from "reciprocity-free" environments than alternativee models. Results from dictator game experiments, reported in Chapter 7, show that
thee large majority of subjects are not averse to unequal outcomes. The majority of subjectss choose very selfish unequal outcomes, or very generous unequal outcomes, depending
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uponn the price of generosity and other properties of the feasible set. Thus, instead of aversionn to inequality, the dictator game data support models of other-regarding preferences
withh substantial price elasticity of demand for altruism. We apply the quasi-maximin
modell of Charness and Rabin (2002) to explain laboratory behaviour in our dictator
gamee experiments and find that their model is of no help in 50% of the subjects 1 choices.
AA model of other-regarding preferences is developed that can rationalize dictator game
data.. In Chapter 8, we demonstrate that the egocentric other-regarding preference model
cann rationalize data from several other types of experiments, including experiments with
proposerr competition, responder competition, and voluntary public goods contributions.
Thee present version of our model, however, cannot explain second-mover vetoes in the
ultimatumm game. Formally, models of inequality aversion can explain such vetoes (Fehr
andd Schmidt (1999)). An extended version of our model that permits the 8 preference
parameterr to be negative for some agents could also explain the vetoes. But experiments
reportedd by Blount (1995) make this a questionable approach. Her data lend support to
thee view that ultimatum game vetoes are a type of behavior that cannot be explained
byy models of preferences over outcomes, whether they be inequality-averse preferences or
other-regardingg preferences of the extended type; instead, explaining the vetoes requires
introductionn of perceptions of others' intentions into theoretical models, which presents
thee focus of our next work.

Appendixx A
Microfoundationn of Interest Group
Model l
Assumee that there is a continuum of individuals in sector i with mass m*. The probability
off joining the interest group in sector i for individual j is determined by the following
difference e
UaUa = V (wi - r (a)) -V(wi-

n) + -£j

wheree £j is voter fs individual "preference" or inclination for joining an interest group.
Thiss inclination ei is distributed according to a distribution function F. Individual j will
joinn the interest group if [% > 0, that is. if
SjZdiiViwi-Tj-Viwi-ri*))]. SjZdiiViwi-Tj-Viwi-ri*))].
Noww assume that in each period the individual decides with probability A* to reconsider
hiss membership. Then the fraction of sector i that organizes becomes
n M+11 = (1 - A,) mtt + A ^ A {(5X [V (Wi

-T{)-V

{wt - r {a))]),

i = A,B,

where e
\{0\{0tt [V(Wi - n) -V(wi

-r(a))])

= 1 - F(ft [V(u>i " Tt) - V (wt -r {*))]).
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Iff we assume that F corresponds to the logistic distribution (see Anderson, De Palma
andd Thisse (1992)) we have

AA (0, [V (Wl -TA-V

K - r (c,))]) = —

— -

L-—

11 + exp (0{ [V (Wi-Ti)-V
ass used in Section 2.4.

-—,

(wi - r (c,))])

Appendixx B
Prooff of Proposition 4.2
1.. Let a position z ^ C b e given. Denote by voters of type s all voters with a certain
strengthh vector s e S x S. Consider first the basic model. For each strength profile
ss e S x S, we can identify the line ls of ideal points, going through (z + C) /2,
forr which voters of type s will be indifferent between z and C. Each of those lines
separatess the space into two disjoint subspaces, one of which contains z and the
otherr contains C, unless both C and z belong to la. The uniform distribution of
ideall points implies that for all s, if C £ ls (C € l3) then the subspace where C
liess contains more than (at least) half of the voters of type s, and all of them by
constructionn prefer (are indifferent between) C to z. Since the set of strengths has
att least two elements and z ^ C there is at least one l„ such that C £ la and thus
inn expectations, while competing with C, z gets less than half of the votes, i.e. z £
Zo.bZo.b (C) u ^0.5 (C) • By assumption the challenger and the incumbent share votes if
theyy adopt the same position and hence, ZQ5 (C) = <f>, and Z£5 (C) = {C}. Thus,
4.2.1(a)) for the basic model is shown. Furthermore, since more than half of the
voterss prefer C to z, C G Z£s (z), 4.2.1(6) is proven.
Forr the model with interest groups, we will refer to some definitions and results that
aree presented in Chapter 5. To show that for all positions z such that z ^ C, the
propertyy z £ Z£5 (C) holds we do the following. Without loss of generality (due
too the symmetry in the model) let Zi < Q, i = 1,2. First, for all s € S x S, draw
00
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liness /_ and l+ through C as defined in Definition 5.1. Next, using Lemma 5.1 note
thatt for the given z: (i) there can be no voters of type s with ideal positions either
too the right of L or at C that would prefer z to C; and that (ii) voters of type s
withh ideal positions on Z-\{C} would be indifferent between joining either group
andd hence C and z would get each half of those voters. Finally, consider all types of
voterss s e S, and properties (i) and (ii) for each of s E S, and derive that less than
halff of the voters of type s would vote for z versus C, i.e. z £ ZQ5 (C) U ZQ5 (C).
Thatt C e Z&5 (C) is clear.
2.. Let y E U\ and a position z € UR^IUR

be given. To fix the idea, let y = {C\,CÏ

+ 1)

andd z\ < y\. First we calculate h(C \ y). For this, note that the center C would
gett votes from voters of type s 6 5 = {s € S x 5,52 ¥" 0}, with ideal positions
beloww the horizontal line going through the point myc = (Ci, W g 3 ) . Since there
aree K (K + 1) / 2 such positions,1 and since the probability that a voter has a vector
off strengths s G S is ^2S2es\{0)P»2 — 1 — Po> we derive that

K<

^i^ (1 - Po) is the

fractionn of voters who prefer C to y. Furthermore, the rest of voters would have:
(a)) either both strengths equal to 0, and therefore would vote randomly, or (b) the
strengthh in the first issue s\ ^ 0 and in the second one, 52 = 0, and since y\ = C\
wouldd again be indifferent between positions C and y. Thus ^ is the fraction of
voterss with s 2 = 0 that C is expected to get. We can therefore conclude that the
fractionn of the votes the challenger gets if the incumbent is at platform y and if the
challengerr selects position z is given by

(B.1))

fc(c|y)

= i + i^5(>i).

Furthermore,, a similar argument shows that if Z\ = j/i, then h (z | y) < h (C \ y).
Second,, we show that there is a y' € U\ such that the challenger gets a higher
fractionn of the voters by selecting y' rather than C. Take y' = {C\ — 1,C2). Let a
vectorr of strengths, s G S x S be given. Draw lines I_, / + through y as defined in
1

Thiss can be easily shown by using the principle of mathematical induction. That is: first, show that

thee property holds for K = 3; next, show that if the property holds for a K, then it does for K + 2 as
well. .
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Definitionn (5.1). The same reasoning as the one used in the proof of Proposition 5.2
applies.. However, in this case the triangles defined there correspond to empty sets
andd all positions to the left of /_ will vote for y'. Furthermore, all voters on positions
onn I-, but different from y vote for the challenger at y' with probability 5. This
impliess that all voters with strength vector s and ideal positions in the subspace
V ( ^ y ; s ) = [ l , ^ ] x [ l , m i n { / C ) Z _ } ] u [ ^ , A : ] x [ l , m i n { ^ , f + , L } ] ,, would
votee for y1 rather than y, except for those on the borders /_, Vl~tj

1

or ^ y ^ who vote

withh probability \ for the challenger. We classify s in the following disjoint sets.
(a)) Sa = {s e S x 5 , s i = s 2 ^ 0}. First note that for all s € 5°, /_ is the
same.. Then, using the principle of mathematical induction, we derive that the
numberr of positions in V(y; s) that do not belong to /_ equals

' 2 + ' and the

numberr of ones on line L is given by K - 2. Thus, the fraction of votes that
y'y' is expected to get from voters of type s € Sa is given by

' a£Sa

^^

(b)) Sb = {s e S x S, s2 > si

0} :

sessesb b
(c)) S c = { s € 5 x 5 , s i = 252 / 0} :

% l i / , 5 ) >>
(d)) Sd = {s e S x 5 , si > s2

- p i —

0, and si £ 2s 2 } :

a€S d d

(e)) Se = {s E S x S, s = (0, a2) and s2 ^ 0} :

Myy \y,se)>

-

2^J(2seS' seS'

^
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^ 0} :

22

^

#2

(g)) 5» = { i 6 5 x 5 , i = (0,0)}:
*

2

v --

P.

Poolingg all types of voters, it can be easily shown that: (i) for all z with zx < yi we
have e
hh (z | y) < h {y' | y);
andd fnj

^^ (2/' I 2/) =

£

WIV.S*)-

i€{Q,&,c,d,e,/,p} }

Usingg equalities £ a e U i e , s <Ps = *. E s e s * P * = E ^ P * + E s e s * P S ,
Eses-ff P«

m

and

Eses-P*

=

manipulations, we have

My/ty)) = ^ ^ f ( ^ - i ) E ^ + ( | / c - 1 ) E ^

+

^E^)

Usingg (B.l), a sufficient condition for h (y' \ y) > h(C \ y) is given by

Substitutingg in the above inequality E s e 5 ° p3 = EaGs\{0} P*> E s £ s< P* = E ^ . / ^ ^ P - i P ^ .
andd 1 - po = E s e5\{o} P*> w e derive
/T33 0 x

(U.2)(U.2)

v1

_

7f) E s es\{o}P« + (2
=

_

~K) l2{si/S2)=2PsiPs2

1

> -.

Furthermore,, for each S\ i € {a,b,c,d,g}, for z\ ^ yi, we have
ft(«|y,S*)<^(l,'|!/,5ft(«|y,S*)<^(l,'|!/,5ii), ),
withh strict inequality for i = a, and

h(zh(z I y,5 e ) + /i (* I y,Sf) <h(y'\

y,Se) + h(y'\

y,Sf).
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Aggregatingg over the different sets, we find
h(z\y)<h(y'\y). h(z\y)<h(y'\y).
Forr z\ = ï/i we have
h{z\h{z\yy)<h{C\y)<h{y'\y). )<h{C\y)<h{y'\y).
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Appendixx C
Experimentall Instructions
(translatedd from Dutch)
C.ll

Treatment A instructions

Noo Talking Allowed Now that the experiment has begun, we ask that you do not talk
orr communicate any longer with each other. Because we will not be available to assist
you,, it will not be possible for you to ask questions. In case there is still something that
youu do not understand, you are kindly requested to read the instructions (the hard copy)
again.. After reading the instructions, you will be asked to answer a multiple-choice test
inn order to check your understanding. The multiple-choice test will be displayed on the
computerr screen. Furthermore, at each step of the experiment, it will be shown on the
screenn of your computer what you have to do. Please, read very carefully what is written
onn the screen during all of the experiment.
Twoo Groups The individuals participating in today's experiment are randomly divided
intoo two groups, called Group X and Group Y.
Anonymityy

Each person in Group X will be randomly matched with a person in Group

Y.Y. No one will learn the identity of the person she/he is matched with.
00
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Each person in each group will be credited with 10 euros at the

beginningg of the experiment. The 10 euros credit will be in your euros-account. Your
accountt balance will appear on your computer monitor.

Moneyy Payoffs

At the end of the experiment, the remaining balance in your euros-

accountt will be paid to you in cash at the rate of 2.20 guilders per euro.

Completee Privacy

This experiment is structured so that no one, neither the exper-

imenterss nor the other subjects nor anyone else will ever know the personal decision of
anyonee in the experiment. This is accomplished by the following procedure. You will
collectt your money payoff contained in a sealed envelope, from a mailbox that only you
cann open (with your key). Your privacy is guaranteed because neither your name nor
yourr student ID number will be entered in your computer or appear on any form that
recordss your decisions in this experiment. The only identifying mark in all records will
bee the number engraved on your key which is known only by you and which you entered
yourselff in the computer. At the end of the experiment, you will walk one by one to the
waitingg room where the mailboxes are to collect your money payoff envelope. The key
andd mailbox are labeled with the same number. But you will be the only person having
thatt key and the only one who knows your key number. While collecting the envelope
fromm your mailbox, you are kindly requested not to open it immediately. You should wait
untill you leave the building. After collecting the envelope, you must return your key by
throwingg it in a key-return box next to the waiting room door.

Sequentiall Decisions

Each Group X person and each Group Y person has a single

decisionn to make. The Group X person decides first. A Group X person's decision
appearss on the matched Group Y person's computer monitor.

The Group Y person

makess his/her decision after learning the decision made by the Group X person. After
thee Group Y person makes his decision, the experiment ends.

Decisionn Task

A Group X person can decide to change or not the euros-account bal-

ancess of both people. After learning the Group X person's decision, the Group Y person

Cl.Cl.
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cann make his/her decision by changing or not the euros-account balances of both people.
Whatt Happens if a Group X Person Decides to Decrease the Other's Account
Balance?? If Person X decides to decrease the Y Person's account balance by 1 euro
thenn the X person's account balance increases by 1 euro. The Group X person cannot
decreasee the Y person's account balance by more than 5 euros.
Whatt Happens if a Group X Person Decides to Increase the Other's Account
Balance?? If Person X decides to increase the Y Person's account balance by 3 euros
thenn the X person's account balance decreases by 1 euro. The Group X person cannot
increasee the other person's account balance by more than 30 euros.
Whatt Happens if a Group Y Person Decides to Decrease the Other's Account
Balance?? If Person Y decides to decrease the X Person's account balance by 3 euros
thenn the Y person's account balance decreases by 1 euro. The Group Y person cannot
decreasee the X person's account balance below 0.
Whatt Happens if a Group Y Person Decides to Increase the Other's Account
Balance?? If Person Y decides to increase the X Person's account balance by 1 euro
thenn the Y person's account balance decreases by 1 euro. The Group Y person cannot
increasee the other person's account balance by more than the X person increased the Y
person'ss accounts balance in his/her preceding decision plus her/his own initial credit.
Revieww of the Decision Task of a Person from Group X

First, each person in

Groupp X will choose a column from Table C.1. Each column summarizes how much both
matchedd X and Y persons get or lose, and their resulting account balances.
Revieww of the Group Y Decision Task A person in Group Y receives a computer
messagee containing the following information. The Group X person changed his/her
accountt balance by the amount "A" and changed your account balance by the amount
"B".. Then, each person in Group Y will choose a column from among the admissible
columnss of Table C.2.
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Notee that the Group Y person is permitted to choose only from among those columns
fromm the above table that do not decrease either the other person's account or his/her
ownn account below 0.

Enteringg Your Private Number

After reading the instructions, you can open your

envelope.. Inside the envelope you will find a key. That key can open a mailbox from which
youu can collect a sealed envelope with your earnings inside. There is a 5-digit number
engravedd on your key. You are asked to enter that number in your computer.
Thenn you should click on the "send-number" box. The entered number will be
usedd to select the box that your key can open, which will contain the envelope with your
earnings.. So, check carefully whether you have entered the right number.

C.22

Treatment B instructions

N oo Talking Allowed

Now that the experiment has begun, we ask that you do not talk

orr communicate any longer with each other. Because we will not be available to assist
you,, it will not be possible for you to ask questions. In case there is still something that
youu do not understand, you are kindly requested to read the instructions (the hard copy)
again.. After reading the instructions, you will be asked to answer a multiple-choice test
inn order to check your understanding. The multiple-choice test will be displayed on the
computerr screen. Furthermore, at each step of the experiment, it will be shown on the
screenn of your computer what you have to do. Please, read very carefully what is written
onn the screen during all the experiment.

T w oo Groups

The individuals participating in today's experiment are randomly divided

intoo two groups, called Group X and Group Y.

Anonymityy

Each person in Group X will be randomly matched with a person in Group

Y.Y. No one will learn the identity of the person she/he is matched with.

C.2.C.2.
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Participationn Fees Each person in each group will be credited with 10 euros at the
beginningg of the experiment. The 10 euros credit will be in your euros-account. Your
accountt balance will appear on your computer monitor.
Moneyy Payoffs

At the end of the experiment, the remaining balance in your euros-

accountt will be paid to you in cash at the rate of 2.20 guilders per euros.
Completee Privacy This experiment is structured so that no one, neither the experimenterss nor the other subjects nor anyone else will ever know the personal decision of
anyonee in the experiment. This is accomplished by the following procedure. You will
collectt your money payoff contained in a sealed envelope, from a mailbox that only you
cann open (with your key). Your privacy is guaranteed because neither your name nor
yourr student ID number will be entered in your computer or appear on any form that
recordss your decisions in this experiment. The only identifying mark in all records will
bee the number engraved on your key which is known only by you and which you entered
yourselff in the computer. At the end of the experiment, you will walk one by one to the
waitingg room where the mailboxes are to collect your money payoff envelope. The key
andd mailbox are labeled with the same number. But you will be the only person having
thatt key and the only one who knows your key number. While collecting the envelope
fromm your mailbox, you are kindly requested not to open it immediately. You should wait
untill you leave the building. After collecting the envelope, you must return your key by
throwingg it in a key-return box next to the waiting room door.
Sequentiall Decisions Each Group X person has a single decision to make. He/she
cann decide to change or not the euros-account balances of both people. The Group Y
personn has no decision to make. Hence, after the Group X person makes his/her decision,
thee experiment ends and the account balance of both persons can not be changed any
more. .
Whatt Happens if a Group X Person Decides to Decrease the Other's Account
Balance?? If Person X decides to decrease the Y Person's account balance by 1 euro
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thenn the X person's account balance increases by 1 euro. The Group X person cannot
decreasee the Y person's account balance by more than 5 euros.

W h a tt Happens if a Group X Person Decides t o Increase the Other's Account
Balance??

If Person X decides to increase the Y Person's account balance by 3 euros

thenn the X person's account balance decreases by 1 euro. The Group X person cannot
increasee the other person's account balance by more than 30 euros.

Revieww of the Decision Task of a Person from Group X

First, each person in

Groupp X will choose a column from Table C.l. Each column summarizes how much both
matchedd X and Y persons get or lose, and their resulting account balances.

Revieww of the Group Y Decision Task

Group Y persons have no decision to make.

Thiss means that their final account balance is determined by the Group X persons.

Enteringg Your Private Number

After reading the instructions, you can open your

envelope.. Inside the envelope you will find a key. That key can open a mailbox from which
youu can collect a sealed envelope with your earnings inside. There is a 5-digit number
engravedd on your key. You are asked to enter that number in your computer.
Thenn you should click on the "send-number" box. The entered number will be
usedd to select the box that your key can open, which will contain the envelope with your
earnings.. So, check carefully whether you have entered the right number.

C.33

Treatment C instructions

N oo Talking Allowed

Now that the experiment has begun, we ask that you do not talk

orr communicate any longer with each other. Because we will not be available to assist
you,, it will not be possible for you to ask questions. In case there is still something that
youu do not understand, you are kindly requested to read the instructions (the hard copy)
again.. After reading the instructions, you will be asked to answer a multiple-choice test
inn order to check your understanding. The multiple-choice test will be displayed on the

C.C. 3.
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computerr screen. Furthermore, at each step of the experiment, it will be shown on the
screenn of your computer what you have to do. Please, read very carefully what is written
onn the screen during all the experiment.
Twoo Groups The individuals participating in today's experiment are randomly divided
intoo two groups, called Group X and Group Y.
Anonymityy

Each person in Group X will be randomly matched with a person in Group

Y.Y. No one will learn the identity of the person she/he is matched with.
Participationn Fees At the beginning of the experiment each person in each group will
bee credited with a certain amount of euros for participating in this experiment. Your
euross credit will be in your euros-account. Your account balance will appear on your
computerr monitor.
Moneyy Payoffs

At the end of the experiment, the remaining balance in your euros-

accountt will be paid to you in cash at the rate of 2.20 guilders per euros.
Completee Privacy This experiment is structured so that no one, neither the experimenterss nor the other subjects nor anyone else will ever know the personal decision of
anyonee in the experiment. This is accomplished by the following procedure. You will
collectt your money payoff contained in a sealed envelope, from a mailbox that only you
cann open (with your key). Your privacy is guaranteed because neither your name nor
yourr student ID number will be entered in your computer or appear on any form that
recordss your decisions in this experiment. The only identifying mark in all records will
bee the number engraved on your key which is known only by you and which you entered
yourselff in the computer. At the end of the experiment, you will walk one by one to the
waitingg room where the mailboxes are to collect your money payoff envelope. The key
andd mailbox are labeled with the same number. But you will be the only person having
thatt key and the only one who knows your key number. While collecting the envelope
fromm your mailbox, you are kindly requested not to open it immediately. You should wait
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untill you leave the building. After collecting the envelope, you must return your key by
throwingg it in a key-return box next to the waiting room door.

Sequentiall Decisions

Each Group X person has no decision to make. Each Group

YY person has a single decision to make. He/she can decide to change or not the eurosaccountt balances of both people. After the Group Y person makes his decision, the
experimentt ends and the account balances of both persons can not be changed any
more. .

W h a tt Happens if a Group Y Person Decides t o Decrease the Other's Account
Balance??

If Person Y decides to decrease the X Person's account balance by 3 euros

thenn the Y person's account balance decreases by 1 euro. The Group Y person cannot
decreasee the X person's account balance below 0.

W h a tt Happens if a Group Y Person Decides t o Increase the Other's Account
Balance??

If person Y decides to increase the X person's account balance by 1 euro

thenn the Y person's account balance decreases by 1 euro. The Group Y person cannot
increasee the other person's account balance by more than her/his own initial credit.

Revieww of the Group Y Decision Task

A person in Group Y receives a computer

messagee containing the following information: Your beginning account balance for this
experimentt is 10 + B. The beginning account balance for X person is 10 + A. Then, each
personn in Group Y will choose a column from among the admissible columns of Table
C.2. .
Notee that the Group Y person is permitted to choose only from among those columns
fromm Table C.2 that do not decrease either the other person's account or his/her own
accountt below 0.

Enteringg Your Private Number

After reading the instructions, you can open your

envelope.. Inside the envelope you will find a key. That key can open a mailbox from which
youu can collect a sealed envelope with your earnings inside. There is a 5-digit number

C.3.C.3.
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engravedd on your key. You are asked to enter that number in your computer.
Thenn you should click on the "send-number" box. The entered number will be
usedd to select the box that your key can open, which will contain the envelope with your
earnings.. So, check carefully whether you have entered the right number.
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Appendixx D
Experimentall Instructions
D . ll

Instructions for experiment 1

Noo Talking Allowed

Now that the experiment has begun, we ask that you do not

talk.. If you have a question after wefinishreading thee instructions, please raise your hand
andd the experimenter will approach you and answer your question in private.
AA Monitor and Two Groups A monitor has been selected randomly from among
thosee of you who came here today. The rest of you have been divided randomly into two
groups,, called Group X and Group Y. Group X people are seated all around the room.
Groupp Y people are standing at the back of the room.
Anonymityy Each person in Group X will be randomly paired with a person in Group
Y.Y. No one will learn the identity of the person she/he is paired with.
Groupp Y Show-Up Pees Each person in Group Y will be given 10 one-dollar certificatess as a show-up fee to put in his/her pocket.
Groupp X Show-Up Fees Each person in Group X will be given 10 one-dollar certificatess as a show-up fee. As explained below, each Group X person will have a decision to
makee about what to do with her/his show-up fee.
00
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This experiment is structured so that no one, including the ex-

perimenters,, the monitor, and the other subjects will ever know the personal decision of
anyonee in the experiment. This is accomplished by a procedure in which you collect your
moneyy payoff, contained in a sealed envelope, from a lettered mailbox that only you have
thee key for. Your privacy is guaranteed because neither your name nor your student ID
numberr will appear on any form that records your decisions in this experiment. The only
identifyingg mark on the decision forms will be a letter known only to you. You will be able
too collect your money payoffs with privacy by using a key, which opens a mailbox. The
keyy and mailbox will be labeled with the same letter as your decision-reporting forms.
Butt you will be the only person who knows your personal letter.

Thee Group X Decision Task

Before the Group X people make their decisions, the

Groupp Y people will leave the room. Then each person in Group X will decide whether
too keep all 10 of his/her one-dollar show-up fee certificates or give some or all of them to
his/herr paired person in Group Y. Every certificate given by a person in Group A" to a
personn in Group Y will be tripled by the experimenters. Table D.l shows how this works.

Groupp Y Has N o Decision to Make

The Group Y people do not have any decision

too make. This means that they will keep all of the tripled number of certificates
sentt to them by individuals in Group X

Thee Role of the Monitor

The monitor was randomly chosen from among the students

whoo volunteered for today's experiment. The monitor will be in charge of distributing
andd collecting the little boxes that contain the envelopes containing mailbox keys and
one-dollarr certificates. In addition, the monitor will be asked to watch and make sure
thatt the experimenters actually follow the procedures that have been explained here.

D.22

Instructions for experiment 2

N oo Talking Allowed

Now that the experiment has begun, we ask that you do not talk.

Iff you have a question after we finish reading the instructions, please raise your hand and

D.2.D.2.
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Iff the Group X

Thee Experimenters

Andd the Group Y

Personn Gives

Triplee the Amount

Personn Receives

00

3x00

00

11

3 xx 1

33

22

3x22

66

33

3x33

99

44

3x44

12 2

55

3x55

15 5

66

3x66

18 8

77

3x77

21 1

88

3x88

24 4

99

3x99

27 7

10 0

3 xx 10

30 0

Tablee D.l:
thee experimenter will approach you and answer your question in private.

AA Monitor and Two Groups

A monitor has been selected randomly from among

thosee of you who came here today. The rest of you have been divided randomly into two
groups,, called Group X and Group Y. Group X people are seated all around the room.
Groupp Y people are standing at the back of the room.

T h ee Role of the Monitor

The monitor was randomly chosen from among the students

whoo volunteered for today's experiment. The monitor will be in charge of distributing and
collectingg envelopes containing mailbox keys, decision forms, and pencils. In addition, the
monitorr will enforce the no talking rule after the experimenters have left the laboratory,
whichh they will do before any decisions are made.

Anonymityy

Each person in Group X will be randomly paired with a person in Group

Y.Y. No one will learn the identity of the person she/he is paired with.
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Initiall Account Balances Each person in each group wilt be credited with $10 at the
beginningg of the experiment. The $10 credit will be your initial account balance.

Completee Privacy This experiment is structured so that no one, including the experimenters,, the monitor, and the other subjects will ever know the personal decision of
anyonee in the experiment. This is accomplished by a procedure in which you collect your
moneyy payoff, contained in a sealed envelope, from a lettered mailbox that only you have
thee key for. Your privacy is guaranteed because neither your name nor your student ID
numberr will appear on any form that records your decisions in this experiment. The only
identifyingg mark on the decision forms will be a key identification code known only to
you.. You will be able to collect your money payoffs with privacy by using a key, which
openss a mailbox. The key and mailbox will be labeled with the same identification code as
yourr decision-reporting forms. But you will be the only person who knows your personal
identificationn code.

Decisionn Task Each Group X person has a single decision to make. He/she can
decidee to change or not the account balances of both people. The Group Y person has
noo decision to make. Hence, after the Group X person makes his/her decision, the
experimentt ends and the account balances of both people cannot be changed any more.

Whatt Happens if a Group X Person Decides to Decrease the Other's Account
Balance?? Each $1 decrease in the other person's account balance increases the Group X
person'ss account balance by $1. The Group X person cannot decrease the other person's
accountt balance by more than $5.

Whatt Happens if a Group X Person Decides to Increase the Other's Account
Balance?? Each $3 increase in the other person's account balance decreases the Group X
person'ss account balance by $1. The Group X person cannot increase the other person's
accountt balance by more than $30.

D.2.D.2.
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Youu can decrease

Youu can increase the Other

thee Other Person's

Person'ss Account as follows

Accountt as follows
Iff you
changee your

•i i

-2 2

-3 3

-4 4

-1 1

00

++ 3

++ fi

++ 9

++ 12

++ ia

88

99

10 0

13 3

Hi i

19 9

22 2

25 5

12 2

11 1

10 0

99

HH

77

66

++ 2

++ 1

•A •A

-a a

•• 2

55

66

77

15 5

14 4

13 3

++ 4

-6 6

.-, .-, •a •a

nn

++ Ï

++ 5

-7 7

-8 8

-9 9

-in n

++ 18

++ 21

++ 21

++ 27

++ 31)

2H H

31 1

31 1

37 7

10 0

11

33

22

11

00

Accountt by
Thenn the
YY person's
Account t
changess by
YY person's
Account t
Balance e
becomes s
Your r
Account t
•• ••

Balance e
becomes s

Tablee D.2: Choices to Group X Person.
Revieww of the Decision Task of a Person from Group X

Each person in Group X

willl choose a column from Table D.2. Each column summarizes how much both matched
XX and Y persons get or lose, and their resulting account balances.
Groupp Y Has No Decision to Make The Group Y people do not have any decision
too make. This means that their accounts will be changed according to the
decisionss made by individuals in Group X.
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Appendixx E
Prooff of Proposition 8.3
22 Assume (1 - a) < 9. We show that g — {y,y,---

, y) is the unique Nash equilibrium.

Lett g be a vector of contributions and /, r 6 { 1 , . . . , n } .

•• min f {^} < y.
Lett a player r contribute the minimum amount, gr. If player r is the only one
thatt has invested the minimum amount then at any contribution z > gT such
thatt z < <#, V7 T^ r, one has fc_ = 0, k+ = n - 1 and using (8.10),
nn Q r

r[z,g-r)r[z,g-r)

= ( ^
11 — a

f)r

+ n-l)-^--l
n—1

(n-i)g;;
( l - a ) ( n - l ))

'

whichh is positive given (1 - a) < 9. Thus, p can not be an equilibrium.
Iff player r is not the only one with the minimum contribution then one can
derivee the following. If g is a vector of unequal contributions then since gr is
thee minimum contribution, there exists at least one player I with contribution
gigi > gT. Let x = xa\xn{gi \ gi > gr}. Clearly x > gr. Let a contribution z = gT+e
<< x. Note that z < x implies that k+ > 0. Let kr_ (> 0) denote the number of
00
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playerss that have invested gr. One has,
$T$T

=

y - ,y-z

+ aG

x_a

z~9r z~9r
kr_(ly-y- gr + aG'

==

kr_(l-

>>

£

y-gy-gr r
Denotingg pr = ^ ( > 1) and using (8.8), we find that Ve G (O.minf^; 1 ^

r

,

x-9r}), x-9r}),
FF {z,9-r)

= (-.
+kl)
- + (-^
+
kr+)~t--l
+
n-1
I- a
n- 1
1 - aa
k^6k^6TT__ + k+9\
e 9T_kT_ a
( l - o ) ( n - l ))
y - g r n - \ \ - a
->->

r?

>>

p

£(1

r

,

p — 1,

y-9r y-9r
whichh is positive. If g is a vector of equal contributions then consider a contributionn z = gT+e <y. For that z, kT_ = n - 1, kr+ = 0 and the same way as at
thee asymmetric case it can be shown that ST_ > (n - 1)(1

s-V Thus from
y-Qr'y-Qr'

(8.9)) we find that Ve € ( 0 , m i n { ^ ^ , y n^n^rr

>>

'

5r}),

fir

• - - 2 - j f - i ,

which,, again, is positive. Therefore, in either case player r is better off by
deviatingg and offering more than gr and hence, g is not an equilibrium.
mim{#}} = y.
Forr any player r, at any z < y, using (8.10) one has

I-aI-a

n- 1

(l-o)(n-i;;
whichh is positive and hence g = (y,...

,y) is an equilibrium.
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33 Let 8 < 1 - a < 6. This condition implies that the set of players I = {i \ 9\ > 1 - a}
andd J = {j| 0L < 1 - a} are not empty. The following mutually exclusive cases are
relevant. .
(a)) If |J| < n and |/| < n then P = {i* € I | 0*1* > 1 - a} ^ $ and J* = {j* e J \
# £ < l - a } / $ .. We show that there is no symmetric Nash equilibrium and
that,, if g is an asymmetric equilibrium then,

ff 0,

if 8\ < V

[[ > 0 ,

if

rel*.

First,, let g be a vector of equal contributions, gr = 6 e [0, y], Vr € {1,... , n}.
Iff 6 > 0 then the same way as at (i) for a vector of equal contributions case,
itt can be shown that player j* € J* is better off by offering slightly less than
6.6. If 6 = 0 then the same way as at (ii) for a vector of equal contributions
case,, it can be shown that player i* € I* is better off by contributing a positive
amount.. Thus, g can not be a Nash equilibrium.
Next,, let g be an asymmetric equilibrium. Let r be a player whose contribution
isgisgrr-•• Let B\ < ^

and let gr > 0.

Thenn for any contribution z slightly less than gr, either kr+(z) = 0 or
k+iz)k+iz) > 0 and in that case, it can be easily shown that ST+(z) < kr+(l + -).
Usingg (8.8), one finds that

-<-))

- &+*& + &+*&-*
( l - a ) ( n - l ))
--

{(n-l)+1)(l-a)

(n-l)(l-a)
h

whichh is non-positive. Thus, player r is better of by contributing less than
ggrr which contradicts with g being an equilibrium. It can be shown in the
samee way that gT = 0 is the optimal contribution for player r.
•• Let 9r_ > 1 - a and gT = 0. Denote pr = y ^ > 1.
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Forr any positive contribution z such that 2 < {* (1 - -y) ,mins{ga,gs

>

0}},
krkr

11

r

r

either k _(z) = 0 or r ( z ) > 0. It can be easily shown that S _(z) >

M-M-

J)- Using (8.8), one has

r[zr[z%9%9..r)r) = (-^L + fc:)JL + (-^L + , ; ) . "
l - aa

n — 1

1— a

n— 1

0 1 + ^0; _ _ ^
^ f
_
-- ( l - a ) ( n - l )
(n-l)(l-a)y "
>>
pr-a-pr-l,
yy
>>

whichh is positive. Therefore, player r is better of by contributing a positive
amountt which contradicts with g being an equilibrium.
(b)) If \J\ < n and |/| = n then I* = {i* € I \ 6l'_ > 1 - a} ^ $ and 1 - a <
66rr+,+, Vr e { 1 , . . . , n} . We show that the only symmetric Nash equilibrium is for
allall contributions to equal y, and that if g is an asymmetric equilibrium then,
ggrr > 0, if ffi > 1 - a
Lett g be a vector of equal contributions gr = 6 e [0, y), Vr e {1,...

, n} . The

samee way as at (2) for a vector of equal contributions case, it can be shown
thatt player i* € I* is better off by offering slightly more than 6, and hence g
cann not be a Nash equilibrium. That the vector of full contributions y is a Nash
equilibriumm can be shown as at <%)-Case 2 since 9\ > 1 - a, Vr e { 1 , . . . , n} is
aa sufficient condition to write the same proof.
Itt can be shown the same way as at the respective part of (3)-a that in any
asymmetricc equilibrium, g, gT > 0, for all 6r_ > 1 - a.
(c)) If \J\ = n and |/| < n then J* = {j* E J \ 0J+ < 1 - a} ^ $ and QT_ <
11 - a,Vr e {1, -. • , n} . We show that the only symmetric Nash equilibrium
iss for all contributions to equal 0, and that if g is an asymmetric equilibrium
then, ,
9r9r = 0, if
11

er+ < i — -

There is at least one positive contribution since g is an asymmetric equilibrium.
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Sincee J* ^ $, the same as (3)-b for 6 > 0, it can be shown that there
aree no symmetric equilibria with positive contributions. That the vector of
00 contributions is a Nash equilibrium can be shown as at (l)-Case 2 since
99rr__ < 1 - a, Vr G {1,... , n} is a sufficient condition to write the same proof.
Itt can be shown the same way as at the respective part of (3)-a that in any
asymmetricc equilibrium, g, gT = 0, for all 8r+ < ^ .
(d)) If | J| = n and |/| = n then 8r_ < 1 - a < 6\, Vr € {1,... , n) . We show that
anyy vector of equal contributions gr = 6, Vr e {1,... , n} is a symmetric Nash
equilibrium. .
Lett g be a vector of equal contributions gr = 6 € [0, t/], Vr e {1,... , n} • From
(8.10)) and (8.9), one finds that Vr € {1,2,... , n},
Fr(5r,6)<T^~-l<00
II — a
forfor all 0r > 6, and

r( f f r ,<5)> I ^-i>o o
forr all gr < 6.
Therefore,, the optimal solution for any player r is 6 and hence g is a Nash
equilibrium. .
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Samenvattingg (Summary in Dutch)
Dee doelstelling van het onderzoek in dit proefschrift is tweeledig. De eerste doelstelling
iss om modellen te ontwikkelen voor belangengroepen waarin de individuen begrensdrationeell gedrag vertonen. Daarbij gaat het onder meer om de opkomst en ontwikkeling
vann belangengroepen. Deze modellen genereren bekende macroverschijnselen, zoals fluctuatiess in de omvang van belangengroepen, de clustering van politieke meningen en differentiatiee in partijprogramma's. De tweede doelstelling is om het wezen van de motieven
diee individueel gedrag in bepaalde economische omgevingen bepalen te verkennen, om
bestaandee modellen te toetsen en om een theorie te ontwikkelen die de gegevens formaliseertt en beter beschrijft. Delen I en II bevatten de resultaten van onze pogingen
omm deze doelstellingen te bereiken. Het belang van dit onderzoek is gerelateerd aan
dee veelvuldige aanwijzingen - in het bijzonder voortgekomen uit nauwgezet laboratoriumonderzoekk - die het paradigma van de volledig rationeel handelende en slechts in
zichzelff geïnteresseerde individu ('homo economicus') weerleggen. De modellen die in
ditt proefschrift zijn ontwikkeld moeten gezien worden als voorlopige bouwstenen voor de
ontwikkelingg van een meer bevredigende theorie voor (politiek) economisch gedrag.

Deell I: Op het individu gebaseerde modellen voor
belangengroepen n
Onss eerste model, te vinden in hoofdstuk 2, plaatst belangengroepen in de context van
herverdelingspolitiek.. Het wijkt in drie aspecten af van bestaande speltheoretische modellenn voor belangengroepen. Ten eerste verschaft ons model een mechanisme voor collec-
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tievee actie, gebaseerd op gedecentraliseerde persoonlijke prikkels, dat afwijkt van de in de
huidigee literatuur over collectieve actie (Sandler (1992)) geformuleerde mechanismen. De
individuelee beslissing om deel te nemen aan een collectieve actie wordt verondersteld een
weergavee te zijn van ontevredenheid met de status quo en 'satisficing' in plaats van 'optimizing'' gedrag te representeren. Ten tweede laten we toe dat de groepsgrootte endogeen
gevormdd wordt in plaats van te veronderstellen dat deze vastligt. Ten derde wordt de
interactiee tussen de overheid en de belangengroepen niet als een streng gedefinieerd spel
maarr als een dynamisch adaptief systeem gemodelleerd. De analyse van het model laat
bijvoorbeeldd zien dat als gevolg van de endogeniteit van de groepsgrootte een stijging van
dee bijdrage van de groepsleden niet noodzakelijk voordelig hoeft te zijn voor de groep,
zelfss als dat wel het geval zou zijn bij een vaste groepsgrootte. Ons model voorspelt dat
hett gebruik van de (relatieve) numerieke sterkte van sociale groepen als een benadering
voorr hun politieke invloed wisselende resultaten geeft, in overeenstemming met empirische
resultatenn (zie Hettich en Winer (1999)). Zo ook hoeft een toename van de grootte van
eenn sociale groep - zeg, het aantal gepensioneerden - vanuit een verdelingsoogpunt niet
perr sé schadelijk voor de groep te zijn. Alle bovenstaande resultaten illustreren de restrictiviteitt van de algemeen gangbare aanname van een gegeven groepsgrootte. Daarnaast
laatt de dynamische analyse van het model zien dat de evenwichten niet stabiel hoeven
tee zijn. Dus kan het vertrouwen op evenwichtsresultaten - waarop de aandacht meestal
geconcentreerdd wordt - misleidend zijn. De evolutie van liet beleid en de omvang van de
belangengroepenn kunnen padafhankelijke patronen vertonen. Bovendien kan het model
zelfstandigg - dat wil zeggen, zonder de hulp van exogene schokken - pieken en dalen in
dee organisatorische dichtheid genereren die ook in de werkelijkheid waargenomen worden.
Dee resultaten verkregen uit de comparatieve en dynamische analyse lijken interessant en
realistischh genoeg om verder theoretisch en empirisch onderzoek te rechtvaardigen.
Hoofdstukkenn 3, 4 en 5 hebben betrekking op de opkomst en rol van belangengroepen
inn een ruimtelijke structuur voor electorale concurrentie. Van Hinich en Munger (1997, blz.
6)) is de uitspraak: "Spatial theory is the only theory that provides an integrated model of
voterr choice, party platforms, and the quality of outcomes. For a complete model, formal
spatiall theory is the only game in town." Ruimtelijke modellen voor verkiezingsrivaliteit
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vormenn inderdaad een krachtig instrument om de interactie tussen kiezers en politieke
kandidatenn in verkiezingen weer te geven. Ze bezitten echter enkele serieuze nadelen voor
eenn realistische beschrijving van verkiezingen in democratische gemeenschappen. Ons
onderzoekk richt zich op het uitbreiden van dit type model in een tweetal richtingen die
hett een meer aannemelijk karakter geven. Ten eerste staan onze modellen zowel adaptieff gedrag toe bij de politieke partijen als ten aanzien van de meningen van de kiezers.
Omm het adaptieve gedrag van de partijen te modelleren wordt gebruik gemaakt van de
analysee van Kollman, Miller en Page (1992), terwijl het adaptieve karakter van meningen
(politiekee voorkeuren) voortvloeit uit het introduceren van sociale interactie tussen de
kiezers.. In onze modellen komen kiezers de overtuigingen van andere kiezers te weten en
passenn zij hun eigen overtuigingen (of voorkeuren) daaraan aan. Ten tweede introducerenn we belangengroepen in het ruimtelijke model van verkiezingen. De functies van deze
belangengroepenn zijn meervoudig: ten eerste coördineren zij het stemgedrag; ten tweede
verschaffenn zij informatie over de voorkeuren van de kiezers aan de politieke partijen
viaa (financiële) bijdragen aan opiniepeilingen; ten derde beïnvloeden zij de verkiezingsuitkomstt door condities aan de peilingen op te leggen. Daarmee integreren deze modellen de
('support'' en 'exchange') motieven voor campagnebijdragen die in de literatuur genoemd
worden.. Bovendien laten we de endogene opkomst van belangengroepen toe, een fenomeen
datt tot op heden verwaarloosd is in de uitgebreide literatuur over belangengroepen. Om
onzee resultaten scherper te maken, wordt verondersteld dat de kiezers uniform verdeeld
zijnn over een symmetrische beleidsruimte. Daardoor is in het basismodel de aanwezigheid
vann een zogenaamd dominant punt - in dit geval het midden van de ruimte - gegarandeerd.
Doorr toepassing van simulatiemethoden, in hoofdstuk 3, vinden we dat bij de aanwezigheidd van belangengroepen winnende partijprogramma's (als die bestaan) sneller wordenn geselecteerd dan in het basismodel. De kans dat de oppositie de verkiezing wint neemt
toee als er belangengroepen zijn. Dit lijkt voort te komen uit een toename van de verzamelingg van winnende verkiezingprogramma's ('winning set'). Het eerste aansprekende
resultaatt in dat hoofdstuk is dat alleen in het basismodel de beleidsuitkomst uiteindelijk
naarr het midden van de verdeling van kiezersvoorkeuren convergeert. De tweede interessantee uitkomst is het optreden van concentraties van politieke meningen in het dynamische
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modell voor sociale interactie. Of de dynamiek tot één, twee of meer grote concentraties
(clusters)) leidt, hangt af van de stochastische elementen in het model. Minderheidsopvattingenn overleven echter ook. Het meest opmerkelijke effect van de sociale dynamiek lijkt
tee zijn dat het (ook op langere termijn) verhindert dat partijprogramma's naar elkaar of
naarr een bepaald punt in de beleidsruimte toe convergeren. De niet-convergentie resultatenn geven een nieuwe eigenschap weer die mogelijk voortkomt uit sociale interactie: de
dominantee beleids positie kan verdwijnen. Naar onze mening is dit het derde interessante
resultaatt van hoofdstuk 3.
Inn hoofdstuk 4 worden deterministische dynamische Markovprocessen geformuleerd
voorr de stochastische modellen uit hoofdstuk 3, met en zonder belangengroepen. We
latenn zien dat de dynamiek in de afstand tussen de beleidsuitkomst en het midden van
dee ruimte, en in de kans dat de uitdager een verkiezing wint, kwalitatief de dynamiek
repliceertt die voortkomt uit de gedetailleerde, op het individu gebaseerde modellen in
hoofdstukk 3. Het eerste resultaat verkregen uit de 'mean-analysis' laat zien dat, op de
langee termijn, de verkiezingsuitkomst van het Markovmodel met adaptieve onwetende
individuenn het midden van de ruimte van het basismodel zal zijn.

Echter, het lange

termijnn resultaat voor het model met belangengroepen zal of het midden van de ruimte
zijnn (met kans 0,22) of de verzameling van posities het dichtst bij het midden (met kans
0,78).. Naar ons weten is dit de eerste studie die wijst op, en een microfundering verschaftt voor, de mogelijkheid van een kiescyclus ('voting cycle') bij de aanwezigheid van
eenn dominant punt. Hiermee wordt een nieuwe bijdrage geleverd aan het onderzoek binnenn de ruimtelijke theorie van verkiezingen dat suggereert dat "...democratie voting is
characterizedd by forces that keep outcomes reasonably close to the center of voter opinion.... " (Enelow en Hinich (1984, biz. 223)). Verder onderzoek toont echter aan dat als
dee grootte van de populatie kleiner is dan een bepaalde drempelwaarde (1000 voor het
doorr ons gespecificeerde model) kiescycli veelvuldiger optreden en zich uitbreiden over de
gehelee beleidsruimte. Daarmee positioneert ons model zich voor kleine populaties in de
reekss van modellen die wijzen op instabiliteit van stemmingsuitkomsten (McKelvey (1976,
1979)) en Schofield (1978)).
Dee intrinsieke modeleigenschap die onze resultaten genereert is dat de verzameling van
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beleidsprogramma'ss die de huidige ambstdrager verslaan (de 'winning set') toeneemt in
dee aanwezigheid van belangengroepen. Dit verschijnsel treedt op in alle stochastische en
numeriekee simulaties. Hoofdstuk 5 presenteert een algemeen resultaat dat laat zien dat,
voorr enigszins aangepaste versies van de Markovmodellen, deze verzameling toeneemt
alss er belangengroepen aanwezig zijn en als de zittende partij zich niet te ver van het
centrumm van de kiezensvoorkeuzen bevindt. Dit is ons laatste resultaat in deel I. Naar
onzee mening is dit een tot nadenken stemmend resultaat dat zinspeelt op een grote invloed
vann belangengroepen. Verkiezingsuitkomsten zouden hierdoor weggehouden worden van
hethet centrum van de kiezersvoorkeuren.
Hett raamwerk dat in dit deel van het proefschrift uiteen is gezet is een eerste stap in
dee richting van het modelleren van de complexe relaties tussen adaptieve kiezers, adaptievee partijen en belangengroepen. We hopen dat we erin geslaagd zijn om overtuigende
argumentenn aan te dragen voor het belang van dergelijke modellen en dat ze bij kunnenn dragen aan een beter begrip van de complexe politiek-economische wereld waarin
wee leven. De ontwikkeling van meer uitvoerige modellen die deze kwesties analyseren is
vereist.. Daarnaast kan de agenda voor verder onderzoek de volgende punten bevatten: (%)
verderr onderzoek naar en verkenning van de determinanten van individuele besluitvorming
doorr zowel laboratorium- als veldexperimenten; (ii) het in kaart brengen van de relaties
tussenn specifieke economische belangen van individuen en economisch beleid (van Winden
(2002));; (Ui) modellering van de opkomst van (opinie-)leiders en politieke partijen.

Deell II: Op anderen gerichte voorkeuren
Dee vorm van de nutsfunctie is belangrijk voor de rationele-keuzetheorie en, in het bijzonder,, voor de gedetailleerde en op individueel gedrag gebaseerde modellering van politieke
enn economische verschijnselen. Het werk dat we beschrijven in deel II van dit proefschrift
heeftt tot doel om bij te dragen aan het recente onderzoek waarin wordt afgeweken van de
beperktee veronderstelling van uitsluitend op het individu zelf gerichte voorkeuren. Er zijn
veell empirische aanwijzingen tegen het traditionele 'homo economicus' model. Deze geven
dee professie de taak om alternatieve modellen te construeren, die in overeenstemming zijn
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mett de empirische gegevens. Wij geloven dat het ontwikkelen van een geloofwaardige theoriee niet succesvol ondernomen kan worden als we empirisch niet kunnen discrimineren
tussenn de implicaties van de alternatieve motieven. Het 'game triad experiment 1 waarover
wee in hoofdstuk 6 rapporteren is nuttig in dit opzicht omdat het de mogelijkheid geeft onderscheidd te maken tussen vertrouwen, angst, wederkerigheid (reciprociteit) en altruïsme
inn althans één specifieke omgeving: het 'moonlighting' spel. Dergelijke motieven kunnen
ookk een belangrijke rol spelen bij collectieve actie en groepsvorming, verschijnselen die in
deell I werden belicht. Abbink, Irlenbusch en Renner (2000) hebben eerder gegevens gerapporteerdd voor het 'moonlighting' spel die overeenkomen met wederkerigheid maar niet
mett het traditionele voorkeuren model. Helaas is het onmogelijk om in hun experiment
dee motieven van de spelers te onderscheiden. Zoals we in hoofdstuk 6 beargumenteren
geeftt het 'game triad experiment' wel de mogelijkheid daartoe. Resultaten van ons experimentt ondersteunen de conclusie dat 39% tot 47% van de 'eerste—aan-zet-spelers' in het
'moonlighting'' spel gemotiveerd worden door vertrouwen in de positieve wederkerigheid
vann het gedrag van de 'tweede-aan-zet-spelers'. Bovendien is dit vertrouwen in overeenstemmingg met rationele verwachtingen omdat het gedrag van de 'tweede—aan-zet-spelers'
diee een positief bedrag van de 'eerste-aan-zet-spelers' hebben ontvangen gekarakteriseerd
wordtt door een significante positieve wederkerigheid (beloning). Positieve wederkerigheid
maaktt dat vertrouwen tot een positieve verwachte winst leidt: de 'eerste-aan-zet-spelers'
diee een positief bedrag naar de 'tweede-aan-zet-spelers' sturen maken gemiddeld winst in
hett 'moonlighting' spel. Het gedrag van 47% van de 'eerste-aan-zet-spelers' komt verder
niett overeen met angst voor negatieve wederkerigheid (straf). Deze afwezigheid van angst
iss ook in overeenstemming met rationele verwachtingen. Het gedrag van 'tweede-aanzet-spelers'' die geconfronteerd worden met het feit dat geld van hun wordt afgepakt door
dee 'eerste-aan-zet-spelers' wordt namelijk niet gekarakteriseerd door negatieve wederkerigheid.. De afwezigheid van negatieve wederkerigheid maakt dat dergelijk gedrag eveneenss tot een positieve winst leidt. Wel is het zo dat de gemiddelde winst van de 'eersteaan-zett spelers' die geld geven beduidend hoger is dan de gemiddelde winst van degenen
diee geld afnemen.
Falk,, Fehr en Fischbacher (2001) rapporteren over experimenten met het 'moonlight-
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ing'' spel en een 'control treatment' waarin de bedragen die afgenomen of gegeven worden
doorr de 'eerste-aan-zet-spelers' via een loterij worden gegenereerd. Hun experimentele
ontwerpp gebruikt de 'strategiee methode' waarin de 'tweede-aan-zet-spelers' een reactie op
allee mogelijke acties van de 'eerste-aan-zet-spelers' moeten kiezen voordat ze de werkelijkee bedragen die gegeven of afgenomen zijn kunnen waarnemen. Een ander verschil tussen
hunn ontwerp en het onze is dat zij een eenzijdig blind uitbetalingsprotocol gebruiken waarbijj de individuele beslissingen bekend zijn bij de onderzoekers. Zij concluderen dat het
gedragg van hun proefpersonen wordt gekarakteriseerd door zowel positieve als negatieve
wederkerigheid.. Het is onduidelijk welke van de verschillen tussen hun en onze experimentelee opzet de verklaring geeft voor de afwijkende conclusies. Beide experimenten
genererenn echter gegevens die de conclusie ondersteunen dat intenties van doorslaggenvendee betekenis zijn voor het gedrag in het 'moonlighting' spel zijn. Dit leidt tot de
conclusiee dat het gedrag in het 'moonlighting' spel niet volledig verklaard kan worden
doorr modellen met alleen maar voorkeuren over de uitkomsten, zoals de modellen met
ongelijkheidafkeerr (Fehr en Schmidt (1999), Bolton en Ockenfels (2000)) of egocentrische,
opp anderen gerichte voorkeuren (hoofdstukken 7 en 8 van dit proefschrift).
Ookk experimenten met andere soorten spellen leiden tot de conclusie dat zowel intentiess als voorkeuren met betrekking tot uitkomsten een rol spelen. Deze andere spellen
omvattenn het 'ultimatumspel' (Blount (1995)), het 'investeringsspel' (Cox (2001)), en het
'afstraffingspel'' (Falk, Fehr en Fischbacher (1999)). Enkele andere experimenten geven
eenn wisselend resultaat. Bolton, Brandts en Ockenfels (1998) rapporteren dat intenties
geenn significante invloed op het gedrag hebben. Charness (2001) en Offerman (2001)
rapporterenn een significante invloed op negatieve wederkerigheid maar niet op positieve
wederkerigheid.. Cox en Deck (2001) vinden dat negatieve wederkerigheid geen significantee rol speelt in het afstraffingsspel en dat positieve wederkerigheid wel van belang
iss in het vertrouwensspel met een eenzijdig blind protocol maar niet in geval van een
dubbelzijdigg protocol. Deze resultaten ondersteunen de conclusie dat modellen die zowel
intentiess als uitkomstvoorkeuren toelaten nodig zijn om het gedrag volledig te kunnen
verklaren.. Dergelijke modellen zijn ontwikkeld door Rabin (1993), Dufwenberg en Kirchsteigerr (1998), Levine (1998), Falk en Fischbacher (1998) en Charness en Rabin (2002).
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Wee denken echter dat de ontwikkeling van een nieuw model betreffende voorkeuren
overr uitkomsten om twee redenen belangrijk is. Ten eerste, zoals we in hoofdstuk 8 hebben
latenn zien, bestaan er vele spelomgevingen die centraal staan in de economie die gegevens
producerenn die verklaard kunnen worden met behulp van het egocentrische, op anderen
gerichtee voorkeuren model. Volgens het principe van 'Occam's razor' wordt een eenvoudig
modell geprefereerd boven een gecompliceerd model als beide de gegevens kunnen verklaren.. Ten tweede moet er in de poging tot het ontwikkelen van modellen die door intenties
gedrevenn gedrag verklaren, zoals positieve en negatieve wederkerigheid, een keuze worden
gemaaktt ten aanzien van de benadering. Naar onze mening is de meest veelbelovende
benaderingg de uitbreiding van de bestaande modellen, waarbij de voorkeuren geconditioneerdd worden op de voorziene intenties, voor toepassingen op omgevingen die niet vrij
zijnn van wederkerigheid. Door deze benadering te nemen wordt een model geconstrueerd
datt er succesvol in slaagt gegevens uit omgevingen die vrij zijn van wederkerigheid te
verklaren. .
Inn hoofdstuk 7 toetsen we modellen voor (ongeconditioneerde) uitkomst voor keuren,
terwijll in hoofdstuk 8 een nieuw model {het egocentrische, op anderen gerichte voorkeuren
model)) wordt ontwikkeld. Resultaten van dictatorspel experimenten, zoals gerapporteerd
inn hoofdstuk 7, laten zien dat de overgrote meerderheid van de proefpersonen niet
afkerigg is van ongelijke uitkomsten.

De meerderheid kiest zeer egoïstische ongelijke

uitkomsten,, of zeer vrijgevige ongelijke uitkomsten, afhankelijk van onder meer de kosten
vann de vrijgevigheid. Deze resultaten ondersteunen de modellen van op anderen gerichte
voorkeurenn met een aanzienlijke prijselasticiteit van de vraag naar altruïsme. We passen
hett quasi-maximin model van Charness and Rabin (2002) toe om het laboratoriumgedragg te verklaren in onze dictatorspel experimenten en vinden dat hun model geen enkel
houvastt biedt voor 50% van de keuzes van de proefpersonen.

Een model dat reken-

ingg houdt met op anderen gerichte voorkeuren is ontwikkeld dat de gegevens van het
dictatorspell kan rationaliseren. In hoofdstuk 8 tonen we aan dat dit egocentrische, op
anderenn gerichte voorkeuren model ook de gegevens van verscheidene andere soorten experimentenn kan verklaren. De huidige versie van het model kan echter de veto's van de
'tweede-aan-zet-spelers'' in het ultimatumspel niet verklaren. Formeel kunnen modellen
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voorr ongelijkheidsafkeer dergelijke veto's wel verklaren (Fehr en Schmidt (1999)). Een
uitbreidingg van ons model dat toestaat dat de relevante voorkeursparameter negatief kan
zijnn voor sommige personen zou ook de veto's kunnen verklaren. Maar de resultaten van
experimentenn door Blount (1995) maken deze aanpak twijfelachtig. Haar gegevens verlenenn ondersteuning aan de zienswijze dat ultimatumspel veto's een soort gedrag vormen
datt niet door modellen van uitkomstenvoorkeuren verklaard kan worden. In plaats daarvann vereist de verklaring van veto's de introductie van percepties van de intenties van de
anderenn in de theoretische modellen.
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Thiss thesis consists of a number of essays on political and experimental
economics.. The objective of the research presented in these essays is
two-fold.. First, to develop bounded rational models of interest groups
thatt account for the emergence and development of interest groups and
engenderr well-established macro-phenomena, like fluctuations in group
sizes,, clustering of political opinions or separation in electoral parties'
platforms.. The second research objective is to explore the nature of
motivationss that drives individual behavior in certain experimental
economicc environments, to test the existing models, and to develop a
theoryy that formalizes and better fits the data. Parts I and II, respectively,
presentt the results of our efforts to meet these objectives. The importance
off this research is related to substantial evidence - in particular, generated
byy scrupulous research in the laboratory - falsifying the paradigm of the
fullyy rational and narrowly self-interested agent ('homo economicus').
Thee models developed in this thesis should be seen as tentative building
blockss to the development of a more satisfactory theory of (political)
economicc behavior.
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